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ABSTRACT 

The coal is an important fundamental resource for global economy, and it’s also the foundation 

of the global economy’s development. Chinese coal enterprises have made great contributions 

to Chinese economy’s rapid development. However, Chinese coal enterprises’ traditional 

extensive model has caused serious problems, such as waste of resources and pollution. 

Moreover, the coal is characterized by its finiteness and non-renewal, all these elements 

determine that coal enterprises’ transition towards clean and recyclable type has become an 

important strategic mission. As a long-time coal industry practitioner, the writer has abundant 

practical experience, and he is thus responsible and bound to think and study possible key 

problems of coal enterprises’ transition to clean and recyclable direction, using theoretical 

methods and tools. 

This thesis takes coal enterprises’ developing clean products and promoting economy 

development as research background and proposes the concept of clean development capacity 

in coal enterprises; explains the capacity’s connotation, features, functions and operating 

mechanism; analyses coal enterprises’ clean development capacity’s influencing factors: 

technical creativity, resource recycling capacity, environment protecting capacity, social 

responsibility capacity, economic growth capacity and strategic execution capacity, and above 

factors’ contributions to coal enterprises’ development. All this builds up evaluation index 

system of coal enterprises’ clean economic development capacity. The writer uses Synthetic 

Evaluation Model integrated by Analytic Hierarchy Process, Grey Relational Analysis and 

TOPSIS to evaluate coal enterprises’ clean economic development capacity. This research takes 

Shaanxi Baoji Lingbei Coal Group Co., Ltd(herein after referred to as Lingbei Group) as an 

example to summarize the group’s production and operation status during different historic 

periods, to evaluate synthetically its clean production development capacity, and to measure its 

6 sub-systems’ actual functions. At last, according to the analysis result, the writer raises 

effective propositions to improve and cultivate coal enterprises’ comprehensive management 

level and clean production development capacity: besides the government’s restriction, 

promotion and guidance, the coal enterprises should enhance their own attention and take 

measures from technical management, resource, environment, society and economy; they 

should develop diversified business models, cultivate their capital operation ability, expand 

their industry chain and improve their market influence in order to gain more economic benefit; 

they should also acquire local government’s policy and economic support; the enterprises 
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should fulfill actively their social responsibility, build wholesome safe production guarantee 

system and relevant plans; the enterprises should uses mine water and resource exploration and 

accelerate innovation of production technology, information technology and security 

technology; they should also build up wholesome motivation system, improve their overall 

management level to facilitate Chinese coal enterprises’ steady and rapid development. 

 

KEY WORDS: COAL ENTERPRISES, CLEAN ECONOMY, ENTERPRISE’S 

DEVELOPMENT CAPACITY 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 

1.1 Research background and significance 

1.1.1 Research background 

China's "12th Five-Year Plan" clearly points out that China must take the sustainable 

development in the future economic development to make society, human as well as resources 

in harmony, and promote the sustainable development of economy, society and environment on 

the basis of low-carbon technology, guided by the concept of green economy. Under this 

background, the promulgation and implementation of the "Planning for the Development of 

Clean Production of the Twelfth Five-Year Plan" points out the goal of resources productivity 

in 2015, i.e. 15% higher than the existing resources utilization, and promoting the clean 

production development mode as well as the economic development mode transformation in 

order to achieve the industrial upgrading of economic structure and the recycling of renewable 

resources. In summary, our country must focus on the development of clean production when 

formulating the economic development strategy, which is also an important measure in line 

with the scientific development concept. 

The experimental work of clean production has been carried out in companies in our country 

since 2005, and what’s the current situation of coal enterprises’ clean production development? 

What factors may hinder or promote the coal enterprises’ clean production development? To 

solve these problems, some Chinese scholars have conducted the relevant theoretical studies. 

According to the existing literature resources, the research and evaluation methods of coal 

enterprises’ clean production by Chinese scholars mainly include the evaluation of its 

comprehensiveness, effect, performance and developmental levels. What are the differences 

between above ideas? What are the concept and principles for coal companies to follow if they 

want to develop the clean production? Based on the existing problems and actualities, the author 

first puts forward the concept of coal enterprises’ clean production development force, hoping 

to elaborate on the clean production in a direct and quantitative mechanics way, in order to 

measure the stage of coal enterprises’ clean production development. Focusing on the clean 

production theory, combined with system theory, sustainable development theory and enterprise 

development theory, the author has established the scientific evaluation mechanism of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force, which facilitates the implementation of coal 

enterprises’ clean production.  
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1.1.2 Research significance 

China’s clean production has gradually developed in recent decades, but analysis of it is more 

and more deeply on the basis of the combination of theoretical exploration and company’s 

practice. A large number of experts actively take theoretical discussion on the clean production 

and put forward their personal opinions for its content, focusing on many levels to successfully 

build up the evaluation mechanism of it. This thesis based on clean production theory takes 

further analysis on its developing way and puts forward the evaluation mechanism as well as 

methods of coal enterprises’ clean production development force. The value of this topic is as 

follows: 

(1) Theoretical significance 

Currently, experts do less analysis on the evaluation theory of coal enterprises’ clean production, 

lack of abundant analysis results. The evaluation mechanism of clean production established by 

experts focuses on macro and meso field, but it must be noticed that the basic unit of clean 

production as well as small clean carrier is the coal enterprise in micro level, while this analysis 

is still in initial stage. China's guarantee energy is coal resource which has a very special status 

among many industries in China; therefore it is very typical and critical to study its clean 

production development. How to take scientific evaluation on development quality of coal 

enterprises’ clean production? The key is whether you can successfully find the solution, so be 

sure to thoroughly study the behavior of coal enterprises’ clean production, and also needs to 

discuss the following questions: How to scientifically and reasonably define the connotation of 

coal enterprises’ clean production development force? How to measure the development level 

of coal enterprises’ clean production? How to choose an appropriate evaluation index? How to 

successfully build up the evaluation mechanism? Questions like these. The preceding analysis 

focused on the current status and the future development, but this thesis focuses on the abilities 

of coal companies to develop clean production, analyzing and evaluating company’s ability, 

thus this thesis can enrich the evaluation theory of coal enterprises’ clean production, which is 

of great significance. 

(2) Practical significance 

In order to explicitly locate the quality of company’s clean production development, this thesis 

conducts the evaluation on coal enterprises’ clean production development force based on the 

proper evaluation of data. After successfully building up the evaluation mechanism and picking 

up a reasonable evaluation model, based on information stacks which can be obtained from 

company, the measured values of coal enterprises’ clean production development force has been 
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calculated and compared with the ideal standard after the rigorous logical processing and 

mathematical statistics, so that company can smoothly carry out the analytical work and extract 

the relevant elements which may hinder the clean production development, so as to adjust its 

clean production development plan and specify the points. That is, providing guidance for coal 

companies to arrange the time of clean production, so that managers have a scientific basis for 

decision-making. Also it facilitates the relevant regulatory agencies to evaluate and analyze the 

elements which affect the business development based on evaluation results, and develop 

targeted management strategies. Therefore, the thesis to study the “evaluation of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force” is of great significance. All in all, in-depth 

analysis and evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production development force can facilitate a 

company to carry out the horizontal comparison between companies as well as its own 

longitudinal comparison; moreover it’s helpful to analyze and study the elements affecting the 

coal enterprises’ clean production development force and to provide targeted development 

strategy for these companies, therefore its position cannot be ignored either in theoretical or 

practical level. 

1.2 Literature review at home and abroad 

1.2.1 Foreign literature review of clean production 

1. Foreign theoretical research of clean production 

Over the times, along with the rapid development of the national economy, the environment 

and resources meet the unprecedented crisis. In response to this situation, Western scholars have 

conducted a reflection and carried out a large number of events themed as the harmonious 

development among economy, society and environment. More and more scholars are inclined 

to the clean production theory. As far as research direction is concerned, it can be divided into 

four perspectives, namely clean production mode, resources recycling mode, environmental 

protection mode as well as eco-cleaning mode. 

(1) Perspective of ecological cycle 

At this stage, the international scholars conduct detailed study on clean production mainly from 

the perspective of ecological balance, combined with ecological principles and economics 

principles. In 1980, the US academic community first proposed the agro-ecological theory 

through a series of meticulous research activities, and then other countries have put forward 

this theory. From a professional point of view, the so-called agro-ecological theory needs to 
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study the tacit interaction between industries coupled with advanced and sound scientific and 

technical means. 

(2) Perspective of environmental protection 

Based on this perspective, many foreign countries are in possession of clean production theory. 

For example, recycle plastic outsourcing to achieve the clean use in order to promote low-

carbon environment and maintain ecological balance; levy resources taxes to avoid 

contamination and maximize efficient use of resources; extend the outsourcing usage time to 

avoid environmental pollution. A lot of classical theories derived from clean production theory, 

zero-emission theory, inverse production theory, etc. In 1989, the United Nations Environment 

Program Activity Center and Planning Department of Industrial Center proposed clean 

production theory: as far as production is concerned, it is the fundamental starting point for 

clean production to minimize the consumption cost of natural and social resources in the design, 

production and sales of the product. Theoretically speaking, the so-called clean production is a 

series of pollution prevention strategies and plans to avoid the natural environment destruction 

in specific production process. From the perspective of the production process, clean production 

has effects including reducing the toxicity and number of the waste, elimination of toxic raw 

materials, economical use of energy and raw materials factory. United Nations University in 

1994 first proposed the zero-emission theory, setting off a firestorm in academia; then, the 

University of Tokyo took it as a research tone, putting forward the inverse production theory in 

1996. Whether it is a zero emission theory, or the reverse production theory, both of them are 

seen as infinitely approaching theory by insiders, and should be supported by abundant capital 

and advanced science and technology. By comparison, today's science, technology as well as 

economic development level will be undoubtedly difficult to achieve. 

(3) Perspective of resource recycling 

Famous Western scholar Stuart Ross (2002) applied modern means to take the comparative 

study on life cycle, the advantages and disadvantages as well as characteristics of manufacturing 

products and pointed out that product packaging could be recycled and reused in order to extend 

the product usage; A.Lans Bovenberg (1997) held that along with the development, resource 

recycling would be great concern of contemporary society, and environmental taxes transfer 

would also have important effect on economic development for it was one of the main ways to 

achieve the clean production; famous scholar Bruvon Anngrete (1998) has put forward the view 

that: we can analyze the impact of resources recycling on waste and toxic emissions amount 

through the mineral tax, and through practice, we know that levying mineral tax can not only 
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achieve resources recycling, but also effectively reduce the effect of the waste on the 

environment. 

(4) Perspective of development mode 

From this perspective, the famous scholar Kondo Yasuo (2001) put forward the idea that: from 

the early beginning of the last century, economic growth primarily relied on large number of 

waste, consumption and production. Although it had some effect, but also severely damaged 

the natural environment and disrupted the ecosystem balance. Therefore, clean-type society 

should be established to ensure the stable development of society. Scholar Brown.RL (1999) 

believes that the development of economic system is far more rapid than eco-system 

development, and the sustainable development can build an innovative model of economic 

development. Famous Western scholar K.E.Boulding (1995) made such a point of view that: In 

the current social context, a new economic model consistent with the characteristics of social 

development should be established to generate the process of resources, product and new 

resources. 

1.2.2 Domestic literature review of clean production 

In the early 1990s, China has introduced the concept of clean production with economic theories 

put forward by other countries as a precondition, setting off a firestorm in academia, and 

scholars have put forward different views and opinions. 

What is clean production? This is the most important issue to carry out study on clean 

production. Because of the different theoretical foundation, thinking dimensions and research 

focuses, academia has proposed several different definitions and insights, as follows: 

First, based on the perspective of material motion: the so-called clean production, in theory, is 

nickname of closing materials circular economy by academia (2005, Tang Tianzi; 2004, Qian 

Yi; 2001, Zhu Dajian; 2001, Duan Ning). The one-way flow of linear economy characterized 

by Chinese traditional industrial society economy is a vast economic reform of linear economy, 

mainly by resources consumption and exploitation to grow economy, thus seriously damaging 

the natural environment and ecological environment at the time. The so-called linear economy, 

from theoretical point of view, is a superposition of linear material flow which hasn’t any 

relationship between each other. It is characterized by high emission, low efficiency as well as 

high-intensive exploitation, and is also the source of environmental pollution and resources 

waste. But the clean production is in contrast, it takes full use of energy and materials to achieve 

low emission, high efficiency and low-intensity exploitation. For its interior has a network-like 
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and feedback links, all matter and energy can be reasonably and enduringly utilized to maintain 

the current natural environment and ecological balance. 

Second, based on the perspective of eco economy: in most of the literature (2005, Wu Ji-song; 

2004 Ji Kunsen; 2004, Feng Zhijun; 2003, Mao Rubai; 2003, Xie Zhenhua; 2003, Qu Geping) 

the clean production is thought as a rationalized ecological economy in nature, which is also 

the current prevailing view in academia, but there are differences in the formulation. Ji Kunsen, 

Feng Zhijun, Qu Geping, et al. have also proposed the view that: the so-called clean production, 

to some degree, is a kind of economic activity taking ecological laws as the main development 

path, which is ecology-oriented and guides the current human behavior and economic activity. 

Scholar Xie Zhenhua believes that the clean production should center on the protection of 

ecological environment, reduction of toxic emissions and resources consumption, not 

necessarily taking the eco-economic law as the main developing line. 

Third, taking the economy and technology as the starting point, Qi Jianguo(2005) in his “On 

theories and practical probes of China’s clean production development” points out that: the so-

called clean production from a theoretical point of view, is a kind of new economic development 

model in line with social features in order to relieve pressure on the environment and resources. 

Xu Songling, in his “position of clean production” (2004), has proposed the view that the 

connotation of clean production can be expressed in a practical and simple way, namely, a kind 

of economic activity with the clean-type as its core. 

Fourth, conduct careful inquiry on clean production from the perspective of development. A 

famous Chinese scholar Xu Yebin (2005) has proposed such a point of view that: green 

development can be treated as the theme of contemporary society, and through continuous 

reflection and exploration, it is believed that the clean production development is the basis for 

building an innovative industrial society. Clean production can transform the current economic 

growth modes of high pollution and high consumption through the rational use of waste and 

clean production, in order to promote social harmony as well as stable development and 

accelerate the pace of economic development, which is not only the aspiration of the social 

community, but also the core of the green-themed activity. Qian Yi (2005) has proposed that: 

harmony of nature and human is not only the main economic development mode in the future, 

but also paves for good ecology, rich life as well as rapid production development. 

In summary, scholars worldwide have different views about the connotation of clean production 

as well as its positioning, but there are also some overlaps. Part of the theories has been 

unanimously approved by the majority of experts and scholars. The author believes that the 
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clean-type is not an absolute concept, but a dynamic process of infinitely approaching the 

absolutely clean state. Vigorous development of clean production is the process of turning waste 

into treasure, but not the production mode in pursuit of no waste. The clean production that we 

are advocating is a manifestation of values, which breaks the limitation of closed-loop type of 

clean production and pushes the economic development towards a core direction infinitely and 

continuously. In terms of name, “clean production” is the most vivid manifestation of this 

economic mode in which two environmental protection models, i.e. “end-of-pipe control” and 

"source control” as well as the significance of “clean-type” are embodied, but we should not 

confuse it with the clean production and conservation-oriented economy in physical and 

thermodynamic theory. With different functions and mechanisms with the two above, the clean 

production has been set up based on ecological principles. In the development of our country, 

clean production is characterized by ecological characteristics, which is also different from the 

Clean Production Law. Through the above statement, clean production can be defined as based 

on the laws of ecology, taking reduction, reclamation and recycling as the principle, 

environmental protection and resource conservation as the core, driven by low-emission, low-

consumption and high utilization, adopting the closed-loop construction process of “resources 

- products - renewable resources" to achieve social requirements of the Scientific Development 

Concept, to achieve sustainable development and to ensure the unity of environment, resources 

and economy. People’s understanding for the sustainable development is deepening with the 

cognition of clean production. In the past the clean production is defined as resources 

conservation and environmental protection from a general point of view, but now it is 

recognized as the harmonious development between human and ecological environment. 

1.2.3 Literature review of clean production of coal enterprises at home and abroad 

1. Literature review of clean production of foreign coal enterprises 

In recent years, the problem of recycling in coal companies has been widespread concerned, 

mainly from the economic and environmental point of view, but most of the research are 

confined to technical and theoretical level, lack of application. The main research directions are 

the following three: 

(1) Comprehensive recycling of the waste. Here mainly refers to bulk solid waste, such as coal 

gangue, production sewage and so on. G.Hilson (2003) conducted a comprehensive study on 

environmental pollution caused by the coal industry through discussion and analysis of solid 

and liquid waste, noise, garbage and other pollutants in the production process. He also made 

in-depth research on how to reduce environmental pollution and waste emissions, how to 
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increase resources utilization and how to get harmless solution; Kinnon(2010) and other 

scholars hold that CBM (Coalbed Methane) is fully equipped with the basic characteristics of 

energy, so it can be collected and used to fuel power generation through scientific means; Sastri 

(1988) and other scholars believe that coal gangue after a scientific process transformation can 

not only meet the quality requirements of building materials, but also recycle resources by the 

way of underground backfill; P.Asokan (2005) studied the existence form of the coal ash and 

waste residue produced by coal industry, and made a detailed analysis of their functions and 

routine recycling way in the production of building and engineering materials; Kolker (2009) 

and others specifically conducted research on cleanup measures and renewable applicable 

function of mine water. 

(2) Energy-saving and clean-type coal processing technology. Adachi (2000) found that the 

terephthalic acid produced by coal was a viable solution because it could significantly reduce 

waste emissions; Priyanto (2002) paid his attention to transform and recycle coal traits, 

proposing a coal liquefaction in order to improve the utilization and reduce pollution; Collot 

(2006) from the process of coal gasification transformation gave a detailed list of advancement 

and environmental protection of the coal gasification technology, followed by corresponding 

feasibility analysis. 

(3) Environmental protection of the coal development. Topper (1994) highlighted the 

importance and feasibility of coal-fired electricity generation mechanism; Dharmappa (2000) 

proposed a solution to reduce mine water; Hilson (2003) opened another way to promote green 

environmental protection in production process. 

2. Literature review of clean production of domestic coal enterprises 

China has a large number of coal resources; development of coal and the corresponding issues 

have always been the focus of national remediation. Therefore, recycling is the core of the 

development of coal industry. The main research theories are the followings. 

For production process, Zhou Liguang (2009) mainly discussed from three points of view, i.e. 

resource exploration, production and waste recycling, holding that improvement of operation 

and management mechanism and technical means within coal enterprise could achieve the clean 

exploration, clean production and resource recycling; He Huabing, Qian Cui (2009) and others 

explored and built a complete set of coal-cleaning process; Li Baoyu (2011) and other scholars 

believed that coal enterprise should have a comprehensive circular economy development to 

cover the entire process of coal production, and control all links to improve the coal cleanliness. 
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As for reprocessing links, most domestic scholars generally believe that it is imperative to build 

a complete industrial chain of clean-type economy. Based on analysis of similarities and 

differences between clean-type industrial chain and economical industrial chain, Chai Jinyan 

(2006) proposed the development mode of clean-type economy industrial chain on the basis of 

effective utilization of natural resources and resources recycling means. Based on the idea of 

rationality and saving, on the premise of resource utilization, social and ecological benefits, etc. 

the company should improve resource utilization rate through technological innovation to 

achieve the greatest resource utilization rate and recycling rate. This is a new theoretical model 

different from the previous circular economy. 

In the actual level of industry chain construction, many domestic scholars have put forward 

relevant theories and practical solutions. Lin Jiquan and Wang Boduo(2005) created a new 

technological process to deal with the coal wastes through coke and coal-related derivatives; 

Chen Jiansheng, Ren Runhou(2005), Hao Zhiying, Chen Wei, Wang Yuming (2007) and others 

summarized the industry mode of large-scale coal companies in our country and proposed 

specific solutions for clean-type chain industry , as shown in Table 1. It can be drawn that the 

coal-electricity and coal-coking are the two different modes, but they are commonly used 

industrial links, which can be applied in related derivative industry, such as coal - electricity 

and building materials, coal-coking and deep processing of fine products, etc. 

Table 1: Statistics of coal industry chain 

Author Name Starting point Form of the industry chain 

Chen 

Jiansheng 

(2005)  

Industry 

chain of 

Pingdingsh

an Coal 

Group 

Gangue, coal slime Industry chain of coal - electricity - 

building materials 

Coking coal Industry chain of coal - coking - tar 

processing - carbon 

Coal gasification Industry chain of coal - gasification – fine 

chemicals 

Ren 

Runhou 

(2005) 

Industry 

chain of 

Shanxi 

LuAn 

Gangue, coal 

middings, coal slime 

Coal - electricity integration 

CBM Industry chain of coal - oil 

COG (Coke Oven 

Gas) 

Industry chain of coal - coking 
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Mining 

Group 

Hao 

Zhiying(2

007) 

Industry 

chain of 

Shanxi 

Xishan 

Coal and 

Electricity 

Power 

Group 

Coal middings and 

other waste 

Coal - electricity - building materials 

Gas, tar, crude benzene Industry chain of coal - coking - coal 

chemicals 

Chen Wei 

(2007) 

Industry 

chain of 

Xinwen 

Mining 

Group 

Gangue Gangue - electricity - building materials 

Gangue, fly ash Gangue - building materials 

Waste land Waste land - land reclamation - efficient 

agriculture 

Mine water Mine water - industrial water - mineral 

water 

Raw coal Coal - liquefaction 

Wang 

Yuming 

(2007) 

Industry 

chain of 

Datong 

Coal Mine 

Group 

Coal gasification Coal - gasification? 

Raw coal Coal - machine 

Gangue Coal - electricity - building materials 

 

Source: Author’s analysis 

(2) Evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production 

Coal resources as the extremely important energy in China have attracted a lot of experts and 

scholars to carry out extensive research, such as mining, coal enterprise, the development of the 

coal industry, coal technology, etc. Because of the different analysis and research contents, the 

relevant evaluation index systems as well as the evaluation methods are different. This thesis 

chooses the coal enterprise as research content, summarizing and analyzing the relevant 
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evaluation index as well as methods of coal enterprises’ clean production to provide a 

theoretical basis for future studies. 

Currently a lot of researches on coal enterprises’ clean production are fruitful, however 

evaluation of its level is still lacking. The author finds that there are 333 articles about “coal 

enterprise” by searching CNKI, while only 12 articles discuss the “clean production” and “coal 

enterprise” simultaneously. Therefore, the author pays attention to three articles about the 

evaluation of economy of coal mines, so that the research objects of this study is 15 articles in 

table (1-2) about the evaluation system of coal enterprises’ clean production. By the following 

table we can know the focus of scholars who study coal enterprises’ clean production such as 

management capacity, production technology as well as economic benefits. 

Table 2: Statistics about evaluation objectives, structural levels and influencing factors of coal 

enterprises’ clean production index system 

 

Author 
Evaluation 

goal 
Level Influencing factors 

Sun Zheng 

Effects of 

clean 

production 

Target layer, criterion 

layer, sub-criteria 

layer, index layer 

Economy, management, environmental 

protection, features of clean production 

Sun Lei 

Level of 

clean 

production 

development 

Target layer, criterion 

layer, sub-criteria 

layer, index layer 

Economic development, management 

and coordination, features of clean 

production 

Yan Bohua 

Situation of 

clean 

production 

development 

Target layer, first 

grade index, second 

grade index 

Economic management, ecological 

protection, material recycling 

Song 

Hongna 

Effects of 

clean 

production 

Target layer, criterion 

layer, index layer 

Economy, management, ecological 

protection, scientific-technical 

progress, resources consumption, 

resources recycling 
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Zhang 

Xiaolong 

Comprehensi

ve evaluation 

of clean 

production 

Target layer, first 

grade index 

Second-class index 

system 

Economy, environment, scientific- 

technical progress, resources 

consumption, resources recycling 

Source: Author’s analysis 

  

First, build an index system framework based on coal enterprises’ clean production. Economic 

and clean production are two major common features of evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean 

production, for example, Yan Bohua (2007), Song Hongna (2008), Xu Jun (2011), Sun Zheng 

(2005), Zhang Xiaolong (2008), Mashi Liang (2009), et al., but there are other factors except 

for the two features, such as technological factors, management and environmental factors as 

well as resources factors. These factors illustrate that evaluation index of coal enterprises’ clean 

production has been designed not only based on the general characteristics of company, but also 

be clean production -centric and coal enterprise-centric, which also vividly reflects the special 

nature of the evaluation object. 

Second, it has been built on the operating characteristics of coal resources. The theory of coal 

enterprises’ clean production is that: the reduction, reuse and recycling have been employed to 

build index system by Yang Xue (2012) and Zhang Rui (2009), coupled with the logical 

relationship between resources exploitation and utilization. 

Third, it has been built on the impacts of coal resources on some areas including society, 

environment, resources and economy. Production factors mentioned in the above Table by Feng 

Ye (2010) can also be treated as resources utilization in evaluation index, which is why the four 

factors including economy, environment, resources and society have appeared not only in 

evaluation index system of coal enterprises’ clean production effects by Feng Zhitan (2007), 

Liu Chuangeng (2009), Liang Jue (2009), et al., but also in index system by Feng Ye (2010) 

and Wang Zhen (2010). But due to the different focus of our research, other factors such as 

internal and external influence, green support, technology and safety are included. 

The frequency is employed to make literatures statistics. As for clean production factors, the 

ecological factors appear sixteen times in which eco-friendly factors, gold factors, pollution 

emission factors and energy saving factors appear correspondingly 11, 3, 3 and 1 times; factor 

of "resources” appear twenty times including resource comprehensive utilization factor, 

resource consumption factor, resource recycling factor, resource output factor, resource 
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management factor and resource reduction factor, and their occurrences are respectively 6, 5, 3, 

2, 2 and 1 times; besides there are 13 times of economic factor, three times of social and 

technological factor, in addition four times of management factor, five times of cycle 

characteristics factor and one time of the factor including enterprise internal and external factor, 

safety and production. It can be drawn from the above table that the key factors which affect 

the evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production development contain three aspects, i.e. 

economy, environment and resources. But due to one-sidedness of index design, the overall 

evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production development has not formed because of too 

much emphasis on environment or clean production features. 

The evaluation index system of coal enterprises’ clean production in above literatures is either 

four-level including target layer, criterion layer, sub-criteria layer and index layer, mainly 

represented by Sun Lei (2007) and Sun Zheng (2005), or three-level including target layer, 

criterion layer and index layer. The four-level index system contains the sub-criteria layer which 

can not only evaluate the situation of the criterion layer, but also make evaluation system more 

perfect, thus forming a comprehensive, effective and scientific evaluation result. 

In general, Western countries tend to establish sound laws to reduce pollution and make full use 

of waste materials instead of adopting the end-of-pipe control, which successfully forms the 

pollution prevention policy and achieves full legalization of clean production. In addition, the 

developed countries exert constraints and incentives on economic behavior through incentives 

and disincentives. We should fully absorb their essence such as construction of many non-profit 

community organizations and supporting people to actively participate in environmental 

activities. Experts in the developed countries have yielded fruitful results in analyzing the clean 

production theory for they are often rooted in the specific demands, focusing on the ecological 

balance, environmental protection, resource recycling and other aspects to find specific 

solutions. Analysis of clean production evaluation should be combined with specific analysis 

objects, such as coal enterprise, coal pollution, comprehensive utilization of waste, clean coal 

as well as the detailed technology and methods, which are all focuses of research. Overall, few 

people study the coal enterprise because diverse new energy replace coal resources, the coal 

industry is no longer attractive to many developed countries, and therefore we cannot obtain 

valuable references. 

For the study of clean production, China is still in the recognition stage without theoretical 

mechanism. Analysis of coal enterprises’ clean production is still being explored, highlighting 

the following questions: 
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First, most theoretical analysis of clean production focus on the macro point of view, lack of 

scientific guidance by coal enterprises’ clean production theory; Second, there are few empirical 

analysis works about coal enterprises’ clean production, and most of the works focus solely on 

theoretical analysis, such as the coal enterprise's management mechanism; third, most of the 

evaluation methods of coal enterprises’ clean production are very monotonous, affecting the 

evaluation results. In addition the time dynamics has not been fully considered. Because the 

development is sustainable, the clean production development should comply with the 

relatively dynamic guideline instead of the absolute one. Reference objects should be in each 

period to manifest the corresponding values of quantitative evaluation results; finally, there are 

many ways to express evaluation objectives, such as performance evaluation, comprehensive 

evaluation, etc. Analysis on the meaning of clean production in nature is to evaluate its 

mechanism quality, which is a multi-index analysis of the overall level of economic 

development. As far as index nature is concerned, the majority belong to the state index failing 

to fully manifest development potential of clean production. The previous scholars have only 

measured evaluation objectives rather than focusing on the theoretical level to analyze the 

common characteristics of them. Taking into account these shortcomings, the author puts 

forward the definition of clean production development force and improves evaluation method 

by successfully constructing the index mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force. The author selects the Lingbei Group as a case study object, conducting 

systematic analysis, measurement and evaluation on clean production development force. The 

author also puts forward targeted strategy to enhance coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force based on the results of empirical analysis. 

1.3 Research ideas and methodology 

1.3.1 Research ideas 

This thesis is divided into the following parts according to logical steps of the problems required 

to elaborate and deal with. The first part is the introduction, describing the subject background 

and research significance, and also comprehensively elaborates on the relevant literature 

worldwide, systematically discussing the analysis ideas, content and methods; Secondly, guided 

by view of "theory determining practice", the theoretical foundation of this thesis has been 

discussed comprehensively; the thesis briefly discusses the current situation of coal resources 

utilization in China, and by screening the shortcomings in the development process of coal 

enterprises’ clean production, constructs a model of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force and discusses its characteristics, and also makes a theoretical analysis of 
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operation mechanism of clean production through the "slope sphere mechanical model"; based 

on the above, the evaluation mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean production development 

force has been successfully built up, putting forward the "AGT" comprehensive integrated 

evaluation model; thirdly, by considering the specific situation of Lingbei Group, the author 

selects the corresponding case to analyze its clean production development force. The targeted 

development strategy will be put forward based on analysis of final evaluation results. The 

summary and prospect of this thesis are also provided to successfully transfer the practice to 

theoretical level. 

The task analysis is combined with focus analysis, and Figure 1 is the specific analysis idea of 

this thesis. 

1.3.2 Research methodology 

(1) Employ theoretical analysis and case study. Theoretical analysis benefits from the support 

of relevant theories. This thesis first elaborates on the clean production development force, and 

then constructs the evaluation mechanism and methods of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force. Based on this, apply relevant information about Lingbei Group in case study, 

adopting "AGT" comprehensive evaluation model in evaluation and analysis process. 

(2) Apply quantitative and qualitative research methods. This thesis employs the qualitative 

analysis method to analyze the definition, function, features and operation mechanism of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force as well as how to improve the evaluation 

strategies and enhance its development capacity. Quantitative analysis method mainly refers to 

using the structure equation to measure the elastic effect of development force elements on 

company performance; Those development force elements are: resources recycling force 

(whether the enterprise can make full use of recycling resources), economic growth force 

(whether the enterprise can maintain continuous growth of economic benefits), technological 

innovation force (Whether the enterprise has a clear clean energy technology strategy and the 

related supporting investment), social responsibility force (whether the enterprise can balance 

the interest among the employee, its surrounding communities and the enterprise itself during 

its development), environmental protection force (Whether the enterprise cares for 

environmental protection during the manufacturing process as well as its products’ influence 

on environment), strategy execution force (whether the enterprise will really carry out the clean 

energy strategy instead of going through the motions). Meanwhile, AHP method is employed 

to determine the operational evaluation segment system, aiming at making the process more 

rational and the results more reliable. 
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(3) Employ expert interviews and questionnaire survey methods. Questionnaires issued to 

company can ensure the index distribution and selection mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean 

production development force more reasonable. Consult the relevant experts for building 

evaluation index and making definition to ensure a more scientific analysis work as well as 

more reasonable results. 

 

Figure 1: Technology roadmap 
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Figure 2: Basic logical structure chart 

Technological innovation 

Environmental protection 

Economic growth 

Resources recycling 

Social responsibility 

Management coordination 

Coal enterprise clean 

production development force 
Economic performance 
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1.4 Research contents and innovation points 

1.4.1 Research contents 

A brief overview about the analysis contents of this thesis is as follows: 

Chapter 1 is introduction, mainly describing the analysis background and research significance. 

Based on the existing literatures, summarize the achievements and defects of relevant 

evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production, to find inadequacies of the current evaluation 

means. Rooted in the shortcomings of previous analysis, the author elaborates on his research 

ideas, methods, content as well as innovation. 

Chapter 2 expounds the relevant theories related to coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force including the system theory, sustainable development theory, etc. Lay a 

more solid foundation by the detailed description on its connotation as well as internal links 

with coal enterprise's development. 

Chapter 3 studies the connotation and growth characteristics of coal enterprise, elaborating on 

the current development situation and defects of coal enterprises’ clean production in China, i.e. 

lack of driving force to support the clean production development; inadequate funding has 

hampered the development of coal enterprises’ clean production; serious problems of 

environmental pollution and ecological destruction have appeared without corresponding 

technical support; fail to effectively utilize coal resources and the industrial chain is very short; 

most of coal companies are small and medium sized which have a low degree of market 

concentration as well as low synergetic degree between industries; need to improve security. 

Chapter 4 is the center of this thesis, specifically describing the significance as well as analysis 

of “coal enterprises’ clean production development force”. The first step is to propose the 

definition of clean production development force, and then conducts in-depth analysis of its 

connotation, successfully constructing conceptual model of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force; and then elaborates on its characteristics, fully tapping its function. 

Chapter 5 specifically describes the process to build up index of coal enterprises’ clean 

production development force. First, employ empirical data to analyze the function of 

components of coal enterprises’ clean production development force and elasticity to company 

development performance. On this basis, led by the goal of index construction, the author builds 

up the evaluation mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean production development force by design 

guidelines and relevant clues (elements elasticity, index level layout mechanism, evaluation 

improvement). 
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Chapter 6 analyzes how to improve the evaluation methods of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force. First, the author elaborates on some common evaluation methods, 

comparatively studying their basic concepts, statistical procedures and methods, and employs 

the "AGT" method on the basis of characteristics of sample data and evaluation objectives. 

Based on comprehensive evaluation index by Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), compare the 

geometric similarity of the data columns by using gray relational analysis (GRA) method, and 

thus judge the relevance of the sample and measure the similarity between multi-solution and 

optimal solution through TOPSIS method, and then arrange the multiple solutions in order to 

give full play to their advantages, solve the current evaluation defects and obtain more scientific 

evaluation results. 

Chapter 7 is also the focus of this thesis. The thesis chooses the Lingbei Group as the object of 

case study. First introduce its basic condition, and then analyze its current state of clean 

production at all angles. Adopt the "AGT" approach to evaluate and analyze the sample 

information of this company in the 1996-2011. The final result is that: the clean production 

development force of this company has obtained the sustainable growth from 1996 to 2011. 

Use six subsystems to analyze the function of Lingbei Group’s clean production, learning that 

the economic development force, economic growth force, environmental protection force, 

technological innovation force, social responsibility force as well as resources recycling force 

of this company are closely related and promoted each other; while the strategy execution force 

does not show clear positive link with it. 

Chapter 8 proposes the targeted solutions. Based on evaluation results of clean production 

development force of Lingbei Group, the author puts forward targeted strategies to enhance its 

clean production development force, i.e. to diversify the business to rise economic growth force; 

focus on government and company to strengthen company’s social responsibility force; enable 

company to make full use of resources and reduce environmental pollution through a variety of 

methods; encourage technological innovation; improve the clean production mechanism by 

building up clean production incentives mechanism, besides focus on talent planning and 

optimize the management mechanism to enhance management efficiency. 

Chapter 9 presents the summary and outlook of the whole thesis. The results as well as defects 

in this thesis are summarized, and the outlook of the future analysis work is also provided. 

1.4.2 Innovation points 

This thesis analyzes evaluation results of clean production all over the world, actively absorbing 

their mature experience and considering the specific situation of coal companies, to build up 
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the evaluation mechanism of clean production development force and put forward targeted 

strategies. The thesis focuses on the following four perspectives to take innovation: 

(1) The author first proposes the definition of coal enterprises’ clean production development 

force. Previous scholars paid their attention to the measurement of the evaluation index when 

analyzing the coal enterprises’ clean production. This thesis proposes the definition of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force, and conducts a systematic study on it. Rooted 

in the theory of circular economy and coordinated with the environment which the company is 

in, focusing on resources saving and friendly-environment, to make company get the 

sustainable development with strong dynamics, objectivity, harmony, comprehensiveness and 

measurability. The clean production development force has the function of judgment, guidance, 

encouragement and support after the evaluation. Thus the conceptual model of coal enterprises’ 

clean production development force has been successfully constructed, employing the slope 

sphere mechanical theory to analyze its operation mechanism and structural equation modeling 

to measure its elasticity to business performance. Theoretical innovation of this thesis lies in 

providing a brand new development route for coal enterprises’ clean production. 

(2) The author successfully builds up the relatively complete evaluation mechanism of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force. Most experts have successfully built up the 

three-level evaluation mechanism, but in this thesis the author based on the results of previous 

studies, constructs the four-level evaluation mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force with one more sub-criteria layer which allows the evaluation index 

mechanism more sound. It also confirms some elements such as society, resources, management, 

technology as well as economy can affect coal enterprises’ clean production development, 

which ensures a more scientific and reasonable evaluation of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force. 

(3) The author successfully builds up the “AGT” comprehensive integrated evaluation model 

to evaluate the clean production development force of coal enterprise. This method integrates 

two methods of Euclidean distance and GRA, constructing a new relative nearness, so as to 

achieve the program evaluation New nearness can reflect similarity and difference of the 

location connection as well as the data curve among the solution, ideal solution and negative 

ideal solution, so it has a more precisely physical meaning. It is very scientific to using this 

method to evaluate the clean production development force of Lingbei Group from 1996 to 

2011 and finally to confirm the analysis and evaluation of the coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force theory. 
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Chapter 2 Review of relevant theoretical studies 

It is not a simple question to discuss and analyze coal enterprises’ clean production development; 

we should take the circular economy theory, sustainable development theory, business 

development theory, system theory and other theories as the basis. This thesis mainly discusses 

the relevant theories, taking the coal field as an example, to expound the clean production 

development and correlation of these theories. 

2.1 Enterprise development theory 

2.1.1 Overview of enterprise development theory 

After 30 years of research and exploration, a lot of research achievements as well as different 

theoretical schools have appeared in enterprise development theory. In western company 

development theories, most experts focus on the macro level to study internal problems of 

enterprise. The main starting point for studying the enterprise’s development based on 

economic theory is to conduct analysis and evaluation of the enterprise development actualities 

guided by micro-economics theory. The enterprise development theory based on systems 

science and management science includes Peter Senge's enterprise self-organization theory and 

system dynamics theory, Porter's corporate strategy theory, etc. For enterprise’s internal 

problems, take analysis from the enterprise level, serving its sustainable development as a 

research priority. 

China has also carried out extensive research on the development of enterprise, and achieved 

good results. Wang Ying (1997) took the in-depth analysis on factors affecting the development 

of enterprises, holding that enterprise’s development is inseparable from the effective use of 

personnel and staff; Wang Shouan (2001) explored and analyzed the key factors affecting the 

development of enterprises from the perspective of elements investment, and emphatically 

investigated the three factors directly affecting enterprise’s vitality including human, material 

and financial resources, and also put forward some suggestions and ideas for the rapid 

development of enterprises; Dr. Li Bozhou (2003) deeply discussed some issues related to 

enterprise development momentum. National experts’ research results are equipped with certain 

value for studying the sustainable development of enterprises. 
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2.1.2 Motivation of coal enterprises to develop the clean production 

Many scholars point out that the motivation of enterprises to implement clean production is 

insufficient, because of the contradiction and inconsistency between enterprise and the target 

of clean production. The enterprise takes the partial and short-term interests as the primary 

consideration, seeking economic benefits; while the clean production focuses on the future 

prospects and the heading way of coal industry from the macro, long-term and overall 

perspective. Therefore, it is worthy of further exploration on how to enhance the enterprise’s 

motivation to implement clean production. Wang Chaoquan (2006) points out that technological 

advances, social demands as well as economic interests constitute the dynamic mechanism of 

clean production development, and a scientific and rational dynamic mechanism can ensure its 

full efficacy. Jiao Yang (2011) from the system and the economic theory believes that the 

internal structure and external environment together determine the enterprise’s motivation to 

take clean production, and social benefits, industry competition, the economic interests as well 

as policy compliance are key forces to develop the clean production. The government and 

relevant departments should establish and improve rules and regulations, from the perspective 

of enterprise’s economic benefits to intervene by ways of rewards and punishments, to establish 

the correct guidance for public opinion and lead enterprise to develop clean production. 

Spiritual motivation, material motivation, external and internal motivation, etc. are able to 

promote enterprise to develop clean production. In the actual implementation process, we 

should be in conjunction with the economic level and market conditions, and fully mobilize the 

forces of all parts, aspects and factors to promote steady development of clean production. 

Currently, coal companies are in an important period of restructuring and strategy 

transformation. With an increasingly competitive market, it has become the most important 

issue for the coal enterprise to meet new market demands, change the extensive economic 

development model of high pollution and low efficiency. Clean production is the inevitable way 

of development of coal enterprises. It has some practical value to discuss and analyze the 

development drivers of coal enterprises based on the enterprise development theory. 

2.2 Sustainable development theory 

2.2.1 Overview of the sustainable development theory 

1. Concept of the sustainable development 

The development model that will not have a negative impact on present and future generations 

is called the sustainable development. The essence and meaning of sustainable development is 
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that it does not pollute the forests, wetlands, water, air and other natural resources, but meets 

the needs of economic development, and provides adequate resources of living, production and 

work for future generation. Environmental protection and sustainable development complement 

each other. Sustainable development is based on environmental protection; the development is 

the core of sustainable development. However, the truly sustainable development lies in the 

simultaneous development of nature and economy, improvement of resources utilization, 

protection of the environment and natural resources, and enhancement of the overall quality of 

the human race. 

2. Basic principles of sustainable development 

(1) Principle of equity 

The essence of sustainable development lies in an equal opportunity to select the right, and its 

meaning includes the following three aspects: First, the horizontal equity refers to the equity in 

the same generation who have fair rights in development and distribution, consistent with an 

equal rights in contemporaries; the second is vertical equity, namely the intergenerational equity 

which refers to the fair rights in development, earning a living, seeking personal interests and 

using natural resources; the third one is equity between man and nature, i.e. the fair right to 

distribute the limited natural resources. 

(2) Principle of sustainability 

It refers that social and economic activities must be carried out within the ecological capacity 

which should not be destroyed when seeking personal interests and material needs; that is the 

sustainable principle of the sustainable development. Social organization, environmental, 

technical level, resources, population and other factors need to be constrained and controlled. 

Human survival and development is inseparable from the material basis; natural resources and 

the environment will limit human development. Therefore, when human seek their own 

development, they cannot ignore the restriction by natural resources. We should exploit 

resources efficiently and rationally, improve resource utilization and minimize waste of 

resources, organically integrate the benefits of human and environment, to achieve human, 

social and natural synergy development. 

(3) Principle of communality 

Development of all countries are inseparable from sustainable development, although the 

development level, economic level, cultural degree as well as historical backgrounds of each 

country are quite different, so the principles, procedures, methods, measures and targets of the 
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sustainable development are completely different. However, all countries should abide by the 

principle of sustainability and equity, and the truly sustainable development is inseparable from 

any one country and individual effort, and the dependence as well as integrity of the Earth also 

decides the commonality of sustainable development. Therefore, in order to achieve the overall 

interests of the various countries around the world, all countries should abide by the 

international agreements to promote the common progress of the global environment and 

development system. "Our Common Future" points out that “it is the most urgent problem to 

let each country to fully recognize the importance and necessity of multilateralism,” "For the 

world as a whole, it is extremely important to achieve a consistency between a sense of 

responsibility and awareness.” Therefore, the sustainable development is a fundamental 

requirement of human and moral responsibility to achieve coordinated development of nature, 

human and society. 

2.2.2 Analysis of sustainable development of coal enterprises 

In recent years, as the economic level continues to improve, the environmental disruption and 

pollution becomes more serious. Environmental pollution, ecological degradation, resources 

shortage, population pressure and other problems are becoming more serious, which is harmful 

to human life, production and work. Coal companies should carefully think about how to change 

the traditional production mode and open a road of "new industrialization", in order to comply 

with the development needs of the new era. Some experts have deeply discussed the reform of 

coal enterprises, obtaining encouraging results. Wei Tong(1997) points out that the sustainable 

development of the coal industry refers that: the harmonious development of resources, 

environment, society and economy in coal industry can provide clean power, raw materials and 

fuel for the people, and will not bring great damage to the ecosystem. Geng Dianmming (2003) 

delved into the practical situation of China's coal mines, considering that the sustainable 

development of mines means: correctly understanding the connotation of harmony among 

human, society and nature. In the mining area, the coal enterprise's market force, economic 

growth force as well as competitiveness are sustainable, the energy bearing capacity, 

environmental support capacity and the industry chain of coal mines should comply with the 

intra-generational and intergenerational equity principle. The mine development and rural 

development are in harmony. 

According to previous concepts about sustainable development of mining and coal industry, the 

sustainable development of the coal enterprise means: simultaneously meeting the needs of 

economic development and ecological environment, in line with the intra-generational and 

intergenerational equity principle, to provide adequate resources to the contemporary and will 
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not pose a threat and impact to future generations. The consumption of coal resources should 

be within the carrying capacity of natural environment, and despite of depletion, too fast 

consumption, over-exploitation and other issues, there is still time to shift to alternate resources. 

The sustainable development of coal enterprises exerts a new meaning on traditional 

development, concerning about the economic, environmental and natural development and 

taking the sustainable development of society as the fundamental starting point. The sustainable 

development is a strategic mode from the perspective of natural resources and environment, 

which is essentially different from the traditional sense of time continuity not be interrupted by 

other reasons. Especially the carrying capacity of natural resources and the environment play a 

critical role in improving the quality of life as well as living standards. The sustainable 

development takes the development as the fundamental starting point, sustainability as a key 

requirement. 

2.3 Clean production theory 

2.3.1 Overview of clean production theory  

1. Origin and development of clean production 

Marx's theory of clean production proposed that “all consumer goods are able to reproduce as 

a waste." Marx first proposed a "waste recycling theory" in his "Das Kapital". Different from 

the definition of clean production, it reflects the production principles of waste recycling, 

resource conservation as well as avoiding waste. Waste recycling and reducing the waste 

formation refer to the "3R" principle of clean production, namely principles of recycling, reuse 

and reduction. Therefore, the development of clean production adopts Marx's "waste recycling" 

theory as guidance. 

Since the last century, the human living environment continued to be destroyed, for this 

situation, scholars began to study the relationship between man and nature. The origin and 

development of clean production theory is based on classical political economics such as 

Ricardo's law of differential rent that with population growth every year, a competition of the 

limited amount of land is also growing, rent is also increasing, so many people pay only for 

their daily lives. 

In the 1920s, Soddy’s research on the laws of thermodynamics produced a profound impact on 

the later development of economics. After the 1950s, the scholar Georges-cu-Roegen further 

strengthened the theory, pointing out that “the traditional economic theories just focus on 

internal maintenance and repair of economic system, that is to say it is a closed system without 
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any contact with the external environment.” In addition, Georges-cu-Roegen was still based on 

traditional economic theory to point out that the mode of industrial exchange and recycling is 

reversible, but in fact, the exchange of matter and energy is more basic in comparison to the 

value exchange. 

In 1962, Rachel Carson mentioned in "Silent Spring" that: "When humans are creating a high-

level civilization, they also destruct the existing civilization. If we do not promptly and 

effectively curb environmental pollution problems, the human being will eventually buried in 

the grave. "The relationship between human and nature has been intuitively described. In 1966, 

Boulding proposed a "spaceship" theory, elaborating on the main reasons for environmental 

pollution resulted by economic development, and first proposed the concept of “clean 

production”. The concept of clean production is: when people take production within science 

and technology, ecosystem and human society, they should change traditional linear growth 

model of resource-based consumption, and gradually transit to the development model of clean 

production based on ecological resources. On the basis of this theory, a lot of researches on 

clean production have been carried out. 

In early 1960s, a completely new economic theory—clean production, which aimed at helping 

the society to get rid of environmental dilemma, studied the interactive relationship between 

the natural ecology and the economic activity, exploring the regularity of the sustainable 

development to provide a reasonable analysis methods and reference for resources protection 

and economic development. As a new theoretical system, clean production has changed the past 

economic development pattern of human society, and with the participation of the community, 

it has become the consensus of the whole human development. 

In 1998, the concept of clean production was formally introduced to our country, and the "3R" 

principle has been consolidated. In 1999, the mode of clean production development was 

integrated to initially realize the sustainable development of industrial production. In 2002, the 

nature and content of clean production were described. In 2003, the Scientific Concept of 

Development integrated the concept of clean production, formulating a sustainable 

development of material reduction. In 2004, the clean production development was fully 

promoted within the national, regional, provincial and enterprise scope. 

2. Principles of clean production 

The 3R principle of clean production refers to the development principles of recycling, reuse 

and reduction, the development of clean production is inseparable from any type of link. 

(1) Reduction principle 
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The most direct form of reduction principle is to minimize the resource investment. Reform and 

adjust the production model to improve production techniques and minimize energy and 

material consumption in production, to control contamination radically and reduce resources 

consumption. 

(2) Reuse principle 

Achieve the purpose of reducing waste and contaminants by using various means and methods 

to reuse articles and improve utilization and productivity of "intermediate process". 

(3) Recycling principle 

The recycling principle, also known as the reclamation principle, mainly refers that the output 

resources will be recycled; simply, the waste will be transformed into renewable resources, 

reducing the amount of final disposal. There are two ways to achieve reclamation. The first is 

the original level of reclamation, i.e. using waste to take reproduction of the same product; the 

secondary level of reclamation is to use waste to take reproduction of other products. 

In clean production, the role and status of 3R principle is different. Among them, the first rule 

is the reduction principle, to fully control and reduce the resources consumption in production 

process. The effective implementation of recycling and reuse principle can further strengthen 

the role and impact of reduction principle. 

2.3.2 Effects of clean production on the coal enterprises’ development 

For coal enterprises, the biggest role of clean production is to reduce the resource waste as well 

as ecological damage and to improve resource utilization, which can be analyzed from the 

following two aspects. 

(1) Reducing environmental pollution fundamentally. 

Coal is a non-renewable resource; there will be wastes, pollutants as well as associated 

resources in the mining and using process. However, restricted by the mining technology and 

management capability, the resource utilization rate is generally low and it gives a tremendous 

impact on the environment. There are a lot of tail stones and waste rocks the coal mining which 

need piling and emission, so a lot of space will be consumed. Therefore, we must strictly follow 

the clean production principle, comprehensively exploiting and using the coal-associated mines, 

coal bed methane, coal ash, coal slime, coal gangue and other resources to reuse resources and 

reduce the coal enterprises’ negative externalities, e.g. making brick by coal ash and coal slime, 

backfilling of mining subsidence area, the use of coal gangue to make power generation, etc. 

(2) Developing new economic growth points of coal enterprises. 
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The raw coal can be divided into several levels after careful screening, such as coal gangue, 

coal slime, coal middings, low-quality coal, and clean coal and so on. The clean coal has the 

highest quality with higher utilization value to take coal chemical production. The coal bed 

methane, coal slime, coal middings, low-quality coal, etc. can be used for power generation or 

building materials. Gangue can be used for backfilling of mining subsidence area, power 

generation or building materials. Bauxite resources can be used for alumina manufacturing, and 

the wastes can be used for building materials. The purification technology of washing coal as 

well as mine water, according to the ecological chain theory can be applied in agricultural water, 

plant equipment, building materials production, silver oxide production, power generation, coal 

chemical industry and other industries. 

(3) Achieving the sustainable development of coal enterprises. 

Coal clean production is a feedback process, following the order of "survey - resources - 

production - renewable resources - emission" to take production with high concern for eco-

efficiency, to minimize exploitation, increase resource utilization and reduce waste and 

emissions. Its fundamental objective is to minimize waste production and maximize resource 

utilization, comprehensively utilizing and developing mineral resources to promote sustainable 

development and enhance core competitiveness. 

In summary, coal enterprises’ clean production can reduce the environmental pollution as well 

as resources consumption, which make a positive role for the environmental protection and 

have a significant impact on the actual development of coal companies. 

2.4 Summary 

This chapter made a detailed description on issues related to coal enterprises’ clean production 

development, including clean production theory, sustainable development theory, enterprise 

development theory as well as system theory. Coal enterprise’s clean production system takes 

the relevance, diversity and integrity of the system for reference; it is inseparable from the 

enterprise development theory; development of coal enterprise is inevitably moving towards 

the sustainable development, and the clean production is the most effective way to achieve its 

sustainable development. Therefore, the theoretical results of this study provide a reliable 

theoretical basis for the further research and analysis. 
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Chapter 3 China's coal resources and exploitation 

To study China's coal enterprises we should first understand the situation of domestic coal 

resources mining, and as a starting point, summarize the problems and risks of coal enterprises 

in the development process. Based on that, we can carry out further research and discussion, 

which is of some research value. 

3.1 Coal mining and production 

3.1.1 Structure of coal production 

Coal is the most important primary energy in our country, which has an irreplaceable position 

in the development of the national economy. According to the system of opening a mine, the 

coal mines can be divided into three kinds including the key coal mine, state-owned coal mine 

and private coal mine. Since 1991, changes of structure in China’s coal mines are shown in 

Figure 3. Seen from the figure, the proportion of state-owned key coal mines is the largest, the 

proportion of which in total coal output is more than half of the total amount of domestic coal 

in 2011, making a positive contribution to the stability of energy supply. In recent years, the 

outputs of the state-owned key coal mines are in fluctuation, sometimes rising and sometimes 

falling, and their total amount in 2011 accounted for only 14.57% of the total amount of 

domestic coal. But at this stage, the outputs of private coal mines have been increasing in a 

good development trend; it is most obvious that from 1993 to 1998, their coal output is higher 

than the state-owned coal mines. After 1999, the output of private coal mines decreased slightly 

because of the adjustment of relevant policy and technologies. 

 

Figure 3: Trend of the production structure of China’s coal mines (Unit: %) 
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3.1.2 Output of coal resources 

From the angle of energy production structure in our country, the coal resource is always most 

important with a proportion of more than two-thirds, and the specific situation of this energy 

will not have too much volatility in the future development. After 40 years of coal resources 

development, especially after the reform and opening up the exploitation of coal resources has 

been rapidly increasing. Seen from Figure 4, the overall trend is gradually increasing, and it is 

more obvious especially after 2000, the reason for this phenomenon is the reform of the 

economic system as well as the rapid development of society. Domestic coal output in 1991 

was 10.81Gt, and it was more than tripled in 2011 with 35.2Gt. In our country the new output 

of coal resources was 9500Wt, and the coal output in 14 large coal production bases was 32Gt. 

 

Figure 4: Trend of China's coal output in 1991-2011(unit: million tons) 
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The entire development process of coal enterprise is mainly the decline, change, development, 

production, sales, construction, planning and exploration; its corresponding time domain is 

what we usually refer to the life cycle. In other words, it means the time used in the whole 

course of the enterprise’s development. Because coal has a non-renewable and finiteness 

features, the development of coal enterprises will be inevitably equipped with cyclical 

characteristics. So before the establishment, the coal enterprise should survey the resources 

distribution and make the reasonable program based on the actual situation. It roughly takes 

seven to ten years for a coal enterprise from appearance to formal operation, and the shortest 

time is three years. Due to the special nature of the coal industry, there will be some deficits 

from putting into operation to the completion of design. After the period of production, the 

resources begin to lose, and coupled with non-renewable characteristics, the enterprise has to 

change to other production in order to survive. If the change is not successful, the enterprise 

will face closure; on the contrary, will gradually change for the better. But no matter what 

circumstance is, there may be obvious hints in its stability and aging period. 

(3) Regional economic conditions may affect the development of coal enterprises. 

Whether the open coal mining or underground coal mining, with the increase of mining area, 

there will be ground subsidence caused by insufficient support of the ground, thereby affecting 

nearby farmland resources, water resources and giving rise to the ecosystem-related issues; at 

the same time, the coal classification process will bring some industrial pollution, so the 

originally harmless natural water no long exist, which is extremely unfavorable for the local 

economic development. In addition, coal is a bulk product with limited storage time; therefore 

the coal mining should be transported timely, which requires the harmonious cooperation with 

relevant departments in order to reduce the loss of business development. Thus, coal enterprises 

should establish harmonious relations of friendship and cooperation with the local, which plays 

an important role in the development of coal enterprises. 

(4) Coal companies have a very big external risk. 

Compared to other types of enterprises, the coal enterprises must bear the greater risk of nature 

and business. For example, water, gas, fire explosion, harsh operating environment, mining 

conditions, etc., will increase coal production hazards uncertainty; if coal enterprises want to 

divert to other industries, because the basic equipments cannot be transferred to other use, the 

cost of industrial converting will be too much; at present, due to the influence of the 

international energy market as well as natural gas, oil and other alternative energy sources, 

combined with the increasing cost of domestic coal investment, profit of coal enterprises is less, 
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and it takes a longer time to recover funds, therefore it’s more difficult for investor to enter the 

coal industry. We can see from the above two points that there are many potential risks in current 

coal enterprises. 

(5) Further development meets many obstacles. 

The operation sites of coal industry mostly located in remote areas with the backward economy, 

poor environment as well as poor economic conditions; at the same time, due to the constraints 

of a planned economy, coupled with the uneducated workers engaging in coal mining with low 

quality, poor technique and social burdens, which exert a greater impediment on coal enterprises 

to achieve rapid and healthy development. 

3.2.2 Problems in the clean production of coal enterprises 

At present, due to the relatively backward processing equipment and techniques of coal mining, 

coupled with the long period constrain of traditional economic growth, the utilization rate of 

coal is very low, and ecological pollution problem is getting worse. Since 2005 the state began 

to promote the development mode of clean production, coal enterprises have made thoroughly 

theoretical and practical studies and achieved some results, but there are still many problems to 

be resolved. 

1. Low motivation to develop the clean production 

Enterprise is the ultimate performer of "clean production" policy, and its strategic purpose is 

bound to get the most benefits. The state focuses on the interests of the whole society to 

advocate the clean production, and the improper coordination of interests will reduce the 

enthusiasm of enterprises to develop clean production. Of course, in order to further promote 

companies to truly implement this policy, China's relevant departments have also developed a 

clause such as the Energy Conservation Law, Clean Production Promotion Law, Cleaner 

Production Promotion Law and other regulations, but these laws are vaguer, lacking clear 

clauses to constrain the realistic problems. Therefore, policy implementation force is not ideal. 

Although some coal enterprises achieve good effect such as Shanxi Lu'an Mining Group, Anhui 

Huainan Mining Group, and Shanxi Datong Mining Group, however most of the relevant 

enterprises focus on the their own profits without thinking about the impact of economic 

development on the whole social environment, so their enthusiasm to develop the clean 

production is not high. 

2. Lack of operational funds 
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Adequate capital investment is necessary to achieve both business and social benefits. Taking 

into account the huge investment in equipment, technology and staff, coupled with big capital 

consumption in initial operation period and slower benefit cycle, it is not realistic for enterprises 

to rely solely on themselves to accumulate funds to maintain the clean production, from this 

point of view coal enterprises need outside funding to change this situation. 

3. Not equipped with the advanced exploration and production technology 

Development of clean production must be equipped with the better coal mining condition and 

production technology including resources recovery, cyclic utilization, energy cascade use, 

environmental cleaning and surface restoration after mining as well as improvement of resource 

utilization rate. If the six technical links have one or more problems, the surrounding ecological 

environment of coal mining will suffer great havoc. The statistical study shows that a total 

collapse of land caused by coal mining is four hundred thousand hectares, 1W per ton of coal 

output have 0.17 hectares of land subsidence, so the surrounding environmental pollution 

caused by coal mining cannot be ignored. In addition, the coal mining will bring useless gangue 

with total amount of 35GT, and its storage space needs about 65,000 hectares of land. Finally, 

there is a significant impact to our lives, namely the coal mining will damage to drinking water. 

According to statistics about 2.2 billion cubic meters of groundwater are contaminated every 

year. Even now some coal companies have adopted more advanced mining technology, but the 

number of these companies is very limited, many companies still rely on relatively backward 

traditional coal mining and processing techniques, so the environmental pollution problems 

have not been effectively resolved. 

4. Poor efficient use of resources and the short chain in coal industry. 

By the advocation of relevant state departments to improve resource utilization, the coal 

industry made some regrouping of the industrial chain, and constantly improved the connotation 

and extension of coal economy, gradually leading to the emergence and development of 

surrounding industries. The vertical and horizontal coupling of interrelated industry may further 

improve the enterprise’s benefits to some extent, and can make the surrounding ecological 

environment not be destroyed. However, as mentioned earlier, at present many coal companies 

in our country do not take the clean production due to many concerns, basically still in the 

single coal mining situation and the main reason is lack of funds as well as weak environmental 

awareness. Many managers still put their economic benefits in the first place; lack of awareness 

of environmental protection, thus the empty concept of clean production does not bring many 
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changes to the industry. Finally the utilization rate of coal industry-related resources is also 

relatively low. 

5. Fewer links between coal companies, smaller enterprise size. 

The clean production development mainly advocates friendship and cooperation between 

industries. With the improvement of domestic economic productivity, as well as adjusted 

industrial structure, under the aegis of the traditional development model, enterprises face the 

problems of low production, mis-allocation of production elements and lack of good 

cooperation, planning and development between industries. Now the clean production 

development emphasizes not only the rational use of resources, but also the cooperation 

between industries, i.e. it reasonably allocates production elements to all aspects of clean 

production, which is the only way to create new industries and beneficial to mutual cooperation 

between the coal-related industries. But as for those scattered small and medium coal 

enterprises, the clean production brings the increase of production cost, low resources 

utilization and declining competitiveness to them, thereby affecting the transformation of 

resource advantages to economy and industrial advantages. For example, there are often mutual 

containments and canceling among various industries to win resources, resulting that the 

resources cannot be allocated scientifically, efficiently and effectively, and cannot be recycled. 

Learning from the advanced experience of foreign countries, China began to build up coal 

resources enterprises intensively in recent years. The data of coal production in 2010 show that 

fifteen companies have reached annual output of 50 million tons, accounting for 42.47 percent 

of national coal production. The concentrated output was 1.376 billion tons, and there are five 

companies with the output over one million tons; however, compared to the advanced mining 

countries internationally, the gap is very big. 

6. Inadequate safety guarantee 

Safety is a necessary precondition to get all the benefits, but for this particular industry, the 

safety issue has been the lack of effective protection. As for those countries with advanced 

production technology, the death rate is between 0.02 and 0.03 per million ton coal products. 

Take the United States as an example, the figure in 2009 is 0.03, and it reduced to 0.019 in 2012. 

The gap is very large by comparison. Although China's coal industry has improved safety, its 

safety coefficient growth rate is small. In 2000 the death rate is 6.096 per million ton, in 2012 

this figure fell to 0.374, overall speaking it’s really the great progress. A large number of small-

size coal mines is a major cause of the stubbornly high data, in 2008 the output of domestic 

small-size coal mines reached only one-third of the total output, but its accident death rate was 
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more than two-thirds of the national total; at the same time, serious accidents was 26 cases, 

accounting for 68% of the total. 

3.3 Summary 

This chapter describes the management policies of the coal industry and conducts a general 

evaluation on the entire industry, coupled with analysis of various problems currently existing 

in the industry, including lack of enthusiasm to develop clean production; insufficient operating 

funds; lack of the advanced exploration and production technology; poor efficient use of the 

coal resources and the short industrial chain; less connection among coal enterprises and 

enterprise’s scale is small; the safety which needs improving, etc., which have laid the 

foundation for the subsequent work of this thesis. 
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Chapter 4 Coal enterprises' clean production development force 

Currently, the issue of coal enterprises’ clean production development attracts more people in 

the industry to reposition the company’s development. As far as influencing factor of coal 

enterprise is concerned, scholars analyze all possible factors from different angles and propose 

more complete theoretical points such as strategy theory, innovation theory, system theory, 

resources theory, manager theory, environmentalism and other theories. Coal is the main source 

of energy in our country as well as the main driver of economic development. If coal enterprises 

produce coal with the pure pursuit of economic benefits, the resource utilization rate will be 

low and the ecological balance will also be destroyed. Over the time, the coal resources will be 

less and less finally appears resource depletion, exposed to a variety of development issues. 

Therefore, the clean production is the necessary way for coal industry to change the actualities, 

and only taking this business mode can effectively reduce the coal resources waste. Different 

from the previous studies, this thesis focuses on the ability to carry out clean production, while 

the previous literatures basically focus on its development situation and prospects. In view of 

this, this chapter takes the clean production development force as center to carry out a detailed 

study. 

4.1 Concept of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

4.1.1 Concept and connotation of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

A rigorous, objective and scientific definition is the prerequisite for a study, and the theory will 

be understood in enterprise’s practice; therefore, the confirmation of the concept of enterprise’s 

clean production development force should be very rigorous. Based on research and analysis of 

the existing related literature at home and abroad, a relatively complete and reasonable 

definition can be obtained: based on clean production mode, a coal enterprise under the premise 

of its own profit and environmental protection, takes ecological protection and resources 

conservation in the first place, to obtain a comprehensive development capability. Specific 

meaning is:  

(1) Clean production development force belongs to a kind of enterprise capability; in other 

words, it is a real capacity to promote survival and development of enterprise. 

(2) Its formation should meet “3R” principles, i.e. reduction, reuse and recycling.  
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(3) From a practical sense, clean production development force has rich and comprehensive 

material force. This development mode is comprehensive because it is composed of several 

parts and elements, and itself is a collection of more than one element; these internal 

components have the reasonable configuration and coordination. Elements in this mode either 

belong to institutional category with transformed motivation or to the pure strength category; 

either on the spiritual level or material level; either of social properties or natural properties. So 

we should take movement and dialectical thinking to analyze these elements, not be limited 

only to a few elements. 

(4) Clean production development force is a kind of corporate capacity in practical activities 

which is cumulative and persistent. During practice, it continues to accumulate and enhance, 

and will release up to a certain accumulation and precipitation so as to promote the development 

of enterprises. The current business operator’s ability comes from the older generation and their 

own experience accumulated after a long run, which injects fresh blood into the development 

of enterprises. 

(5) Clean production development force depends on the enterprise itself, and the concept of 

development force won’t exist without a subject of enterprise. It can change the form at any 

time to aggravate the enterprise progress. Generally speaking, the development force exists in 

the exchange of the management structure, the profitability improvement, the environmental 

protection, resource recycling and technical updates. 

4.1.2 Conceptual model of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

1. Components of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

The communities are more concerned about the operation state of coal industry, because it holds 

the country's energy lifeline. Chinese scholars also conduct in-depth analysis and research on 

its development state. Zhou Min (2007) proposed several effective elements of coal industry 

development mainly including national policy, technology, competition among enterprises, 

resources storage, etc. Jie Mao-hua et al (2011) on the basis of a lot of literature research, 

investigated 23 associated companies, holding that the main factors affecting the industrial 

development including technology, resources utilization rate, innovation ability, enterprise’s 

structure, friendly environment, coal mining ability, quality of personnel and the coal storage 

amount. This thesis based on the agreement of their views, proposes that the coal enterprises’ 

clean production development force is actually representative of the enterprise development 

and operation ability, and also takes personal quality of enterprise manager into account. This 

thesis based on a comprehensive understanding of clean production theory, the sustainable 
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development theory as well as enterprise development theory, discusses the development force 

from the perspective of technical level, social benefits, economic benefits, environmental 

protection, management ability and resource utilization rate. 

2. Visual display of the concept of coal enterprises’ clean production development force via a 

model. 

As an economic model, physical model can be borrowed to describe the structure of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force. "Structure embodies the function; function 

reflects the structure”. It is a law of nature. So the state of entire object is reflected by its internal 

function, and the realization of each tiny function relies on internal structure, which is no 

exception for the coal enterprises’ clean production development force, namely the final state 

is influenced not only by the composition elements, but also by the interaction between them. 

This influence function is  

In relationship model, the coal enterprises’ clean production development force is represented 

by P, and F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 respectively represents the strategy execution force, 

technological innovation force, social responsibility force, resources recycling force, 

environmental protection force and economic growth force, intuitive structure as shown in 

Figure 5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5: Conceptual diagram of enterprise’s clean production development force 
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As can be seen from Figure 5, the strategy execution force, technological innovation force, 

social responsibility force, resources recycling force, environmental protection force as well as 

economic growth force jointly affect the development force. Although the impact of each force 

is different, they are essential. The accumulation process of enterprise development is 

dependent on the six forces. When coal enterprises’ development force accumulates for a period 

of time, it will release a greater impetus to help enterprise quickly forward. From this point we 

can see that: the accumulation of various forces to a certain extent can produce explosive force, 

which proves that the enterprise development process is actually a slow cumulative process. 

The coal enterprise should be equipped with an integrative and comprehensive ability to 

develop the clean production, which requires the business manager to differentiate and improve 

different elements, not just focusing on an important element and ignoring a little bit vulnerable 

one. The enterprise should take the coordinated and rational development, taking into account 

other influencing factors in pursuit of economic benefits, to make the development force get 

the maximum improvement in the shortest possible time. 

4.2 Functions of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

It is a combination of theory and practice to understand and analyze the role of coal enterprises’ 

clean production in its development on the surface level. Starting from nature, the author 

constructs the coal enterprises’ clean production development force. Through the practice, it 

plays a role in the healthy development of enterprise. It will seriously hamper the evaluation of 

coal enterprises’ clean production development force if not understanding its connotation as 

well as function clearly. Therefore, the key to accelerate the coal enterprises’ clean production 

development lies in understanding and applying it into practice. The main function of clean 

production development force will be introduced as followings: 

(1) Diagnostics function. According to the calculated results of clean production development 

force, the actual operational state of coal enterprise can be initially measured. Time series data 

can monitor and analyze the variation trend of clean production development force. Therefore, 

the factors that can hinder or promote the coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

could be inductively demonstrated by evaluation results. 

(2) Oriented function. Value-oriented and action-oriented are two elements of coal enterprises’ 

clean production development force. Clean production is a kind of ecological economy based 

on the sustainable development, and resources saving and environment-friendly are its two core 

philosophy, which has a significant role in promoting the development of coal enterprises. 
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(3) Incentive function. Incentive function is the extension of the diagnostics function and 

identification function, through the diagnosis and identification of problems in coal enterprises’ 

development process to meet the needs of the company staff at all levels so as to improve their 

work attitudes, give full play to the initiative and unite all staff, therefore the company has a 

rapid development. 

(4) Identification function. A company’s clean production development force for different time 

periods as well as evolution trend can be understood by the longitudinal analysis of itself. 

What’s more, the degree of clean production development force of different coal companies 

can be obtained by calculating and comparing the value of company economic development 

force, and further have a clear understanding on the difference of company’s clean production 

development force. In short, the gap between company’s development forces can be known 

through the horizontal or vertical comparative analysis of data, which also embody the 

identification function of clean production. 

(5) Guiding function. For coal companies, the clean production development force has a role 

and influence which cannot be ignored because it can promote a company to take continuous 

self-reflection and self-improvement in practice. Based on data analysis of multi-level 

evaluation, companies can find their own development deficiencies, changing ideas, amending 

ideology and reducing unnecessary detours, which is crucial for companies to make wise 

decisions in the future development planning.  

4.3 Operating mechanism of coal enterprises’ clean production development force 

4.3.1 "Slope sphere mechanical model” in mechanics 

Haier Group CEO Zhang Ruimin points out that the sphere on an inclined plane represents the 

company itself, if with insufficient motivation or no motivation at all, the internal staff’s 

negative attitudes towards work as well as competitive pressures from outside companies will 

lead to business decline. If a company wants to maintain its development, it is essential to take 

constant development, move forward, strengthen the internal cohesion and enhance the core 

competitiveness. 

In order to constantly improve the motivation of employees, Wang Zaifeng in 2006 constructed 

the mechanical model through the slope sphere theory, schematic of slope sphere mechanical 

analysis model as shown in Figure 6. The model assumes that the sphere will be subject to four 

forces when moving on the slope, i.e. external traction F1, friction F2, gravity F3, and support 

force F6. Wherein the external traction force F1 can be resolved into a vertical direction F4, the 
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horizontal direction F5, so that the sphere receives six forces on an inclined plane. Clearly Fl, 

F4 and F5 motivate the sphere forward; on the contrary F2, F3 and F6 impede the upward 

movement of the sphere. When the upward force is greater than the downward force, the sphere 

will be moved upward, otherwise it will decline. Similarly, for coal companies the clean 

production development force can be attributed as a force that represents the state of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force. 

 

 

Figure 6: Slope sphere mechanical analysis model 

4.3.2Mechanical model of clean production development force of coal enterprises 

In the previous parts of this thesis, the author detailedly elaborates the effects of some factors 

about developing clean production operation mode among coal enterprises, and these factors 

include resources, society, economy, technique, environment, management and so on. And each 

of these influencing factors is made up with a number of development factors. Furthermore, 

coal enterprises carry on the clean production operation mode which is not unalterable and the 

whole process is a dynamic process affected by many kinds of factors. With the help of “slope 

sphere mechanical model” theory, this thesis divide the clean production development force 

into six factors force which are technological innovation force(F1), belonging to technological 

factor; environmental protection force(F2), belonging to environmental factor; economic force 

force(F3), belonging to economic factor; social responsibility force(F4), belonging to social 

factor; strategy execution force(F5), belonging to managerial factor; resources recycling 

force(F6), belonging to resource factor. 

(1) Technological innovation force (F1) is the traction of this sphere model. Making use of the 

modern high and new coal-producing technology can greatly promote the coal mining rate and 
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the recovery rate is also optimistic. Both coal and coal-bed methane joint mining way can 

promote the reliability and safety of clean energy. For this, from the aspects such as resources 

mining, production and waste disposal, a production and processing technique comes into being. 

That can be called the technological innovation force of enterprises and plays an important role 

in the future development and transformation of coal enterprises. So the technological 

innovation can improve the enterprises’ economic development and plays an important role in 

the aspects of resources utilization rate, environmental renovation, at the same time, it can 

contribute to the clean development of economy. 

(2) Environmental protection force (F2) is the friction of the sphere model. The main work of 

coal enterprises is mining coal resources, then the exhaust gas, waste water and waste residue 

will damage the environment of inside and outside during the mining period. When mining 

develops into some stage, if the underground coal is hollow, then it cannot support the overlying 

strata. That will lead to land deformation and seriously will lead land collapse. These potential 

dangers will heavily threaten the constructions, transportation, water conservancy facilities and 

other various securities. At the same time, form the long-time perspective; this will have great 

damage to the surface drainage and ecological environment. At the present stage, our country 

strives to develop an “environment-friendly and resource-efficient” society. In this background, 

for the sake of steady and long-range development, coal enterprises have to adjust to the trend. 

They should firstly realize the importance of resources rational exploitation and environmental 

protection. Then they should concentrate on the work of environment protection during the 

production and exploitation. This can develop the enterprises and protect nature at the same 

time. This reflects the governance ability for environment of coal enterprises, which is the 

environmental protection force. Some enterprises don’t pay much attention to the 

environmental problems, and this is great harmful for the future development. 

(3) Economic growth force (F3) is equal to earth’s gravity which attract the spheres upward 

movement onto the earth. Clean production belongs to the “economy” category and has the 

economic nature. So, economic benefits become the unavoidable factor that we should take into 

account. Both the appearance and development of coal enterprises depend on the mining of coal 

resources. So, the diggings are mostly located in the backward region. Only when the economy 

of the whole enterprise has been effectively developed can we promote the productive power 

of the enterprise. Thus the enterprises must consider their own benefits during the process of 

development and maximize utility. But this cannot transfer with the consciousness. So, for the 

sake of survive, the enterprises must promote the development of their economy, then they may 

realize the clean production operation mode. And then the upward power appears. 
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(4) Social responsibility force (F4) is equal to the resolution which is perpendicular to the earth. 

This resolution is from the traction which attracts the upward spheres. Coal resources have a 

prominent position in the whole resources utilization and it is also the brace of Chinese 

important energy resources. Moreover, the scale, population quantity and economic output 

value of coal enterprises play an important role in national economy. This asks coal enterprises 

to assume some social responsibilities which are nation, owner, employees and resources at the 

same time of profiting. Some euramerican transnational corporations put the “corporate social 

responsibility” into the enterprises’ requests gradually and make it become one evaluation key 

point. From this perspective, coal enterprises should not only fulfill their own social 

responsibility, but also promote their own social image. Only when enterprises have the two 

things can they win the respect of society. So, those responsibilities for nation, employees and 

owner from coal enterprises are the so-called social responsibility force. If enterprises never 

consider this kind of responsibility, it will affect the stability and unity of society. 

(5) Strategy execution force (F5) is equal to the resolution which is parallel to the earth. This 

resolution is from the traction which attracts the upward spheres. As a integral whole, coal 

enterprises have interactions among their internal elements. To remain the overall stability and 

harmony, coal enterprises must make their elements coordinate through some strategies and 

every management should develop sources in a definite direction. Then the well-organized 

operation management system can be formed. This is one kind of strategic executive ability. So, 

enterprises must promote their strategic executive ability and definite direction to generate a 

better productivity, then that can make a good developing condition for the development of 

enterprises. 

(6) Resources recycling force (F6) is acting force which is equal to the supporting force from 

the sphere on slope. Coal enterprises effectively process the wastes that come from the 

productive process of coke oven gas, mine gas, coal gangue and so on. Then they reuse the 

wastes and eliminate the damage to reasonably place the wastes. This can make the resources 

output and post process reasonably. All above are the resources recycling force of enterprises. 

According to the above content, the thesis puts forward “mechanical model of development 

force in coal enterprises clean production”. As shown in figure 4-3. Set up mechanical model 

relation:  

F1, F2, F3, F4, F5 respectively represents technological innovation force, environmental 

protection force, economic growth force, social responsibility force, strategy execution force, 

resources recycling force, t is time, p is clean production development force (coal enterprises). 

P is the function of F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6. 
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Figure 7: Mechanical model of development force in coal enterprises' clean production 

Figure 7 shows the developing process of coal enterprises clean production. During the 

developing process, the development of enterprises is affected by the six forces. All the forces 

affect each other and interact with each other. This gives a definite direction of operation and 

development of coal enterprises' clean production. In it, the abscissa B represents economic 

lifting mode of enterprises, including intensive mode and extensive mode. The ordinate A 

represents development force magnitude of enterprise clean production. Moreover, the path 

from point B to point A refers to developing path of coal enterprises clean production. By this 

time, an intersection angle is formed by the abscissa and this developing path,  ∈ (0°-

90°). 

The point A is fixed, when coal enterprises transfer from extensive mode to intensive mode, the 

bigger of the intersection angle  is, the bigger of the slope is, and that is more difficult to 

develop enterprises clean production. But that has a shorter clean developing path. On the 

contrary, when coal enterprises transfer from intensive mode to extensive mode, the smaller of 

intersection angle  is, the smaller of the slope is, and that is easier to develop enterprises 

clean production. But that has a longer clean developing path. When point B is fixed under the 

business mode of intensive mode or extensive mode, P is higher, the intersection angle  is 

bigger, and it is more difficult to develop clean production. Moreover, there is a longer 
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developing path of clean production. Otherwise, P is lower. The intersection angle   is 

smaller, and it is easier to develop clean production. Moreover, there is a shorter developing 

path of clean production. 

Set G as the coal enterprises’ upward acceleration along the slope in the sphere mode. 

According to  

 

newton mechanics laws, it can be concluded:  In it, m 

(quantity of coal enterprises employees) reflects the effect of its geographical distribution and 

organizational structure, k reflects the vast degree of geographical distribution and 

organizational structure. When the work region is centralized and the organizational structure 

is perfect, that is to say k=1, the more vast the region is and the more complex the organizational 

structure is, the bigger of G value is. For the sake of simplifying complicated problems, from 

the perspective of developing clean production ability to consider the economic developing 

problems of enterprises. When G<0, objects downward move, this indicates that the economic 

clean development force is weak in present coal enterprises and they are difficult to adjust to 

the demand of economic development. When G=0, objects are static, this indicates that the 

present enterprises can remain their existing level, while their real clean production productive 

force have not been developed completely. Although the development of coal enterprises 

haven’t the trend of decline, for reason of the external environment competition of enterprises 

is intensified gradually, and the enterprises don’t have any remedial measures to take action, 

then the enterprises would suffer some risk strike. So, the magnitude of G value reflects the 

magnitude of P, and it also reflects the strength and weakness of development force of clean 

production in coal enterprises. Based on the description of physics, the direction and magnitude 

of any “force” can be measured and confirmed. Moreover, according to the measure situation, 

its changeable situation of direction and rate in the future can be predicted. While the magnitude 

and directions of every “force” in every factor which will impede or promote the development 

of enterprises are not the same as the physical forces which can be measured accurately. 

Therefore, it is difficult to calculate the accurate value of development force of coal enterprises 

clean production through physical theoretical formula. Even so, “slope sphere mechanical 

model” still have quite important reference value in the aspect of knowing the operation 

mechanism of coal enterprises developing its clean production ability. 

4.4 Summary 

This chapter deeply discusses and studies the conception, connotation, and current research 
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situation of clean production. Clean production development force is: to coordinate and 

promote the mutual progress both coal enterprises and resources application according to clean 

production theory, stringently abide by the basic request of “environment-friendly and resource-

efficient”, and at same time of increasing core competence of enterprises to promote their 

sustainable development. Dynamics, measurability, objectivity, coordination and 

comprehension are the prominent features of clean production. Meanwhile, the qualified 

development force which has been tested has the special functions of orientation, diagnosis, 

identification, motivation and guidance in some way. The innovation of this chapter is that it 

constructs a “six forces” based and creative conception model of coal enterprises clean 

production development force. Based on the slope sphere mechanics theory, it completely 

discusses and studies the nature and connotation of clean production. 
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Chapter 5 Evaluation index system of coal enterprises’ clean 

production development force 

The development of coal enterprises is restricted by the coal resources. If they cannot develop 

clean production during the developing process, then its sustainable development is difficult to 

guarantee. Facing more and more fierce competition, only enterprises know themselves as well 

as the enemy can they achieve leading edge in the competition? So, firstly, coal enterprises 

should figure out their own strength and understand what aspects they can promote themselves. 

Only when enterprises definitely know themselves can they filtrate and select a better clean 

production development force index system. Only this can the index system make a scientific 

and reasonable evaluation. This chapter concentrates on discussing and studying the index 

system of coal enterprises clean production, introducing the research methodology and 

approaches. This has a positive effect for promoting the development of clean production. 

5.1 Constructing Idea 

The index system is constructed by connection of a number of evaluation indexes, and these 

indexes don’t exist in isolation; instead, they are related. They make up a stratified organic 

integrity according to the order of features. During the process of confirming index system, 

there are also two methods: One is empiric method which is considered from the perspective of 

evaluating purpose and principles, as well as the index feasible factors. The other one is 

mathematical method, which minimizes the bad effects caused by the subjective randomness 

by various tests, ensuring the rationality and comprehensiveness of index system. Both the two 

methods have their own strength and weakness. If they only adopt one method, there may result 

in an unreasonable consequence. So, the two methods should be used connectively in reality 

Figure 5-1 Constructing process of index system 

Design the constructive principles of index system reasonably. No matter what, it should do the 

conduct according to the fixed principles. The principles are the center of index. Based on 

constructive principles, the system can be scientific and reasonable. Then the clean production 

developing level of evaluated enterprises can be reflected objectively and truly. So, before the 

construction of index system, the constructive principles should be confirmed. 
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Confirm the influencing factors of clean production development force of coal enterprises. In 

this step, we should study the real developing situation of the past coal enterprises. Through 

referring to the two literature materials, we can conclude what factors can affect the 

development of coal enterprises clean production. In addition, the thesis also considers 

consulting specialists. Finally we can confirm the specific influencing factors. According to the 

introduction of Chapter 4 we can know that there are many factors which affect coal enterprises 

clean production, but there are two main factors. The first one is society; the second one is 

resources; the third one is technology; the fourth one is economy; the fifth one environment; 

the sixth one strategy. 

Confirm the layered structure of index system. Since the index system studied in this chapter 

includes many kinds of indexes and is rather complicated, it is necessary to divide the index 

system into several levels. According to the correlation and affiliation among these factors, this 

chapter combines these factors and achieves one hierarchical structure of the system. 

Primary Election of Evaluation Index 

In the beginning process of selecting evaluation index, it should surround the aim of evaluation. 

During the whole process, the author refers to a great deal of literature materials and collects a 

great deal of data. Finally the author concludes the data and reasonably chooses index of 

evaluating coal enterprises clean production with the guidance of specialist analysis, theoretical 

analysis and statistical theories. That is used to analyze the conception and other contents of 

coal enterprises clean production development force. Through specific contrast, the author can 

choose a representative index. Specialist analysis method is mainly used to analyze the 

primarily generated evaluation index and wipe off the unreasonable index, then timely 

supplement the missing index. 

Further Filtrate with the Variable Coefficient Variable coefficient is one specific value between 

standard deviation and mean value. If the variable coefficient is smaller, the distribution 

variability is smaller, that is to say the resolving power of index is weaker. For this index, we 

should timely wipe off. Through further filtrate the variable coefficient, the index system can 

be greatly simplified. 

The Test of Evaluation Index System  

Besides filtrating the index system, we should further complete it, and this requires the further 

test for the index system. There are two specific test methods, the first one is single method, 

and the second one is entirety test. The former mainly analyses the validity and feasibility of 

single index. To be specific, validity analysis mainly refers to if the calculating range, methods, 
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and content of index are correct. The feasibility analysis mainly refers to if the index value can 

be achieved. The latter is used to test the significance and integrity of the index in whole system. 

Significance plays a decisive role in the clean development force of enterprises. Those 

inessential indexes should timely wipe off. Integrity test mainly adopts the qualitative analysis 

method. Whether the whole index system can completely test the evaluation purposes and 

missions. 

 

Figure 8: Confirming Process of Index System 

5.2 Layer structure of index system 

During the process of constructing layer structure of index system, the thesis mainly uses the 

“objective tree” method. To be specific, firstly confirm the aim of clean production development 

force. Based on this aim, the author divides these factors into many layers according to the 
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relationship among these factors. Secondly, confirm the sub goal of different levels. At last, 

construct the index system according to the above logical relationships through methods of 

questionnaire survey, consulting specialists and frequency statistics and so on (Table 4). The 

index system conducted by this way can make sure the layering and methodization of problems. 

The thesis divides the system into the following four layers, 

(1) Target layer 

The target layer mainly refers to the development force of coal enterprises clean production. 

Through calculating the sub-criterion layer, we can conclude the specific situation of clean 

production development force. Then the clean production development situation, level and the 

future developing situation of enterprises can be mastered roughly. 

(2) Criterion layer 

The criterion layer is made up of six sub systems, which are: ①Economic growth force 

subsystem, this is mainly used to evaluate the economic developing level and future economic 

developing trend. ②  Environmental protection force subsystem, this is mainly used to 

evaluate enterprises’ environmental quality and their controlling situation to environment. ③ 

Technological innovation force, this is mainly used to evaluate the technological innovation 

force and equipment situation of enterprises. ④ Resources recycling force subsystem，this is 

used to evaluated the trend and level of clean production features of enterprises. ⑤ Social 

responsibility force subsystem, this is mainly used to evaluate the enterprises’ contributive 

degree to the society. ⑥ Strategy execution force subsystem, this is mainly used to evaluate 

the abilities of offering support and decisions of coal enterprises developing clean production. 

(3) Sub-criterion layer 

The sub-criterion layer derives from the above six criterion layers, including fifteen element 

sets. All the fifteen element sets are critical for the enterprises. First is production efficiency 

sub-criterion layer. Second is the management level and coordinate level sub-criterion layer. 

Third is resource recycling sub-criterion layer. Fourth is technology and equipment capabilities 

sub-criterion layer. Fifth is economic potential sub-criterion layer. Sixth is resource exploitation 

sub-criterion layer. Seventh is resource recycling sub-criterion layer. Eighth is environmental 

governance capabilities sub-criterion layer. Ninth is profitability sub-criterion layer. Tenth is 

degree of environmental pollution sub-criterion layer. Eleventh is social harmony sub-criterion 

layer. Twelfth is social progress sub-criterion layer. Thirteenth is profitability sub-criterion layer. 

Fourteenth is research ability sub-criterion layer. Fifteenth is solvency sub-criterion layer. 
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(4) Index layer 

Through the above introduction, we know that we use many methods which are theoretical 

analysis, consulting specialist method, literature frequency statistics, field survey method and 

questionnaire research method and so on ensuring the process of confirming specific index. 

During the process of evaluating clean production development force of enterprises, we mainly 

use the quantitative index, and qualitative index is less used. Because the quantitative index has 

much subjectivity, the evaluation process relies mainly on objectivity, and the subjectivity is 

just one assistant role. 

5.3 Screening of indexes  

5.3.1 Primary screening of indexes 

The process of index screening is based on two key words “clean production” and “coal 

enterprises” to research relative literature materials. According to the frequency statistics, the 

preliminary evaluation indexes are obtained. Through referring to these 15 pieces of literature 

we can know that there are 370 indexes among them. These hundreds of indexes have 

different names. At this time, we need analyze the connotation of them and then classify them 

into different categories according to these connotations. From the following Table 3 we know 

that the 370 indexes are filtrated and then we filtrate the 289 indexes of them again. Then we 

reclassify them according to the classified thought. Because the indexes of environmental 

quality, unit GDP water and pneumoconiosis diagnostic rate are rarely happen, so they have 

great research value. These indexes don’t show in this table. 

Table 3: Evaluation Index Frequency Statistics Figure of Coal Enterprises Clean Production 

Index Frequency Proportion Index Frequency Proportion 

Proportion of 

technological expense 

investment 

6 0.4 
Subsidence land 

reclamation rate 
14 0.93 

Assets rate of profit 5 0.33 
Exhaust gas emission 

standard rate 
13 0.87 

Greening rate of 

diggings 
5 0.33 

Waste water emission 

standard rate 
12 0.8 

The three wastes 

utilization rate 
5 0.33 

Water consumption of 

RMB10,000 output 

value 

12 0.8 

Electricity 

consumption of 

RMB10,000 output 

5 0.33 
Recycle rate of water 

resources 
10 0.67 
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value 

Technology 

contribution rate 
5 0.33 

Utilization rate of 

coexisting minerals 
10 0.67 

Costing utilization 

rate 
4 0.27 

Utilization rate of 

gangue 
10 0.66 

Market growth rate 4 0.27 CBM utilization 10 0.67 

PGDP 4 0.27 
Non-coal production 

proportion 
9 0.6 

Death rate 4 0.27 

Energy consumption of 

RMB10,000 output 

value 

9 0.6 

Solid waste emission 

standard rate 
4 0.27 

Average per capita 

income 
8 0.53 

Utilization rate of 

coal slime 
4 0.27 

Rate of investment in 

environmental 

protection 

8 0.53 

Recycling rate of coal 

resources 
4 0.27 

Employees’ clean 

production cognition 

rate 

8 0.53 

Mining area 

extraction rate 
4 0.27 

Utilization rate of solid 

waste 
7 0.47 

Proportion of 

developing clean 

production 

4 0.27 
Utilization rate of coal 

ash 
7 0.47 

ISO certification rate 4 0.27 Material recycling rate 7 0.47 

Information system 

cost expenditure 
4 0.27 

Coal ratio of 

exploitation and 

reserve 

7 0.47 

Setting of clean 

production standard 
4 0.27 Raw coal selection rate 7 0.47 

All-staff efficiency 3 0.2 

Waste water emissions 

of RMB10,000 output 

value 

6 0.4 

GDP growth rate 2 0.13 

Exhaust gas emissions 

of RMB10,000 output 

value 

6 0.4 

Technological staff 

proportion of 

environmental 

protection 

2 0.13 

Solid waste emissions 

of RMB10,000 output 

value 

6 0.4 

   

Materials consumption 

of RMB10,000 output 

value 

6 0.4 
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Through the literature frequency method, we primarily select some indexes and there may be 

some drawbacks of repetition and imperfection. After primarily selection, we unite some 

methods such as specialists consulting method and so on to select these six subsystems of coal 

enterprises clean production. The six subsystems are resources recycling force, economic 

growth force, social human beings growth force, strategy execution force, technological 

innovation force, environmental protection force. 

(1) Economic growth force subsystem 

Kinnon E (2010) thinks that the greatest motivation of an enterprise is to make profits during 

its developing process. Only when enterprises have a great profit can they achieve a better 

development. Through the above data in this table we can know that there is a great deal of 

indexes about economic growth in literature. Even some of the indexes are unscientific. There 

are many indexes in economic growth force subsystem, such as PGDP, all-staff efficiency, 

non-coal production proportion and so on. Among them, market growth rate, assets profit rate, 

costing utilization rate are mainly taken into account from the aspect of finance and then we 

can measure the enterprises’ developing level. All staff efficiency mainly refers to production 

efficiency of the whole enterprise. (Hilson, 2003) The proportion of non-coal production 

reflects the enterprise’ economic structure. In addition, that also reflects the developing 

potential. 

Deleting the GDP growth rate and PGDP. The reason why we should delete the two indexes is 

that they are not taken into account from the perspective of enterprises and they are just the 

specific index of macro economy. Yang Chengxun (2008) also think that if the two indexes 

are used in enterprises, that may be too reluctant and can’t reflect the enterprises’ developing 

situation. So, they should be deleted. 

Adding indexes. In this respect of adding indexes, this thesis thinks that comprehensive 

mechanization index, market profit index, current ratio and asset-liability ratio, capital 

accumulation rate and so on should be added. The reason why we should add the two indexes 

is on one hand, the production efficiency of coal enterprises depends heavily on machines 

besides the human resources factor during the developing process of modern enterprises. 

(Kondo, 2001) So, mechanization degree can effectively reflect the enterprises’ production 

efficiency. In addition, the sales growths can’t represent profit growth. Thus increasing sales 

profit growths rate can better reflect the developing situation (Quan Zhancang). The current 

ratio and asset-liability ratio, capital accumulation rate are benefit for enterprises to reflect 

their developing potential and further increase enterprises; economic benefit. So it also should 
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be increased. 

Based on this, we propose some relative assumptions, 

H1: Coal enterprises' economic growth force has significant impact on coal enterprises' 

development. 

(2) Social responsibility force subsystem 

Nowadays, social responsibility of enterprises attracts attention of management and 

economics experts. The relative research results are increasing. The problem of enterprises’ 

social responsibility also attracts attention of more and more people. In 2010, Chinese 

members together with the other 93% members of the international organization of 

standardization completed the formulation and approval of ISO026000 standards to set a clear 

standard for enterprises' social responsibility problem。 The formulation of this standard 

marked the new stage and new height of enterprises' social responsibility. At the same time of 

achieving attention of all social sectors, it is also the direct reflection of future development 

and progress. The standard said that social responsibility should have a definite provision to 

the responsibilities and obligations that enterprises should perform through a transparent and 

moral way. The above actions can promote the sustainable development and harmonious and 

healthy development of human society. From the current literature of evaluating the 

developing level of coal enterprise’ cleans production. There is little consideration about 

social factors to enterprises’ development during the process. The scholar Liu Chuangeng 

(2009) said in his articles that coal enterprises clean production developing level should be 

evaluated by the educational degree of staff, pneumoconiosis diagnostic rate, and technology 

contribution rate and one-million-ton mortality. The scholar Wang Ying (2010) said in her 

literature that evaluation index system should include clean production knowledge, 

government support degree, information system, ISO14000 certification rate, and knowledge 

and understanding degree. The scholar Liang Yu (2009) thought that index system must have 

Engel coefficient, Gini coefficient, registered urban unemployment rate, average expected 

life, the natural population growth rate, health care level, scientific research expenditure, 

medical insurance, etc According to different literature we can know that there exists great 

difference about understanding enterprises’ responsibility. The thesis combines the literature 

results with ISO26000 standards basic idea. That proposed that the evaluation index should 

include social contribution rate, people proportion of education background, social burden 

coefficient, death rate, annual income and so on. Based on the above studies, we propose 

some assumptions, 
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H2: Coal enterprises' social responsibility force has significant impact on coal enterprises' 

development. 

(3) Environmental protection force subsystem 

At present, the mining strength to coal resources is very strong, and that makes many mining 

regions appear land collapse, debris flow and such terrible geological disaster (Yan Feifei, 

2010). In addition, there will be much coal cinder during the mining process of coal 

enterprises, and that will pollute environment and destroy environment. So, during the process 

of measuring the enterprises’ clean production developing capacity, we should consider the 

influence to environmental from the development of enterprises. 

There are many indexes about environmental protection force. According to the overview of 

Li Baoyu (2011), they mainly include exhaust gas emission of RMB10, 000 output value, 

solid wastes emission of RMB10, 000 output value, etc. During the process of selecting 

environmental protection force index, on one hand, we should consider the index of 

environmental pollution degree; on the other hand, we should consider the index of 

environmental governance capability. The three wastes government rate indexes, first is 

exhaust gas emission standard rate, second is solid waste emission standard rate, third is waste 

water emission standard rate. Besides the three wastes, we should also consider enterprises’ 

noise pollution. Therefore the environmental protection force index should also include the 

index of noise compliance area coverage rate. Based on the above studies, we propose some 

assumptions, 

H3: Coal enterprises' environmental protection force has significant impact on coal 

enterprises' development. 

(4) Resources recycling force subsystem 

According to a large amount of empirical studies, Asokan P (2005) suggested that if coal 

enterprises want to develop their business, they need to rely on plenty of funding, staffs, etc. 

For resources development, actually it is not very difficult. However, the challenge to each of 

the coal companies is how to maximize the resources saving. During the process of coal 

mining, coal enterprises should solve these questions of how to improve the coal resources 

utilization rate and increase input-output rates for the requirements of clean production as 

soon as possible. 

According to literature on resource recycling force, the main indexes of this aspect include 

raw coal selection rate, electricity consumption and exhaust gas of RMB10, 000 output value, 
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energy consumption of RMB10,000 output value, utilization rate of mine water, etc.(Collot, 

2006; Topper, 1994; Wang Yuming, 2007) As the Table 5-1 shows, the evaluation index in 

resources is the most abundant. This shows that most scholars agree that factors of resources 

for measuring development force of enterprise clean production are very important. However, 

Sun Lei (2007) made such broad indexes and partly illustrate that he has different 

understanding about clean coal resources at the present stage. The author focused on the 

construction process of resources recycling force and index system, on the one hand, 

considering exploitation of resources; On the other hand, considering the resources reuse and 

recycling. 

Deleting index. Both of raw coal selection rate and mining area extraction rate reflect the 

utilization rate of coal resources of coal enterprises. If these two indexes repeat, we should 

take raw coal selection rate, and the mining area extraction rate should be deleted. In addition, 

if the energy, water, and electricity consumption of RMB10, 000 output value and other 

indexes in energy-saving evaluation indexes are inconsistent with connotation of resource 

recycling force index, they should be deleted. 

Integrating index. The problem of reusing mine water resources is extremely serious, so to 

further improve mine water utilization and reduce waste of resources we need to integrate the 

utilization of "three wastes" and increase utilization rate of solid waste, coal recovery rate, 

and utilization rate of coal ash, coal-bed methane and coal gangue. We use comprehensive 

utilization of coal gangue and CBM utilization as indexes At the same time of improving the 

utilization rate of resources, we can reduce resources waste and pollution of the environment. 

This brings greater economic benefits for the enterprises. 

Based on the above study, this thesis puts forward the following assumptions, 

H4: Coal enterprises' resources recycling force has significant impact on coal enterprises' 

development.  

(5) Technological innovation force subsystem 

Priyanto U (2002) thought that the development of coal enterprises can’t lack of the high and 

new technology support, the advanced mining technology not only can promote the 

enterprises’ production efficiency and resource utilization rate, but also reduce the waste 

emission. At the present stage, both mining the coal and coal gas resources not only can 

promote production safety, bu also can provide more clean energy. Moreover, technology 

innovation also can help the reuse of waste and this is good for promoting enterprises’ profit. 
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According to related literature we can know that technological innovation force indexes 

consist of environmental technology staff ratio, the technology contribution rate, the cost 

investment of science and technology, etc. (Adachi, 2000; Collot, 2006; Kinnon, 2010;) This 

thesis believes that although these several indexes inspect enterprises’ R&D abilities, it should 

also increase new equipment coefficient and per capita technical equipment level to be the 

evaluation index of technical innovation. 

Based on the above studies, this thesis presents relevant assumptions. 

H5: Coal enterprises' technological innovation force has significant impact on coal 

enterprises' development. 

(6) Strategy execution force subsystem 

Adachi (2000) considered that personnel, material, environment are related to the quality of 

enterprises’ development during the developing process. Only when we arouse every element 

very well, can enterprises operate normally. If you want activate every element of enterprise, 

you should have a clear enterprises’ development strategy and relatively efficient strategy 

execution. 

According to the analysis report of literatures from Zhou Min and Yu Linlin (2007), 

evaluation indexes that responding to strategy execution force mainly include clean 

production ratio, clean cognition ratio, construction of information system, ISO14000 

certification ratio, etc. This thesis thinks that some of the indexes about strategy execution 

force should be revised as followings. 

Deleting index. Because the information system construction and clean production ratio 

cannot effectively evaluate the strategy executive effect, and the pertinence is weak. So they 

should be deleted. 

Adding indexes. According to above introduction we can know that relevant literature of 

strategy execution force the evaluation indexes and does not take into account the ability of 

policymakers, this is obviously not desirable. The research of Senun (2006) indicates that 

policymakers play a very important role in the strategy development of coal enterprises. 

During the developing process of enterprises, we need to face many choices. If the 

policymakers cannot make well decisions, the enterprises’ strategy execution will lose their 

goal and motivation. They will fall into sluggish and even lead to bankrupt. If the 

policymakers have good capacity, they could look far ahead and aim high and could make an 

adjustment according to the market development and change. So, the index of strategy 
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execution force should increase strategy identification capability index. In addition, we should 

add three indexes; they are environmental resources, social coordination coefficient and 

effective evaluation strategy recognition effect. 

According to previous analysis and combination of real situation of coal enterprises, we can 

propose the following assumptions. 

H6: Coal enterprises' strategy execution force has significant impact on coal enterprises' 

development. 

From the above explanation, we can achieve the following index system of Table 4. 

Table 4: Developing Force Evaluation Index System of Coal Enterprises Clean Production 

Target layer 
Criterion layer 

B1-6 

Sub-criterion 

layer C1-15 
Index layer D1-40 

Development 

force of coal 

enterprises’ 

clean 

production 

Economic growth 

force 

Production 

efficiency 

Comprehensive mechanization 

All-staff efficiency 

Profitability 
Sales profit rate 

Profit rate of total assets 

Solvency 
Liquidity rate 

Asset-liability rate 

Economic 

potential 

Non-coal output ratio 

Capital accumulation rate 

Social 

responsibility 

force 

Social 

development 

The average income of workers 

The proportion of staff above 

college education 

Social contribution rate 

Social harmony 

One-million-ton mortality 

Social burden coefficient 

Workers per capita living area 

Environmental 

protection force 

Degree of 

environmental 

pollution 

Waste water emissions of 

RMB10,000 output value 

Exhaust gas emissions of 

RMB10,000 output value 

Solid waste emissions of 

RMB10,000 output value 

Environmental 

governance 

capabilities 

Governance rate of the three 

wastes 

Noise compliance area coverage 

rate 

Rate of investment in 

environmental protection 

Corporate greening rate 
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Resources 

recycling force 

Resource 

exploitation 

Coal reserve-production ratio 

Raw coal selection rate 

Resource 

recycling 

Recycling rate of mine water 

Material recycling rate 

Resources 

recycling 

Comprehensive utilization of coal 

gangue 

Subsidence land reclamation rate 

CBM utilization 

Technological 

innovation force 

Equipment 

New equipment coefficient 

Per capita technical equipment 

level 

R&D ability 

Proportion of R & D investment 

Research staff ratio 

Technology contribution rate 

Strategy 

execution force 

Level of strategy 

Strategy identification capability 

Completeness of management 

system 

Enterprise cohesion 

ISO certification rate 

Execution level 

Society coordination coefficient 

Environment coordination 

coefficient 

Resources coordination coefficient 
 

 

5.3.2 Variation coefficient selection 

The author uses the questionnaire to assess each of these indexes, and finally counts and 

computes the final results the author sent out 55 questionnaires successfully. There are 50 

effective responses, so the effective percentage is 90.9%. Table 5 shows the educational 

background and job title of the respondents. 

Table 5: Basic information of respondents 

Basic 

information 

Job title 

Subtotal 
Undetermined 

Primary 

level 

Intermediate 

level 

Deputy 

advanced 

level 

Advanced 

level 

Frequency 

number 
3 4 22 13 8 50 

Frequency 7.27% 9.09% 45.45% 23.64% 14.55%  

 

Educational background Subtotal 
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Basic 

information 

Associate 

degree 

Bachelor 

degree 

Master 

degree 

Doctor 

degree 

Frequency 

number 
5 33 7 5 50 

Frequency 18.18% 60% 12.73% 9.09%  

 

Based on collecting data and tidying date, we calculate variable coefficient with the help of 

SPSS 17.0. According to the content of the table, we cancel the variable coefficient which is 

lower than 0.2 through the way of consulting experts. We can delete ISO14000 certification 

rate, greening rate, technology contribution rate and staff living conditions indexes. 

The index system in this thesis not only takes advantage of the previous research 

achievements, but also has its own innovation. To be specific, there are some aspects which 

are different from previous research results. 

(1) From the aspects of environment, technology, management, society and economy, we use 

the DMF method to analyze and study the future development prospect of clean production. 

The evaluation system constructed in this thesis is consisting of six factors of economy, 

society, environment, resources, technology and management. 

(2) During selecting evaluation index, we use literature frequency selection to do the primary 

selection. Based on this, we also use questionnaire and consulting experts’ methods to delete 

and add indexes. In addition, during the process of selecting indexes, we used both 

quantitative analysis and use qualitative analysis so that the indexes can reflect the clean 

production development force completely and objectively. 

(3)The clean production development force is determined by many factors. Through the above 

introduction we can know that this thesis uses six subsystems to evaluate clean production 

development force of coal enterprises. First, at the aspect of economic growth force, we 

evaluate the economic growth situation of enterprises in four aspects which are productivity, 

solvency, profitability and economic potential ability of coal enterprises. Through referring to 

some relative literature, scholars haven’t analyzed the economic growth of enterprises from 

the aspect of solvency. In addition, in literature, the investigation on production efficiency 

concentrates on the investigation on people, while it lacks the investigation on mechanical 

efficiency, which is included in this thesis. Second, the thesis pays more attention to the 

enterprises’ social responsibility force index. While the current literature has little study about 

coal enterprises’ social responsibility force and rarely propose some specific evaluation 

indexes. Third, the construction of indexes about environmental protection force is not only 
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considering the degree of environmental pollution, but also consider the environmental 

governance capability, this is obviously more comprehensive. Fourth, index of resources 

recycling force. The literature materials have great differences about this index, which leads 

to dispersion of this index. This thesis always abides by to "3R" principles of clean production 

to construct the subsystem of this part. Fifth, index of technological innovation force. During 

the process of establishing the index system of this part, we should consider enterprise 

equipment and technology capacity, as well as the enterprise technology and equipment R & 

D capabilities. Sixth, index of strategy execution force. Some of relative literature ignored the 

impact of clean production development. However, this thesis thought human capacity would 

result a major impact on enterprise strategy execution force. In addition, this thesis also 

considers the measure of strategy execution force. That is different from other previous 

studies. 

5.4 Testing of the index system 

After selecting specific indexes and building the index system, we need to further test it. In 

this thesis, we divide the clean production development force into six sub systems for testing. 

1. Index system of economic growth force subsystem  

During the development of coal enterprises, the most important thing is to promote their own 

economic development. If there is no economic development, there is no technology 

innovation, environmental protection and resources clean utilization. If the enterprise wants to 

acquire economic development, on one hand, they should increase sales and get more sales 

income; on the other hand, they should use the least investment to get the most pay back. 

First, coal enterprises’ economic growth is not only measured with the current profitability, 

but also the future profitability. In addition, enterprises’ economic growth also depends on 

enterprises’ dividend growth and investment income. So, when we measure the effect of 

enterprises’ economic development, we should not only analyze it from the aspect of static 

state, but also fully consider the future developing potential of enterprises. Production 

efficiency, economic potential, profitability, and solvency dimensions construct the index 

system of economic growth force subsystem. 

(1) Production efficiency dimension. Production efficiency dimension not only reflects the 

developing level of enterprises, but also reflects the management level. 

(2) Economic potential. It reflects the future developing potential of enterprises 

(3) Profitability dimension. It mainly reflects the profitability of enterprises 
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(4) Solvency. It not only includes short-term solvency, but also includes long-term solvency. 

The effect of dimensions and indexes of economic growth force subsystem is shown in the 

following. 

Index calculating formulas is as following, 

(1) Comprehensive mechanization 
Mechanized coal mining output

100%
 extraction output

            

(5-1)  

(2) All-staff efficiency
 coal output

-staff

Raw

All
                            (5-2)  

(3) Sales net profit
Net profit total

100%
 totalAssets

                           (5-3) 

(4) Total assets profit
Net profit total

100%
 totalAssets

                         (5-4)  

(5) Current ratio 
 liabilities total

100%
  total

Current

Current Assets
                      (5-5)  

(6) Assets liability ratio 
Liabilities total

100%
 totalAssets

                      (5-6)  

(7) Non-coal output ratio 
Non-coal output

100%
Total output

                    (5-7)  

(8) Capital accumulation rate 
Owner interests growth

100%
Owner  interests at the year beginning

   

                  (5-8)  

2. Index system of social responsibility force subsystem 

Social responsibility force mainly includes three aspects: The first aspect is the specific 

contribution of enterprises during their developing process. The second aspect is material 

condition of staff. The third aspect is spiritual and cultural life condition of workers. 

The social responsibility power subsystem is mainly composed of two dimensions. The first is 

the dimension of social progress, and the other is social harmony. 

(1) Dimension of social progress It reflects the degree for enterprises contributing to the 

society and satisfaction of basic demand for enterprise employees. 

(2)Dimension of social harmony It mainly reflects the importance attached to the safety and 

guarantee for employees after unemployment. The dimension embodies humanistic care of 

enterprises to a great extent and is able to promote effectively the harmonious development of 
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enterprises and society. 

 

Index calculating formulas is as following, 

(1) Employee average annual income
Wage total

100%
Employees total

        (5-9)  

(2) Proportion of staff above college education  

Employees above college education
100%

Employees total
                         (5-10)  

(3) Social contribution rate
Enterprise social contribution total

100%
Enterprise average assets total

   

                   (5-11)  

The total amount of social contribution = net interest payments + public relief donation + social 

insurance + wages 

(4) One-million-ton mortality
Mortality number  output

100%
1 million-ton output


   

                           (5-12) 

(5) Social burden coefficient 
Retired employees  laid-off employees

100%
Employees total


   

              (5-13)  

3. Index system of environmental protection force subsystem 

Environmental pollution and damage can be brought about when coal enterprises do not pay 

attention to environmental protection in coal mining. Thus, coal enterprises are obliged to 

improve their environmental protection force systematically in the course of development so 

that the economic development will not be at the expense of environment. The environmental 

protection force subsystem in this thesis also includes two dimensions. The first is degree of 

environmental pollution and the other is environmental governance capabilities. 

(1)Dimension of degree of environmental pollution It emphatically describes the actual 

situation of coal enterprises environmental pollution. 

(2)Dimension of environmental governance capabilities it is the reflection of enterprises’ 

strength and attitude towards environmental governance and protection. 
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Following is the index formula. 

(1) Waste water emissions of RMB10,000 output value
Waste water emiss

Output v

ions

alue
   

                     (5-14) 

(2) Exhaust gas emissions of RMB10,000 output value
Exhaust gas emiss

Output v

ions

alue
  

                      (5-15) 

(3) Solid waste emissions of RMB10,000 output value
Solid waste emiss

Output v

ions

alue
 \ 

           (5-16) 

(4) Governance of three wastes 
Compliance waste emissions

100%
Total waste emissions

        (5-17)  

(5) Noise compliance area coverage
Noise compliance area

100%
Park total area

      (5-18)  

(6) Rate of investment in environmental protection 
Environment investment

100%
Total investment

                                      

(5-19)  

4. Index system of resources recycling force subsystem 

The index system, mainly describing circulation output of coal enterprises, utilization of 

resources and wastes and ownership of resources, is composed of three dimensions. The first 

is Resource development; resource reuse; resource recycling. 

Resource exploitation dimension, reflecting the exploitation efficiency.   

Resource reuse dimension, reflecting the waste reclamation level.   

Resource recycling dimension, reflecting the recycling effect.  

 

Index calculating formulas is as following, 

(1) Coal reserve-production proportion 
Exploitable resources at the end of last 

Exploited resources in the last 

year

year
                            

(5-20)  

(2) Raw coal selection rate 100%
Total 

Selected 

raw coal

raw coal
   

                     (5-21)  
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(4) Recycling water of mine water 100%
Total 

Recycled 

mine wate

mine wat r

r

e
   

         (5-22)  

(5) Material recycling rate
Recycled material

100%
Total consumed material

   

              (5-23)  

(6) Comprehensive utilization of coal gangue 
Utilized coal gangue

100%
Produced coal gangue

   

          (5-24)  

(7) Subsidence land reclamation rate
Subsidence land reclamation area

100%
Destroyed mine area

   

             (5-25)  

(7) CBM utilization 
Utilized CBM

100%
Total CBM

                         (5-26)  

5. Index system of technological innovation force subsystem 

Technological innovation force includes two dimensions, that is, dimensions of R&D 

capabilities as well as technology and equipment capabilities. 

(1)Dimension of technology and equipment capabilities Technology and equipment 

capabilities mean that technology turns into productivity. In the course of development, coal 

enterprises should adopt advanced technology and equipment in the course of development so 

as to improve their production efficiency as well as make for saving resources and protecting 

the environment. Therefore, enterprises must increase the investment in technological 

innovation in the course of development, making research technology into powerful 

productivities. 

(2) Dimension of R&D capabilities It means to evaluate enterprises capabilities of 

technological innovation and independent R&D. 

Following formulas can be used to compute the index. 

(1) New equipment coefficient 
Equipment net value

Equipment original value
  

                          (5-27)  

(2) Per capita technical equipment level 
Equipment average original value

Average employees number
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                  (5-28)  

(3) Investment proportion of technical R&D 
t

Present R&D investment

otal output val
0

ue
10 %   

 (5-29)  

(4) Proportion of R&D personnel
R&D personnel

100%
Total employees

              5-30)  

6. Index system of strategy execution force subsystem 

The development of enterprises needs all departments working together. It is really hard for 

enterprises to implement clean production by one or a few departments. Every department 

needs to be kept in line and cooperate aiming at corporate strategy. 

The strategy execution subsystem in this thesis includes two dimensions, that is, dimensions 

of coordinate capabilities and strategy capabilities. 

(1) Dimension of strategy capabilities. It means to evaluate management structure of 

enterprises, strategy recognition level, operating capabilities and development potential. 

(2) Dimension of coordination capabilities. It means to evaluate accurately the resources, 

economy, environment as well as resources allocation and proportion structure in society. To a 

certain extent, the capabilities and effects of enterprises executive strategy depend on whether 

the proportion structure is unscientific. Suppose that economic resources, environment and 

social coordination coefficient are less than 1, and then the enterprise is in a downward trend 

with its economic benefit reducing and future development prospect being pessimistic. On the 

contrary, if economic resources, environment and social coordination coefficient are all 

greater than one, the enterprise is in an upward trend with good development prospects and 

can realize sustainable development. 

Questionnaire can be used to calculate qualitative index, namely, management system 

completeness and strategy recognition level. Following formulas can be used to compute 

other indexes. 

(1)Corporate  culture aggregation rate 

Average outflow employees in report period
1 100%

Average employee number in report period

 
   
 

             （5-31） 

 (2) Economy-society coordination coefficient
Sosial investment growth rate

100%
Total output growth rate
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                                                          （5-32） (3)

Economy-environment coordination coefficient

Environment investment growth rate
100%

Total output growth rate
                          （5-33） (4)

Economy-resource coordination coefficient

Resource exploitation investment growth rate
100%

Total output growth rate
                   （5-34） 

7. Operation development of coal enterprises 

Based on the subsystem of clean production development force, the target is to better promote 

the development of coal enterprises no matter what aspect of clean production development 

force is referred to. According to the conceptual model proposed in Chapter 1, importance in 

this thesis is attached to the analysis of how effectively subsystem of clean production 

development force promotes the development performance of coal enterprises. 

Various sizes and different situations of coal enterprises bring about difficulties for us to select 

the core of dependent variables, that is, index for management and development of coal 

enterprises. In the thesis, the author take the example of research approach by Priyanto 

U(2002) and Kinnon E(2010) , adopting 7-scale Likert scale questionnaire to explore coal 

enterprises’ development performance by analyzing the three main indexes, namely, economic 

strength growth of enterprises, brand value enhancement of enterprises and internal culture 

improvement of enterprises in the past three years. 

By analyzing the argument above, it is not hard to figure out that the empirical study in this 

thesis is mainly divided into two parts. The first is to discuss and verify influencing factors of 

clean production development force. Among these indexes, some are positive and others are 

negative, by using both of which enterprises’ state of clean production development can be 

seen to a certain extent. However, these indexes cannot directly reflect the general 

characteristics of the system. Therefore, it is necessary to make comprehensive judgments on 

it. The second is to further analyze the influences of these factors---the subsystem previously 

mentioned---over the operating development level of coal enterprises based on comprehensive 

judgments. This will be introduced in details in the next chapter. 
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5.5 Summary 

This chapter makes detailed description of construction process of coal enterprises’ clean 

production development force indexes. First of all, the target of index system is established. 

Under the guidance of this target, the author combines construction principle of index system, 

adopting a variety of methods to select evaluation index, and completes the construction of 

index system. In addition, scientificness and rationality of index system are tested as well. By 

optimizing the insufficient, evaluation index of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force is ultimately constructed. One target layer and six criterion layers are 

adopted to complete the construction of index system, and every criterion layer has its 

corresponding sub-criterion layers. The development level and capability of clean production 

can be described through target layer. There are six criterion layers, namely, criterion layer of 

economic growth force---consisting of four sub-criterion layers, including eight indexes, and 

each sub-criterion layer includes two indexes; criterion layer of environmental protection 

force---consisting of two sub-criterion layers, including six indexes, and each sub-criterion 

layer includes two indexes; criterion layer of resources recycling force---consisting of three 

sub-criterion layers, including seven indexes; criterion layer of social responsibility force---

consisting of four indexes and two sub-criterion layers, and each sub-criterion layer includes 

two indexes; criterion layer of strategy execution force---consisting of six indexes and three 

sub-criterion layers, and each sub-criterion layer includes two indexes; criterion layer of 

technological innovation force---consisting of four indexes and two sub-criterion layers, and 

each sub-criterion layer includes two indexes. 
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Chapter 6 Evaluation methods of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force 

The following two aspects will influence the accuracy of evaluation results of coal 

enterprises’ clean production development force. The first is to evaluate whether index system 

is scientific and reasonable. And the other one is to evaluate whether the method is 

appropriate. Chapter 5 mainly discusses the first aspect, that is, evaluation index system. This 

chapter mainly discusses the second one, that is, the selection of evaluation method. 

6.1 Overview of evaluation 

Evaluation means testing the parameter, property and performance of evaluation object 

according to the evaluation target and describing its property through subjective utility deed 

or objective quantitative value. The evaluation discussed in this thesis about clean production 

development force is quite a difficult issue. Although there are plenty of studies about 

enterprises’ clean production development force and abundant literature related as well as 

many evaluation methods proposed by scholars, research finds that there isn’t one that can be 

generally accepted by people. Before studying the evaluation theories of coal enterprises’ 

clean production development force, we firstly focus on the classification, elements, indexes 

and significance of the evaluation. 

Content and meaning of evaluation index are shown in table 6. 

Table 6: Evaluation index and its significance 

Sequence 

Number 
Element Significance 

1 Evaluation goal What is the target of evaluation 

2 Evaluation object Which issues need to be evaluated 

3 Evaluator Who evaluates 

4 Evaluation index A series of interrelated index system 

5 Weight coefficient Classification contribution 

6 
Comprehensive 

evaluation model 
Overall weight system 
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7 Evaluation results Decision-making basis 

 

From the process of evaluation, object and target are the precondition of system evaluation. 

On the basis, the author sets up reasonably the evaluation system, completes the construction 

of evaluation model according to the quantitative and qualitative analysis structure and gets 

the evaluation results. 

6.2 Comparison of several evaluation methods 

Following are the brief introductions of several major evaluation methods presently about 

coal clean production. 

6.2.1 Fuzzy Comprehensive Evaluation (FCE) 

FCE is currently one of the most widely used evaluation methods. FCE, short for Fuzzy 

Comprehensive Evaluation, is involved with and uses relevant concepts of fuzzy 

mathematics. It was first put forward by Chinese scholar Wang Peizhuang and mainly uses 

fuzzy relationship of composition principle to be able to quantify part of the variables and 

parameters which are unknown, uncertain, fuzzy and easily confused, and to find out the 

classification, scope and level of evaluation object. 

Basic idea of FCE is to study and analyze the influencing factors of evaluation target and get 

evaluation results by using fuzzy transformation principle and maximum degree of 

membership principle. 

6.2.2 Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) 

AHP is applied to deal with complex decision problems. It was put forward by the American 

scholar A.L.Saaty. With the aid of it, multiple solutions can be compared and specific sorting 

made. It was told by H.Gholamnezhad to Chinese scholars. It has many advantages. Firstly, it 

has a complete theoretical basis; secondly, it owns very rigorous and logical structure; thirdly, 

it is concise and helpful for decision-makers to decide. Even though it hasn’t been applied 

long in China, it has already been widely used. 

The main idea of AHP is to resolve complex, tedious and large-scale problems according to its 

corresponding order, rule and methods into a number of simple and small problems that are 

easy to solve. Complex problems are solved after all of the simple ones being solved. The 

specific analytical model is constructed according to the subordinate relations, relevance 

degree and scope of influence between each small problem and comparison between each two 
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determines the importance of each factor. Finally, decision-makers put them in preferential 

order. 

6.2.3 Gray Relational Analysis (GRA)  

1. Basic idea of GRA 

To evaluate the relevance level of different objects according to their curve geometry, 

reference sequence and similarity of data sequence is the key method of GRA. It was put 

forward by Chinese scholar Deng Julong in 1980s. 

Basic idea of GRA is to quantify disposal of original data, accurately computing their 

relevance level and correlation coefficient, sorting the data according to the relevance level 

from high to low. Nowadays, GRA is widely used in industrial structure adjustments and 

analysis of regional economic advantages. 

6.2.4 Analytical method of TOPSIS 

1. Basic Idea of TOPSIS 

Technique for Order Preference by Similarity to Ideal Solution (TOPSIS), raised by Hwang 

and Yoomzai in 1981, is able to solve the problems effectively and accurately for selection of 

different schemes and indexes. The interference to evaluation results because of different 

index dimensions can be minimized by normalization processing of original data that have 

similar tendency. TOPSIS can truly reflect the gap between schemes with the aid of 

information provided by the original data. It has the advantage of being real and intuitive 

without any special demands of sample data. Because of these advantages, it is of widespread 

application. 

Basic idea of TOPSIS is firstly to select the optimal and worst schemes and make contrastive 

analysis of their differences to find out their gap. Superiority and inferiority of schemes can 

be accurately evaluated according to similarity between practical and optimal schemes 

TOPSIS is able to focus on the reflection of overall situation and comprehensive analysis of 

evaluation, which can be used in a broad scope. 

6.2.5 Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA)  

1. Basic Idea of DEA 

Suggested by scholars A.Charnes and W.W.Copper, etc., DEA owns the absolute advantage in 

dealing with the multi-objective decision-making problems The important basis of DEA is 

relative efficiency that is to evaluate development force of enterprises of the same type 
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according to multi-index investment and output so as to further ensure the accuracy and 

effectiveness of evaluation results. 

The research process of DEA is, based on statistical data reasonably planning production 

frontiers and making contrastive analysis of deviation of decision value, to pick out the more 

ideal scheme without adjusting the input and output of DMU. 

6.2.6 Artificial Neural Network Method (ANNM)  

1. Basic Idea of ANNM 

In recent years, with the development of artificial intelligence, computer networks, 

information system and other technologies, ANNM has gradually developed. It is a kind of 

empirical model to imitate biological function of neural network. It involves multiple 

subjects, such as biology, electronics, mathematics and so on. Presently, there are many 

network models that are frequently used, among which the most representative is BP neural 

network put forward by Rumelhart and others in 1985. BP neural network is a nonlinear 

system which can not only be self-adaptive, self-studying and self-organized, but also own 

greater anti-interference and fault-tolerant abilities. All of these have improved the accuracy 

of results of analysis. 

The analytic process of ANNM is that resources and information can be shared between 

neurons. Neurons connected to the input can collect data and information, bring out and send 

the results to other neurons after computing Neurons have great associative strength, learning 

ability, fault-resistance and fault-tolerance, which will improve the accuracy of results of 

analysis. 

6.2.7 Comparison of evaluation methods 

After the explanation of six methods above, the author thinks that FCE is able to measure 

dynamics of coal enterprises’ clean production development, the results of which are fuzzy 

vectors. FCE can achieve the combination of qualitative and quantitative analysis and solve 

the fuzzy judgments fundamentally. However, this method depends on subjective judgments 

too much so that it has great randomness. Some scholars believe that the results simply by 

computing between the bigger and smaller is not convincing. Coal enterprises’ clean 

production development force has grayness, which means that some indexes cannot be 

obtained from the current data, such as strategy discernment. Therefore, taken together, it is 

not appropriate to adopt FCE to evaluate coal enterprises’ clean production. 

It is proper to adopt DEA to study and analyze superiority and inferiority of evaluation object 
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so that the more effective, accurate, and reasonable evaluation results can be obtained. Yet, 

DEA is not proper to be used in this thesis which is to evaluate the clean production 

development force and not to be involved in the comparison and selection of different 

schemes. 

(3) Given that it is quite difficult to determine standard theory evaluation samples, ANNM 

will not be adopted in this thesis though it is theoretical suitable. 

The system of coal enterprises’ clean production development force constructed in this thesis 

is rather complicated. From all the analysis above, it can be seen that AHP, GRA and TOPSIS 

can be adopted as the evaluation methods. All of the three have their own characteristics. 

AHP, mainly depending on subjectivity to evaluate, have great randomness so it is easy to 

have a problem; With GRA, typical distribution and abundant original data are not needed. 

And the sample data in this thesis don’t have typical distribution, either. Therefore, GRA is 

consistent with this thesis. TOPSIS is suitable for this thesis because of the closeness between 

ideal and practical schemes described by distance differences. Due to different strengths and 

weaknesses, simply depending on one of the three methods cannot ensure the accuracy of 

evaluation so that this thesis combines all of the three to construct a new evaluation model 

providing reliable references for clean production development. 

6.3 Evaluation methods optimization model 

6.3.1 “AGT” comprehensive integrated evaluation model 

1. Profile of the evaluation model 

Clean production development is not infinite, which will encounter bottlenecks and obstacles 

as well. Therefore, clean production development and the dynamic state it presents are both 

relative. There is no meaning to compute non-dimensional value adopting quantitative 

evaluation methods only to a certain point. So, analysis of enterprises of different periods can 

reflect the meaning of quantitative evaluation value. Horizontal and vertical comparison can 

be used when evaluating the development of coal enterprises’ clean production. (1) Horizontal 

comparison refers to the evaluation of different coal enterprises’ clean production, making 

enterprises a reference for each other and finding out the difficulties and problems in the 

process of clean production development. (2) Vertical comparison refers to the evaluation of 

one enterprise’s clean production in a certain period of time, making analysis of existing 

problems. The thesis adopts vertical comparison to evaluate coal enterprises’ clean production 

due to the limitation of data. 
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According to the characteristics of sample data, this thesis adopts the comprehensive 

integrated method of GRA, AHP and TOPSIS. Both the old TOPSIS ranking method and 

GRA have defects. Under normal circumstances, the old GRA method refers to either the 

worst or the best scheme as a standard to compute the worst and best relevance. These 

relevance levels, however, cannot often make the same conclusions Therefore, the best and 

most reliable conclusion can be made by comparing the relevance between the best and worst 

scheme. 

To sort based on the difference between the ideal solution and Euclidean distance is the basis 

of TOPSIS ranking method. Relationship between the two cannot be explored. To solve the 

problem, some scholars come up with the method of combining the two. This method is to 

compute the weighted value first, using non-dimension for matrix-decision to determine the 

computing and ideal scheme. By computing the relevance level of the best and worst, 

Euclidean distance is replaced and then the gray closeness degree is constructed. The sorting 

of the degree provides optimum sequence for the scheme. Therefore, with the aid of decision-

making theories such as improved Euclidean distance, GRA and index weight of AHP, 

influences of different indexes and parameters can be brought into full play and accuracy, 

scientificness, rationality and effectiveness of evaluation results can be improved. 

Similarity and closeness of different schemes can be measured through gray degree. The gray 

degree in this thesis refers to the similarity between practical and ideal indexes. It can be seen 

from the TOPSIS evaluation theory that ideal solution refers to the statistics of the indexes. 

The maximum of combination of indexes is considered as the optimal state (positive ideal 

solution) of ideal solution, while the minimum is the worst (negative ideal solution). The two 

may not be the practical schemes. Virtual schemes are described according to the concepts 

and definitions. Therefore, the ideal is just a relative concept, not an absolute one. Yet, the 

ideal solution is the optimal one within the scope of country, industry and field and it is 

approved by authorities. 

TOPSIS theory can describe the differences and similarities between different schemes, ideal 

solutions and indexes. It is held in this thesis that gray degree is valued between 0 and 1, 

considered as scoring index of comprehensive evaluation. If the value of ideal solution is 

related to statistics itself, then gray degree refers to the references of different evaluation 

schemes based on corresponding sequence. If the ideal solution is computed based on national 

and industry standards, it should be authoritative and is able to be accepted and approved by 

people within the scope of this field and industry. 
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AGT is a method to evaluate integrated model combining qualitative and quantitative 

analysis, adopting the strengths of TOPSIS and GRA and overcoming their weaknesses, 

especially making horizontal and vertical analysis of many enterprises. 

2. Measurement and computing description of coal enterprises’ clean production developing 

force 

Take the actual data from 1996 to 2010 for example and the scheme of developing clean 

production as comparison. The number of the indexes of the alternatives is 36, including 

negative indexes such as emissions of waste water and mortality rate as well as positive 

indexes such as average annual income, degree of mechanization and profit margin. The 

maximum and minimum indexes compose the ideal solution. Thus, positive ideal solution 

(optimal state of clean production development) and negative ideal solution(the worst sate of 

clean production development) are generated. Based on this, by comparing the number of any 

year as well as the positive and negative ideal solution, Euclidean distance and gray 

correlation coefficient of positive and negative ideal solution can be computed and combined 

to construct fitness degree. The capability of coal enterprises’ clean production will improve 

with the increase of gray degree. Operating capabilities, development prospect and 

management level of coal enterprises can be deeply studied according to the value of 

declining degree. 

6.3.2 Procedure of “AGT” comprehensive integrated evaluation model 

Suppose that  is to be used to express the collection of evaluation indexes 

and  to express evaluation period. Set ;  is used 

to express decision-making matrix and  to express the property of evaluation index j in 

the ith year and it meets the constraint condition of . Following methods can be 

used to construct AGT comprehensive integrated evaluation model. 

1. Determination of Index Weight 

(1) Normalized processing of original data  

Data are processed according to range method. Matrix is shown as follows. 

 

Deal with positive indexes based on the following formula. 
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               (6-1)  

Solutions to deal with reverse indexes.                 (6-2)  

(2) Determine the weight of each property based on AHP. 

                                          (6-3)  

The number of the weight can be set according to the following methods. 

Step One: Divide the model structure into several levels and parts in a reasonable way to 

make sure that all factors in the same level do not have internal relation. 

Step Two: Construct the comparison matrix. From the second level of hierarchical structure 

model, for the data in one level, mathematical matrix is constructed from 1 to 9 scales based 

on comparative law. As shown in Table 7, it is to judge the level, scale and meaning of the 

matrix. 

Table 7: The level, scale and meaning of the matrix 

Sequence 

Number 
Comparison of Importance Score 

1 A is as important as B. 1 

2 A is a bit more important than B. 3 

3 A is obviously more important than B. 5 

4 A is much more important than B. 7 

5 A is extremely more important than B. 9 

6 A is slightly less important than B. 1/3 

7 A is obviously less important than B. 1/5 

8 A is much less important than B. 1/7 

9 A is extremely less important than B. 1/9 
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Note：  Importance is put in the level between 

 

Step Three: Compute the weight vector and inspect its consistency. ① Compute and 

compare the characteristic vector and root of the matrix. ② Inspect consistency ratio and 

indexes. ③ If the requirements of inspection are met, normalization processing and sorting 

of weight vector are carried out. If the requirements of inspection are met, normalization 

processing of weight vector is carried out. ④ If the requirements of inspection are not met, 

rebuild and reconstruct the comparison matrix. 

2. “AGT” comprehensive integrated evaluation 

(1) Compute the weighted normalization decision-making matrix .  

                                  (6-4)  

(2) Determine the positive solution   and negative ideal solution   of weighted 

normalization matrix Z. 

                                  (6-5)  

                                  (6-6)  

In it . 

(3) Compute the Euclidean distances from each program to the positive ideal solution  

and negative ideal solution :  and . 

                                  (6-7)  

                                  (6-8)  

 

(4) Compute the gray relational coefficient matrices between each program and the 

positive ideal solution  and negative ideal solution :  and . 
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  (6-9)  

  (6-10)  

Of the formula above,   is used to express discrimination coefficient. 

Discrimination increases with the decrease of , and the two are inverse ratio. The value of 

 is often within the scope of , and can be set reasonably according to practical demand. 

Under the condition of  , the optimal discrimination exists and is often set to 

. 

(5) Accurately calculate the gray relational levels   and   of the positive and 

negative ideal solution. 

                                                 (6-11)  

                                                 (6-12)  

(6) Non-dimensional processing of distance   and relational level  in (3)  

and (5), we get  

                                               (6-13)  

                                               (6-14)  

                                               (6-15)  

                                               (6-16)  

(7) Combine the relational levels and distances. The difference between ideal solution and 
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actual solution will decrease with the increase of   and , and increase with the increase 

of   and . Therefore, formula can be combined as follows. 

                                            (6-17)  

                                            (6-18)  

In the formula above,  and  are used to describe the preference of decision-makers to 

shape and location in accordance with the constraint conditions of , and , 

decision-makers can combine actual situation with individual preference to set the parameter 

values in a reasonable way.    can be used to plan the fitness with actual scheme, the 

superiority of which will improve with the increase of the   value and reduce with the 

decrease of the  value. 

(8) The Relative Closeness of Scheme Construction 

                                            (6-19)  

All the schemes will be sorted based on the value of closeness that is proportional to the schemes, 

which means that the superiority and inferiority of schemes will improve as the closeness 

increases. 

6.4 Summary 

This chapter makes detailed introduction of ANNM, TOPSIS, DEA, GRA, fuzzy 

comprehensive evaluation, AHP and other overall evaluation theories, focusing on the 

comparison of strengths and weaknesses, scope of application, theoretical basis and 

implementation methods. Still, the AGT theory is applied to the analysis and study of sample 

data. AGT inherits the strengths of TOPSIS method and GRA and overcomes their weaknesses, 

especially appropriate for horizontal comparison between companies and vertical evaluation of 

enterprise itself, able to evaluate other enterprises as well. At the same time, this method 

introduces computing steps in details. 
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Chapter 7 Empirical study of coal enterprises’ clean production 

developing force 

Empirical Study in this thesis is composed of two major parts. 

First of all, the study of weight of all the elements of coal enterprises’ clean production 

development force is carried out. Here, the author uses simple case study method by Kinnon 

(2010) for references, taking typical enterprises that experience long time of clean production 

activities and also provide data for study as an example. These enterprises have long time of 

history which have left coal mining industries far behind.  This thesis focuses on the study of 

Lingbei Group’s practical situation, taking practical data for example to discuss the problems, 

difficulties and solutions faced by clean production. Lingbei Group, which owns strong strength, 

is a state-owned large-scale coal enterprise. Among the top 100 coal enterprises in 2011, 

Lingbei Group, as one of the top 500 enterprises in China, stably ranks 22. Lingbei Group 

combines all the comprehensive and abundant data in accordance with the case study above. 

The author of this thesis visitedelweiss and inquiredthe actual working status of business, 

finance, human resources and planning department of Lingbei Group, researched in coal 

chemical industrial park and Gengcun coal mine to obtain the first-hand materials so as to make 

the data accurate and comprehensive. What’s more, the author made display-rack interviews, 

listens to the thoughts and ideas of clean production workers, and came up with several opinions 

of some reference value in view of the problems and difficulties. 

7.1 Practice of Lingbei Group's clean production development 

The coal resources are non-renewable which will produce pollution such as coal gangue, coal 

ash, poisonous gas, slime water and so on in the process of washing, mining, using and 

transportation. If it is not treated scientifically, the environment will be polluted. Due to 

constraints of environment and resources, Lingbei Group has developed clean production in 

recent years, which has great effects. However, some potential risks and threats are also 

emerging gradually. 

7.1.1 Course of Lingbei Group's clean production development 

1. Preliminary stage of clean production (1996-2005)  

Lingbei Group was founded in 1990s. At the preliminary phase of development, mine water 
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and coal gangue became governance addresses. The aim is to find out economic growth point 

and cope with ecological environment pressure, not to develop clean production. Environmental 

and economic benefits of the enterprise are good because of these practices. Lingbei Group 

promotes the development of clean production of recycling, reuse and reduction. However, 

influenced by the factors such as enterprise scale, technological level, management ability and 

historical environment, Lingbei Group hasn’t yet set up diversified and three-dimensional 

industrial structure, and it doesn’t possess diversion condition. After hardships from 1998 to 

2000, coal market changed in 2001. On the basis of repeated demonstration and careful 

investigation, leaders of Lingbei Group put that coal and non-coal both have their effects which 

was put forward during the Tenth Five-year Plan Period and cannot be ignored into effect. That 

is to make full use of limestones, barite, coal, bauxite and other resources, taking coal as major 

resource to develop coal base, making efforts to establish some large-scale key projects, 

gradually setting up comprehensive industry chain in combination with coal chemical industry, 

coal building materials, coal-based power and coal and aluminum. Thus, a variety of industries 

coexist. The specific description of developing clean production is combined with the mining 

and exploration of resources to expand coal resources and other related industries. 

(1) Comprehensive exploration and mining of resources 

Lingbei Group asks exploration companies to make fair use of water, alumina and coal 

resources and to promote resources development smoothly when exploring coal resources. 

Development situation of water-diversion fissure zone and carving zone caused by coal mining 

should be checked when digging and exploring grouting holes and water injection holes in the 

goaf. One hole for multiple uses has significantly improved waterproof and hindrance and 

avoided accidents. The bauxite resources are mined when bottom grouting holes and hydro 

geological observation holes are drilled under or on the wells. In 2005, Lingbei Group carried 

out the project of hydro geological observation holes with organic integration of projects such 

as mining area water supply, hydro geological exploration, bauxite exploration, water stage 

observation and step-down hydrophobic, which truly achieved “one hole for five uses”. 

Lingbei Group conducted integrated mining of coal and aluminum to reduce mining cost and 

improve mining efficiency. For example, bauxites to be mined in some wells can reach 40 

meters or so. When the bauxite is being mined, drainage system, the original roadways, 

transportation system and ventilation system of coal mine in production can be used to reduce 

construction investment and save the cost of mining. 

(2) Develop coal resources and build industry chain based on coal. 
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System for coal industry is formed in combination with gas, electricity and coal production 

systems. Lingbei Group attached great importance to utilization and mining of resources and 

realized the establishment of industry chain. Lingbei Group has four sub-industry chains that 

are working in coordination and build up the whole industry chain. 

The first industry chain: It promotes the development of power industry, and construct industry 

chain of “coal-electricity”. In the process of production, Lingbei Group has great demands of 

electricity. It costs much money for the Group to purchase electricity and the cost of production 

is interfered as well. Moreover, restricted by transportation, economic power, production scale, 

marketing capabilities and other elements, coal cannot be transported into market rapidly and 

timely. To deal with the problems of supply and transportation, accelerating the establishment 

of power plant is a must. Using coal slime, inferior coal and coal gangue to generate electricity 

can effectively solve the problem of shortage of resources, environmental pollution and 

inefficiency as well as meet the electricity demands of manufacturing enterprises. Inexhaustible 

electricity can be used for sale, which further increases coal production. Waste heat can also be 

used for central heating. Moreover, the power plant can provide sufficient water resources 

without digging wells. 

According to the empirical data, the power plant generates 4.485 billion kilowatts of electricity 

per year which need 3 million tons of inferior coal, coal slime and coal gangue. The electricity 

provided by power plant, can not only meet the Group’s production, operation and life, but 

further improve social, economic and ecological effects. 

The second industry chain: It is to construct industry chain of “coal-aluminum” with the aid of 

coal and aluminum resources. 

Lingbei Group depends on bauxite resources around the mining areas and in the wells, 

developing alumina industry. In 2000, Shaanxi Tianling, Xinyuan in Hong Kong and Lingbei 

Group founded Yixiang Aluminum industry with joint contribution, greatly pushing forward 

the development of alumina project. In February 2004, the first project of 50,000 tons of 

alumina was completed and put into operation. 

The third industry chain: The base project of coal chemical industry was constructed and an 

efficient, unimpeded and stable industry chain of “coal-gas-coal chemical industry” was built, 

making deep processing and recycling of raw coal, greatly promoting the development of coal 

chemical industry project to complete the recycling of “coal-chemical industry”. In Lingbei 

Group, flame coal is leading of all kinds with better chemical activity and less sulfur so that it 

will decrease environmental pollution. With high production rate, it is the optimal raw material 
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of coal chemical industry. Coal gasification can significantly reduce environmental pollution 

and increase the value of coal, bringing about more economic benefits, promoting core 

competence for the enterprise and achieving the goal of clean production. 

The fourth industry chain: It promotes the development of “coal-building materials”. 

In 2005, in order to improve the utilization and production efficiency of resources, Lingbei 

Group built a dry cement production line which can complete the production of 1.8 million tons 

of cement that need to consume 800,000 tons of electricity, limestones, coal and other resources. 

In October 2005, Lingbei Group founded coal gangue brick factory, completed the production 

of 50 million pieces of coal gangue bricks that consumed 50 million tons of coal ash and 90,000 

tons of coal gangue. 

(3) Building clean production industrial park 

To solve the problems of environmental pollution, weak abilities to resist risks, single industrial 

pattern, less sources and low utilization of resources thoroughly, Lingbei Group set up the plan 

of project, putting the associated enterprises into the same industrial parks, constructing clean 

production industrial parks, giving full play to the advantages of bauxite, electricity, coal and 

other resources and enhancing resource utilization and production efficiency. For example, 

alumina factory, brown fused alumina factory, plastic woven bag factory, barium salt factory, 

refractory plant and other factories were established one by one. Their sites were set in the same 

industrial park, which contributed to the realization of recycling by-products, products and 

waste materials. The alumina factory puts quicklime byproducts produced by barium factory 

into use and brown fused alumina factory and refractory plant make use of alumina powder. 

Woven bags are needed in these factories. Material circulation between different enterprises 

constructs an efficient and expedites industrial chain, bringing about more economic benefits 

to the Group as well as improving utilization of resources and avoiding resource waste and 

environmental pollution. Lingbei Group completed in batches the programming of coal electric 

building industrial park, coal electric industrial park, coal chemical industrial park, aluminized 

coal industrial park and coal electric building industrial park, constructing the comprehensive 

industrial structure and accelerating the development of clean production. 

A large number of practical results show that Lingbei Group has made exploration of clean 

production integrated with its idea when mining, exploring and using resources, really 

achieving the double wins of economy and environment. 

2. Growing stage of clean production (2006-2010) 
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Lingbei Group, as a resource-based enterprise, is clear-headed. It is limited and hard to 

implement sustainable development if an enterprise that wants to be powerful and prosperous 

just depends on the number of coal production to stimulate economic growth. Based on this 

situation, Lingbei Group made profound research in recent years of recycling economy and 

resource comprehensive utilization with the guidance of Scientific Outlook on Development 

and clean production theoretical idea, combining the actual situation and specific demands of 

Lingbei Group and finishing Development Plan on Lingbei Group Clean Production that will 

escort for Lingbei Group, and regarding featured mining clean production development as a 

crucial strategy of enterprise’ development. To deepen clean production, the Group decided to 

go on promoting clean production, especially in the aspects of exploration of clean production 

project and acquisition of strategy resources. 

(1) Strategy continuous resources 

During the time of “11th Five Year Plan”, six Lingbei Groups were constructed with total 

investment of 2 billion yuan. By the year 2007, the reserves of Lingbei Group haven’t reached 

600 million tons. Coal reserves will reduce as the production life of the company and output of 

raw coal increase. Resources of mining areas are limited, so it is impossible to mine without 

limits. Shortage of resources is a problem coal enterprises must be faced with sooner or later. 

Lingbei Group, therefore, looks into Inner Mongolia, Shanxi Province, Qinghai Province, 

Xinjiang and Mongolia to build coal base of millions and millions of tons. It has begun to adopt 

the strategy of “going out” with integration of ten billion tons of resources in Australia. 

(2) Consolidating the old projects and developing new ones. 

After 2007, Lingbei Group separated building materials company, electric power company and 

other industries that do not have close relations with coal industries from the Group. Fund would 

be mainly centralized to develop coal industries. In addition, the Group continues to invest the 

three big pillar industries, that is coal, alumina processing and coal chemical industries. 

Reasonable planning and improvement are carried out at the same time. It is expected that the 

three industries can make up the most of Group’s revenue. In 2006, the project of flyash cutting 

bricks in power plant and coal gangue brick factory were beginning to be constructed. It was 

estimated that each year more than 80 million pieces of bricks could be produced after 

construction. In April at the same year, Lingbei Group invested hundreds of millions of yuan to 

build a new-type dry cement production line, and the expected annual output could be up to 2 

million tons. The next year, the Group carried out cooperation projects with American SES 

Group, including gas, methanol protein and gas separation project. The output of methanol 
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protein project would be up to 200,000 tons. In 2009, to raise its position in coal chemical 

industry, Lingbei Group purchased a chemical limited company in Shaanxi and after acquisition; 

its output of methyl increased 200,000 tons. Meanwhile, the annual output of dimethyl ether 

also rose by 100,000 tons. Lingbei Group is presently the biggest 1,4-butanediol production 

unit in Asia. Its products are not only occupying a leading position in China, but also exported 

to countries such as South Korea, Germany and India. In 2009, Lingbei Group spent 1.8 billion 

yuan launching energy conservation and emission reduction technology reconstruction reform 

of 400,000 tons of alumina. After launching, the output of alumina could be up to 600,000 tons. 

Another 32 million yuan was put into investment to integrate 32.09 million tons of bauxite. 

Lingbei Group placed aluminum industrial base centrally in the western part of Shaanxi 

province, making great efforts to maximize the production of alumina and the development of 

its down-stream industries. 

3. Mature stage of clean production (from 2011 till now) 

From the year 2011 to 2015, the “12th Five Year Plan” in China has been clear about the 

development direction of energy industry during the five years. Lingbei Group follows the 

policy and its management lays claim for the pattern to further develop clean production so as 

to make comprehensive construction of clean production enterprises. The three major pillar 

industries of Lingbei Group are coal, aluminum production and coal chemical industries. 

During these years of development, the three industries have made great progress in the aspects 

of scale, quality and scientific and technological level, gradually achieving recycling production. 

Power supply, machining, building materials and other industries all have wonderful 

development prospects with obvious growth trends, the future growth state of which cannot be 

underestimated. Next, tourism, real estate, traditional Chinese medicine and logistics industry 

also make big breakthroughs. Lingbei Group have the overall implementation of clean 

production development of primary, secondary and tertiary industries. The cycle mechanism 

becomes mature little by little. Lingbei Group does not stop current clean production, and makes 

every effort to seek for innovation in terms of clean production. In 2012, for example, Lingbei 

Group made great progress in biological and chemical field, able to independently produce 

coal-made methanol protein, making a big breakthrough in the field in China. 

7.1.2 Effects of Lingbei Group's clean production development 

After years of development of Lingbei Group’s clean production, its industrial structure has 

been upgraded continuously and forms a system with coordinated development of multiple 

industries such as coal, electricity, aluminum industry, chemical industry, building materials 
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and so forth. What’s more, Lingbei Group vigorously develops its production technology, 

striving to make the production much cleaner and greatly improving the cleaning ability of 

factories. Meanwhile, financing level, economic strength and enterprise scale are further 

promoted, as is shown in following aspects. 

(1) Production efficiency has greatly improved. From the year 2011 to 2013, mechanization 

reform of Lingbei Group has made great progress. Almost all the production units have 

implemented mechanization. In 2011, per capita raw coal production efficiency was 7.04 tons, 

increased by 1.17 tons compared with that of 2010. At the same time, the number of annual 

patent authorization increases from 15 in 2011 to 24 in 2013 and an advanced patent system 

with an international level is formed concerning the coal machinery, aluminum production and 

coal chemical industry, etc. The rapid improvement of technology not only greatly enhances 

the group's production efficiency (it is compared with its North American partner - Cloud Peak 

Energy in Wyoming in the following table), but also improves the diversification level of the 

Group's industrial chain and it paves the way to a larger stage for the development of its overall 

strategy. 

Table 8: Comparison of production efficiency 

Project 2011 2012 2013 
2013 Cloud 

Peak 

Comprehensive 

mechanization 
75.03 71.97 75.05 

74.78 

Coal mining mechanization 100 100 100 96.52 

Tunneling mechanization 53.1 44.41 54.43 67.55 

All-staff efficiency 4.54 5.87 7.04 7.02 

 

As is shown in the above table, the technology level of Lingbei Group has been improved 

significantly through its development in recent years and has and it is almost at the same level 

of Cloud Peak Energy in 2013. Such great improvement is the result of the Group’s investment 

in technological innovation and employee training and education. The investment in research 

project build-up and employee training for new technology and using new equipment is up to 

RMB 47 million in 2012. Thus, the improvement of technological innovation becomes an 

important driving force for the Group’s cleaner energy strategic transformation. 

(2) The utility level of recycling resources has increasingly been enhanced and Production and 

consumption of coal has reached a continuous high level. Due to the implementation of clean 

energy strategy, a great deal of lime, aluminum and other by-products are fully utilized which 

eliminates the possibility of shoddy execution and therefore it improves the accuracy and purity 

of coal products. Coal product in Lingbei Group has presently had higher quality than the 
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average and had a good reputation in the market. Therefore, its demands exceed supply. In 2013, 

Lingbei Group produced 3,362 tons of coal products, rising by 7.69% compared with 2012, and 

exiled 3,372 tons to the market, rising 11.18% compared with 2012. 

(3) The implementation of the strategy is determined and forceful and the non-coal industries 

develop rapidly. Lingbei Group has its major strength of coal resources, and carries out the 

coordinated development of more than one pillar industries at the same time. The Group has 

maintained the production structure of “coal-electricity-materials” and “coal-coke-chemistry” 

for a long time. On the basis of this, it has also expanded its production chain to further improve 

the Group’s clean production. By the year 2013, Aluminum Company, the subsidiary company 

of Lingbei Group, has produced a total of 493,900 tons of alumina equal to 1.099 billion RMB. 

However, because of the downturn of aluminum industry, aluminum enterprises have a loss of 

as high as 80 million. The profit and loss of thermal power are respectively 214million and 

127million RMB. The key factor of these losses is “energy conservation and emission reduction” 

advocated by the government. Cement industry accounted for 1.3% of the total avenue, sales 

proceeds of 412 million and profit of 3.9357 million RMB. In 2013, 49.8 % of Lingbei Group’s 

total avenue comes from other industries with its gross profit of 863 million. In May of the 

same year, Lingbei Group developed methanol protein production technology, breaking the 

blockade of protein oil plant production technology abroad, and realized its first production of 

410 kilograms. Thereby, the vacancy of methanol protein production in China was 

complemented, making China the third country that can independently produce methanol 

protein products after Russia and England. China is the only one that can independently develop 

production line from coal to alcohol to protein products. Today, coal chemical industry projects 

are in full swing. 

(4) Economic gross has significantly increased. In 2013, the enterprise completed 40.227 billion 

yuan of total production and took on debts of 27.432 billion yuan. Debt ratio as high as 68.19% 

increased burden on the enterprise. Its shareholders possessed stock equity of group company 

of 12.795 billion yuan. In 2013, the company’s total production is 31.219 billion yuan with its 

actual profit and net profit respectively 1.778 and 1.019 billion yuan. Annual working capital 

for enterprise’s operation is 35.321 and net working capital 4.606 billion yuan. 

(5) Social responsibility is fully demonstrated. Because of the new demands to the high-tech 

industries brought by the clean energy strategy, the Group continues to achieve economic 

volume growth and makes full use of the increasing non-coal business to facilitates the its 

development as well. It greatly boosts the regional employment through diversified operation 

mode to be less dependent on coal business. According to the statistics from human resources 
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and social security department of Shaanxi province, about 50,000 jobs (including regional 

affiliated enterprises) have been created for the Group’s clean energy strategy in 2014 and it is 

estimated that its contribution to the employment for the whole province will be more 

significant. In addition, since the clean energy strategy emphases the safety and efficiency of 

the coal production and the Group pays attention to the update of production equipment and 

strengthening of code of conduct for employee, the rate of production accidents has dropped 

dramatically since 2010. 

(6) It plays a greater role in environment protection. As energy firm and under great pressure 

from the country’s uphold of energy saving and emission reduction, the Group, on the one hand, 

tries to reduce the carbon emission by improving the quality of coal products; On the other hand, 

it actively improves the cleanness of the supporting industries and constantly reduces the 

pollution during the production process. Besides, the Group encourages its employees to 

participate in the activities of tree planting and dissemination activities related to environment 

protection to put into practice the idea “bear cleanness in mind, environmental protection begins 

with me”.   

7.2 Evaluation on the development force of Lingbei Group's clean production 

7.2.1 Data sources 

In order to show the effect of clean production, the author compared the Lingbei Group’s 

performance of before and after using the clean production systems. 

(1) Source of quantitative indexes  

There are mainly three methods to screen the quantitative indexes: 

The first method: The author went to Lingbei Group to do field investigation and gathered 

information.  

The second method: According to bill information published online and the prospectus of 

Lingbei Group, the author estimated and deducted some data that cannot be directly obtained. 

The third method: Make a summary according to the data obtained by those two methods. 

(2) Sources of qualitative indexes 

In order to avoid too much subjective evaluation, the author needed to quantify the qualitative 

indexes. Su Weihua (2000) brought up eight methods to quantify qualitative indexes: Combined 

method, scale scores, comparison, direct rating, expert appraisal, quantitative ranking method, 

classification method. This thesis took direct appraisal method to quantifying the qualitative 
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indexes. There are five levels in this qualitative model: very poor, poor, average, good, very 

good. Then the author invited employees of different levels from Lingbei Group to evaluate the 

qualitative indexes. The corresponding quantitative scores of the five levels were 1, 3, 5, 7, and 

9 respectively. The calculation is based on the results of the evaluation scores. 

7.2.2 The determine of the data weights 

1. The synthetic non-dimensional processing 

According to the scores given by the employees of Lingbei Group, the author did a statistical 

calculation. According to the "AGT" evaluation theory from the previous statement, the author 

evaluated the clean production development of Lingbei Group. 

Negative growth indexes include seven indexes: one-million-ton mortality and social burden 

coefficient under the social responsibility power subsystem, and current ratio and debt assets 

ratio under the economic growth subsystem. After statistical analysis of the above positive 

indexes, the author got the matrix . The following is the operation formula: 

Normalization of positive indexes:  

Normalization of negative indexes:  

Non-dimensional processing of the Lingbei group’s data from 1996-2011 provides reference 

for further analysis and research. 

2. The determination of the weights 

The author analyzed the weights of all levels using AHP . Weight reflects 

how important and how much influence of an index can exert on the evaluation system, and it 

also represents the index’s evaluation capacity. The author adopted expert scoring method in 

this thesis and used the 9 scale method to study the importance of different indexes according 

to experts’ criteria and sub-criteria and 34 specific indexes on Lingbei group’s clean production 

capacity. Through statistical survey, data processing and analysis, the author worked out the 

average value by setting a reasonable evaluation of the weight, and then got the final result. The 

following table is the matrix of the criterion weight. 

Table 9: Matrix of the criterion weight 
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Economic 

growth 
1 7 3 3 2 3 

Social 

responsibility 
1/7 1 1/5 1/5 1/7 1/5 

Environmenta

l protection 
1/3 5 1 1 1/2 1 

Resources 

recycling 
1/3 5 1 1 1/2 2 

Technological 

innovation 
1/2 7 2 2 1 3 

Strategy 

execution 
1/3 5 1 1/2 1/3 1 

This thesis used the MCEvl.O data analysis system developed by Professor Du to test the 

consistency through the result of AHP. 

Judge the matrix order  , the largest characteristic root  ; 

consistency index  ; 6 orders  ; consistency 

proportion , passed the tests.  

According to the theory described earlier, the indexes and levels of weights were worked out. 

For detailed description of weights matrix, please see Appendix 3. The author divided indexes 

into three different levels of index system: the third index system is concrete index value; the 

second index system refers to subsystem layer, and the first system is the agreed criteria layer. 

The weight of different levels and index is shown in Table 10. From the table, we can see that 

the weight of social responsibility, Strategy execution, environmental protection, resource 

recycling, technological innovation and growth force was 0.0305, 0.1055, 0.1267, 0.1423, 

0.2436 and 0.3513 respectively. 
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Table 10: Weights 

Target 

layer 

Criterion lay

er 

First-

grade 

index 

syste

m 

Sub-

criterion 

layer 

Secon

d-class 

index 

system 

Index layer 

Third

-

grade 

index 

Total 

weig

ht 

Developme

nt force of 

coal 

enterprises’ 

clean 

production 

Economic 

growth force 

0.351

3 

Production 

efficiency 
0.4832 

Comprehensive 

mechanization 

0.333

3 

0.056

6 

All-staff efficiency 
0.666

7 

0.113

2 

Profitability 0.2717 

Sales profit rate 
0.666

7 

0.063

6 

Profit rate of total 

assets 

0.333

3 

0.031

8 

Solvency 0.0882 

Liquidity rate 
0.666

7 

0.020

7 

Asset-liability rate 
0.333

3 

0.010

3 

Economic 

potential 
0.1569 

Non-coal output 

ratio 

0.666

7 

0.036

7 

Capital 

accumulation rate 

0.333

3 

0.018

4 

Social 

responsibilit

y force 

0.030

5 

Social 

development 
0.3333 

The average income 

of workers 

0.539

6 

0.005

5 

The proportion of 

staff above college 

education 

0.297

0 

0.003

0 

Social contribution 

rate 

0.163

4 

0.001

7 

Social 

harmony 
0.6667 

One-million-ton 

mortality 

0.833

3 

0.016

9 

Social burden 

coefficient 

0.166

7 

0.003

4 

Environmen

tal 

protection 

force 

0.126

7 

Degree of 

environment

al pollution 

0.3333 

Waste water 

emissions of 

RMB10,000 output 

value 

0.333

3 

0.014

1 

Exhaust gas 

emissions of 

RMB10,000 output 

value 

0.333

3 

0.014

1 

Solid waste 

emissions of 

0.333

3 

0.014

1 
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RMB10,000 output 

value 

Environmen

tal 

governance 

capabilities 

0.6667 

Governance rate of 

the three wastes 

0.539

6 

0.045

6 

Noise compliance 

area coverage rate 

0.163

4 

0.001

7 

Rate of investment 

in environmental 

protection 

0.297

0 

0.025

1 

Resources 

recycling 

force 

0.142

3 

Resource 

exploitation 
0.4000 

Coal reserve-

production ratio 

0.333

3 

0.019

0 

Raw coal selection 

rate 

0.666

7 

0.037

9 

Resource 

recycling 
0.2000 

Recycling rate of 

mine water 
1 

0.028

5 

Resources 

recycling 
0.4000 

Comprehensive 

utilization of coal 

gangue 

0.539

6 

0.030

7 

Subsidence land 

reclamation rate 

0.163

4 

0.009

3 

CBM utilization 
0.297

0 

0.016

9 

Technologic

al 

innovation 

force 

0.243

6 

Equipment 0.3333 

New equipment 

coefficient 

0.666

7 

0.054

1 

Per capita  

technical equipment 

level 

0.333

3 

0.027

1 

R&D ability 0.6667 

Proportion of R & 

D investment 

0.500

0 

0.081

2 

Research staff ratio 
0.500

0 

0.081

2 

Strategy 

execution 

force 

0.105

5 

Level of 

strategy 
0.6667 

Strategy 

identification 

capability 

0.539

6 

0.038

0 

Completeness of 

management system 

0.297

0 

0.020

9 

Enterprise cohesion 
0.163

4 

0.011

5 

Execution 

level 
0.3333 

Society 

coordination 

coefficient 

0.333

3 

0.011

7 

Environment 

coordination 

0.666

7 

0.023

4 
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coefficient 

 

7.2.3 “AGT” comprehensive integrated evaluation 

On the basis of "AGT" theory, a reasonable evaluation of clean production development was 

made according to the following method: 

(1) The rational calculations of weighted normalized decision-making matrix. After getting the 

weights, the author imported the weight, data and parameter values of index in MATLAB 7.0, 

and normalized the data. Then enter the data in accordance with appendix 3, and work out the 

weighted normalized decision-making matrix   and condition 

 should be met. 

(2) Set the positive ideal solution   and negative ideal solution   of 

the weighted normalized decision-making matrix z . 

 

In it . 

(3) Compute the Euclidean distances from each program to the positive ideal solution  and 

negative ideal solution :  and . 

 

 

(4) Calculate the gray relational coefficient matrices of the positive ideal solution   and 

negative ideal solution :  and , according to the following formula : 

 

 

  is used to express discrimination coefficient. Discrimination decreased with the 

increase of , the two are inversely related. Generally,  value falls within the range of 

 , and it can be set according to specific requirements and actual situation. Under the 

condition of , when discrimination is good, we can set that . 
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(5) Worked out the gray relational levels  and  between each program and the positive 

ideal solution and negative ideal solution: 

 

 

(6) Non-dimensional processing of distance  and relational level  in (3) and (5), 

we get  

 

 

 

 

(7) Combine dimensional relational levels and distances. Because the rationality and 

scientificness and effectiveness of the program increases with the increase of  and , 

and decreases with the decrease of  and . Therefore, the following formula can be used 

as a combination formula, namely:  

, , ;  

In the formula above,  and  are used to describe the preference of decision-makers to 

shape and location in accordance with the constraint conditions of , and , 

decision-makers can combine actual situation with individual preference to set the parameter 

values in a reasonable way.   can be used to plan the fitness with actual scheme, the 

superiority of which will improve with the increase of the   value and reduce with the 

decrease of the  value. When , combine the Euclidean distance and relational 

level can be obtained: 
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 (8) 

The relative closeness . Depending on the relative closeness, we can rank all the 

programs. The program's effect is enhanced with the increase of closeness, and they are 

positively related. 

 

Figure 9 shows the development trend of clean production. We can see from the diagram that 

cleans production development capacity increased gradually. Closeness is a relative value, 

indicating that the program is reasonable but is not the optimal solution. 

 

Figure 9: Trends of the development of clean production 

Lingbei Group hoped to achieve the coordinated development of economy, environment and 

society through the development of clean production so as to get win-win results. Figure 9 

shows that during 1998-2013, the clean production of Lingbei group has been in a steady 

upward trend. Despite of some twists and turns, which does not affect it’s the overall clean 

production development. We can see from the figure that in the year 1998, 1999, 2001, and 

2002 the development of clean production in Lingbei Group is not very good, and during 2001-

2006, it grew slowly. Its slow development of clean production during this period is blamed on 

the poor clean production technology and unscientific measures resulting that many indexes 

had not met the standard value. The five years from 2009 to 2013 was the best time for its clean 

production development. Figure 9 shows that clean production development dropped during 

2001-2013. From a global perspective, however, it still has a bright future despite of some twists. 

That phenomenon was associated with the evaluation theory, index system and evaluation 

method in this thesis. Then the author needs to focus on the main factors influencing the 

development of clean production and analyze how it can exert its influence. 
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The first part of the empirical work summarized the main elements of the development of clean 

production in coal industry: economic growth force, social responsibility force, environmental 

protection force, resources recycling force, technological innovation force and strategy 

execution force. Combined they influenced the development of clean production in coal 

industry. However, the AGT comprehensive integrated evaluation merely provided 

developmental elements of clean production in coal industry subjectively, so further and in-

depth analysis about how to promote the development of clean production and how to promote 

economic performance need to be done. Therefore, this thesis mainly focused on six subsystems 

of the clean production development force on the basis of the elements and previous 

assumptions and studied the development performance of coal enterprises. 

7.3 Research design and methodology on the influencing factors of development performance 

The study focused on analysis and research on factors influencing the development of clean 

production in coal industry. In order to improve the effectiveness, accuracy and reliability of 

the evaluation, the author focused on the following aspects of the questionnaire: design, content, 

issues origination, data filtering and processing, variable selection and results analysis. 

7.3.1 Questionnaire design 

Compared to AGT, this questionnaire used a different way of design that can provide reliable 

references for the study so as to ensure completeness, accuracy and validity of the data. The 

questionnaire was designed according to Delmar (2003) studies. The questionnaire consists of 

four parts, as follows: 

1. The respondents' name, age, education, gender, income, family and other basic information; 

2. The respondents' perception of clean production development; 

3. The respondents' forecasts and evaluations on the development of clean production; 

4. The respondents' understanding of the economic and social impact of coal enterprises 

The author collected and sorted out the documents of existing inventory and designed the 

questionnaire (Micheal, 1997; Jema, 1998; Constantin,2002） . The author consulted with 

experts and scholars and modified the structure, content of the questionnaire many times based 

on the advice of doctors, professors and experts to better the questionnaire. 

In addition, the author also reached out to enterprises to carry out field surveys and face-to-face 

interviews. Talking with department heads, employees, technicians and leaders, the author had 

a better understanding of the enterprise leadership and employee’s awareness of clean 
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production development. It was necessary to listen to views of the enterprise staff and leaders. 

Employees are particularly familiar with actual production conditions, their ideas and opinions 

can mostly and comprehensively reflect the real economic development. Their ideas and 

opinions can improve the accuracy, objectivity, and effectiveness of results. The author 

interviewed and investigated on two issues: the first is the reasonableness of research ideas and 

methods so as to examine the consistency of practical situation and research programs; the 

second is the rationality and effectiveness of the test model so as to constantly modify the 

structure and content of the questionnaire. After the investigation, the author modified some 

observable variables to further improve the structure and content of the questionnaire. 

In addition, the author conducted a pre-survey on DBA and MBA students from Tsinghua 

University to test the measurability, scientificness, rationality and effectiveness of the 

questionnaire. After completing the questionnaire distribution, collection and screening, the 

author conducted factor analysis and reliability analysis to test the reliability and validity testing 

of the questionnaire. Finally a well-improved, reasonable and effective questionnaire was 

completed and it provided a favorable basis for the practical evaluation. 

7.3.2 Procedures of data collection 

The respondents must meet two basic criteria: (1) one must be over 30 years old because young 

employees may lack of the perceptual experience of the whole industry; (2) one must be have 

worked at least 1 year for the his company because short time employment may lack of accurate 

awareness of clean production, and it is difficult for them to compared with the overall situation 

of clean production in coal enterprises. We took two approaches to distribute and recycle the 

questionnaires: the first was to cooperate with the department of human resources and carried 

out award-winning questionnaires. We got 232 samples and collected 106 effective responses. 

The second method is to interview with peers of the School of management and the MBA Center 

from Tsinghua University. In this way, we got 275 questionnaires. In total, we got 381. Those 

respondents have many years of experience in coal industry and know much about both the 

characteristics of the coal industry and the products of Lingbei Group. 

7.3.3 Variable definition and choice of indexes 

■ Economic growth force 

Economic growth force is an explanatory variable, the respondent give weight to indexes that 

influenced the economic growth force through 7-scale Likert scoring. The following are four 

aspects to score the indexes: (A1) production efficiency; (A2) whether the corporate 

profitability is strong;; (A3) whether the corporate solvency is stable; (A4) whether the 
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enterprise economic potential is sufficient;  

■ Society contribution force 

Through 7-scale Likert scoring method to score a enterprise’s contribution to society, the author 

used the following two aspects to measure actual conditions of social contribution: (B1) 

Whether the level of workers’ income and education keeps pace with the outside world; (B2) 

Whether the safety production and corresponding costs meet social needs;  

■ Environmental protection force 

For the evaluation of environmental protection force, this thesis used 7-scale Likert scoring 

with 2 items: (C1) whether the environmental pollution is controllable; (C2) whether the 

company is shouldering the responsibility of governance for the surrounding environment; 

■ Resources recycling force 

For the evaluation of resources cycle force, this thesis used 7-scale Likert scoring with 3 items: 

(D1) whether the enterprise resources exploitation is effective; (D2) whether the enterprise 

resource recycling is effective; (D3) whether the enterprise recycling is effective; 

■ Technological innovation force 

For the evaluation of technological innovation force, this thesis used 7-scale Likert scoring with 

2 items: (E1) whether the enterprise’s equipment is advanced; (E2) whether the R&D 

capabilities are strong;  

■ Strategy execution force 

For the measure of strategy execution force, this thesis used 7-scale Likert scoring with 2 items: 

(F1) whether the corporate strategy level is advanced; (F2) whether the enterprise executive 

capacity is strong;  

Development of performance level 

This thesis used 7-scale Likert scoring with 3 questions to score the actual situation of the 

performance level: (G1) whether the economic increase is significant in nearly three years; (G2) 

whether the brand value of enterprise is significantly improved in nearly three years; (G3) 

whether the corporate culture is significantly improved in the last three years. 

7.3.4 Data analysis method 

This research sorted out the survey data from distributing and collecting questionnaire and 

completed the test for structural equation modeling, validity, reliability, and descriptive 
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statistics. To improve the efficiency and accuracy of the data analysis, the author used SPSS 

data analysis software for data processing and analysis. 

Descriptive statistics is the statistical analysis of sample data and information, and it is the 

description of proportion, attributes, and categories of the sample, and the frequency 

distribution tables, percentages, and value of a variable. 

The evaluation to test the stability, reliability, consistency, and effectiveness of results was 

mainly done through the reliability measurement according to Cronbach's alpha value. The 

Cronbach's alpha value was accurately calculated according to the different variables of the 

questionnaire. Validity is the evaluation to measure the particular property of the target. Using 

the method of discriminate validity and convergent validity, the author studied the difference 

effect measure between latent variables and observable variable so as to ensure the reliability 

and validity of the data. 

Latent variables that cannot be observed directly should use structural equation modeling 

approach. Modifying and evaluating the assumption model through the tool of Lisrel8.7. In 

order to test whether the assumptions and model match with each other and find out the internal 

relationships of different variables, so that the author can make corresponding adjustments and 

modifications to the structural equation model and improve the accuracy and validity of the 

evaluation model. 

7.4 Data collection and sample description of factors affecting the development performance 

There were totally 381 questionnaires after preliminary screening and testing, 18 of them are 

invalid and 363 are valid. Senior users were the main target of the investigation. Still some 

samples were hard to obtain accurate information. In the questionnaire, we screened the sample 

through indexes like the age of the enterprise and the respondents’’ position. We got rid of 

another 15 questionnaires. Therefore, there were 348 valid questionnaires in total. 

7.4.1 Descriptive statistics of samples and variables 

According to the findings of the questionnaires, descriptive statistics were shown as follows. 

Taking into account the gender-specific conditions of the coal industry, it was necessary to test 

the gender variance of the samples. From the perspective of gender, samples included 274 male 

respondents, accounting for 78.7% per cent; and 74 female respondents, accounting for 21.3% 

of the total, as shown in the following Table 11: 

Table 11: Samples’ distribution by gender 
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Users Amount of the samples Percentage 

Male sample 274 78.7 

Female sample 74 21.3 

In total 348 100.0 

7.4.2 Homogeneous tests and variance analysis of the data 

To avoid possible systematic gender differences, the author used ANIVA variance analysis 

method and THV homogeneity examination to screen sample data. Variance homogeneity can 

test and analyze various categories of variance, and the analysis of variance can test the 

difference between measured values and differences. 

■ Analysis of gender differences of samples 

For the development of performance evaluations, Levene test of samples with different gender 

ratio is shown in Table 12. Compared with significance level 0.05, the entire Levene test meets 

the requirements. We can know that evaluation on the development of performance, data of 

different gender ratio samples had homogeneity variance. For the development of performance 

evaluations, homogeneity variance of samples with different gender ratio is shown in Table 13. 

Compared with significance level 0.05, all the t-statistics meet the requirements. We can know 

that the evaluation on the development of performance, data of different gender ratio samples 

do not have much difference. 

 

Table 12: Test of Homogeneity of Gender 

  GM 1 GM 2 

Levene 

Statistic 
0.669 0.531 

df1 7 7 

df2 340 340 

Sig. 0.672 0.525 

 

Table 13: Test of Variance of Gender 

 
Sum of 

Squares 
df 

Mean 

Square 
T Sig. 

GM 

1 

Between 

Groups 
33.585 7 5.314 3.265 .337 
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 Within Groups 331.511 340 1.983   

 Total 365.096 347    

GM 

2 

Between 

Groups 
26.375 7 5.793 3.413 .770 

 Within Groups 324.216 340 2.589   

 Total 350.591 347    

7.5 Reliability and validity tests of factors influencing development performance 

Accurate, fast, effective and comprehensive data collection is the foundation and prerequisite 

of social surveys. When doing research, the accuracy, reliability, and effectiveness of the 

subjective data determined the accuracy of the results. Therefore, the validity and the reliability 

test are necessary.  

7.5.1 Reliability test 

Reliability test is to test the reliability and accuracy of the data (Wang Chongming, 1990). 

Influence of deviation on indexes increases with the increase of reliability. The deviation is 

inversely related to reliability. The author selected Cronbach  coefficient as the criteria. In 

order to meet the requirements of reliability test, the credibility, accuracy, completeness and 

consistency of the data must be ensured. Examine the items based on previous experience. 

Conditions that Cronbach  coefficient is no less than 0.7 and the correlation coefficient is no 

less than 0.35 can meet the reliability standards (Nunnally, 1978). Variable reliability test results 

are shown in Table 14. From the tables we can know the correlation coefficient of most variable 

to all variables is no less than 0.6, and the correlation coefficient of all variables to other 

variables is no less than 0.35, and Cronbach coefficient of all variables is no less than 0.7, 

which \ can meet the reliability test requirements. 

 

Table 14: Reliability tests 

Item Item Corrected Item-Total Correlation Cronbach's Alpha 

Economic 

growth 

1 4.37 

0.876 

2 5.66 

3 4.21 

4 5.51 
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Social 

responsibility 

1 5.37 
0.792 

2 4.33 

Technological 

innovation 

1 4.97 
0.849 

2 5.89 

Development 

performance 

1 5.07 
0.831 

2 4.86 

3 4.24  

Resources 

recycling 

1 3.32 

0.835 2 5.29 

3 4.17 
   

Environmental 

protection 

1 5.29 
0.875 

2 4.28 

Strategy 

execution 

1 4.77 
0.799 

2 5.26 

Scale 0.852 

 

7.5.2 Validity test 

Test on effectiveness of variable can be achieved through validity. Because this thesis studied 

analysis of a large number of variables, common deviation may appear due to the lower validity. 

So, the author decided to test the validity through confirmatory and exploratory factor analysis. 

■ Exploratory factor analysis 

It is important to extract common factors when doing the exploratory factor analysis. Common 

factors and the observable variables are essentially different. Common factors cannot be 

directly observed and measured, and is hidden within the structure. However, it is practically 

significant to explore relationships between observed variables and latent variables. According 

to the mathematical theory, the observed variables can be divided into a number of categories, 

and we should pick out a common factor for all category. The common factor is shared by all 

of the variables in the class. The common factor in the same category is highly correlated with 

other variables, and scale is built on this foundation. The result of Bartlett's Test is zero, which 

is less than the reference value 0.01, so the hypothesis that the correlation matrix is the identity 

matrix is not tenable. Test result of KMO 0.921, which is for the test, proved that better results 

have been achieved. 

Table 15: KMO and Bartlett's Test(a) 

KMO and Bartlett's Test 

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of Sampling Adequacy. .921 
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Bartlett's Test of Sphericity 

Approx. Chi-Square 5368.328 

df 175 

Sig. .000 

                  a Based on correlations 

 

Test results provided a reliable basis for the factor analysis. According to the requirements that 

the Eigen value is no less than 1, a common factor of the number 7 can be achieved through 

SPSS13.0 software exploratory factor analysis. Total variance explained is shown in Table 16. 

 

Table 16: Total Variance Explained 

Composition  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Initial 

characteristic 

root 

In total 22.83 4.614 3.36 3.25 3.057 2.443 2.137 

Variance 

Explained% 
35.633 7.201 5.243 5.073 4.772 3.813 3.336 

Accumulation 

explained% 
35.633 42.834 48.077 53.15 57.922 61.735 65.071 

Extraction 

sums of 

squared 

loadings of 

variance 

In total 12.067 2.341 1.807 1.711 1.651 1.329 1.1 

Variance 

Explained% 
35.491 6.887 5.314 5.033 4.855 3.909 3.234 

Accumulation 

explained% 
35.491 42.378 47.692 52.724 57.58 61.489 64.723 

Rotation 

sums of 

squared 

loadings of 

variance 

In total 3.36 3.307 3.302 3.246 3.225 2.974 2.592 

Variance 

Explained% 
9.883 9.725 9.713 9.548 9.486 8.747 7.622 

Accumulation 

explained% 
9.883 19.608 29.321 38.868 48.354 57.101 64.723 

Extraction Method: Principal Component Analysis. 

Table 16 shows that 64.723% of total variance can be described by 7 common factors, despite 

it is less than the ideal figure 80%, but it is far more than 50%. 35.633% of total variance can 

be described by a 1 common factor, meaning that there is no common bias, so the test results 

are satisfactory. 

Rotation sums of squared loadings of maximized variance are shown in Table 17. 

Table 17: Total Variance Explained 

 
Component 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

A1  .720 .147 .052 .112 .159 .173 .061 

A2  .917 .198 .069 .141 .204 .217 .080 

A3  .891 .273 .187 .135 .135 .146 .197 
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A4  .856 .175 .274 .192 .056 .127 .325 

B1  .293 .040 .229 .299 .784 -.005 .317 

B2  .193 .230 .039 .260 .705 .053 .187 

C1  .165 .234 .887 .224 .121 .080 .246 

C2  .210 .098 .880 .132 .230 .258 .185 

D1  .197 .869 .131 .170 .369 .037 .147 

D2  .155 .448 .214 .210 .124 .169 .173 

D3  .174 .464 .124 .169 .203 .170 .080 

E1  .197 .285 .168 .886 .134 .164 .149 

E2  .135 .131 .053 .609 .238 .154 .097 

F1  .235 .144 .204 .028 .206 .279 .873 

F2  .044 .102 .192 .211 .128 .223 .649 

G1  .153 .162 .123 .236 .038 .778 .119 

G2  .198 -.014 .090 .126 .050 .727 .251 

G3  .148 .137 .182 .157 .123 .521 .351 

 

a Rotation converged in 4 iterations. 

According to evaluation requirements of the factor load: the ideal evaluation results are no less 

than 0.71, very good results are no less than 0.63, good evaluations are no less than 0.55, the 

normal evaluations are no less than 0.45,and poor evaluations are less than 0.32. According to 

this standard, all the effect of factors analysis are good, and are highly correlated with the related 

index, and poorly correlated with unrelated index. Therefore, the distinctions and convergent 

validity of the tested items is ideal, and the validity of the model is high. 

■ Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) 

Tests of generating mechanism and influence of the model structure and data consistency are 

called confirmatory factor analysis. Research on the regression parameter and fitting effect of 

the CFA model can assess the validity of the model comprehensively. 

Figure 10 shows the methods and processes of the confirmatory factor analysis: 
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Figure 10: The CFA of model 

Index of the root mean square error of approximation, residual square root, comparative fitting 

goodness, and normal distribution fitting goodness, and adjusted goodness of fit index, index 

fitting values /d.f , and so on are fitting index. Table 18 shows the simulation fitness of 

CFA model. 

 

Table 18: Simulation Fitness of CFA Model 

 

Fitting index /d.f GFI AGFI NFI CFI IFI RMSEA 

The fitting values 1.0584 0.95 0.9 0.94 0.99 0.95 0.044 

Reference value <3 ≥0.9 ≥0.8 ≥0.9 ≥0.9 ≥0.9 ≤0.05 

Meets the assumptions or not Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

 

From the above table, the indexes were close to reference value, meaning that the effect of 

model fitting meets the requirements. 

Estimation on different regressive variance of measurement items are shown in Table 19. 

Compared to the significance level of 0.05, latent variables have regression coefficients which 

are no less than 1.96 and their standard deviations are no less than zero. We can know that the 

observable variable can describe the latent variable more accurately, validly and reasonably, 

therefore all the variables are retained. 
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Table 19: Regressive variance in CFA model 

Variables ← factor Estimated value Standard deviation 
The critical ratio ( t 

value ) 

A1←economic 

growth 
0.53 0.067 8.42 

A2←economic 

growth 
0.77 0.061 12.80 

A3←economic 

growth 
0.81 0.060 13.70 

A4←economic 

growth 
0.63 0.064 10.34 

B1←social 

responsibility 
0.66 0.062 10.62 

B2←social 

responsibility 
0.69 0.061 11.42 

C1←environmental 

protection 
0.74 0.061 12.38 

C2←environmental 

protection 
0.72 0.062 11.52 

D1←resources 

recycling 
0.71 0.062 11.30 

D2←resources 

recycling 
0.66 0.063 10.75 

D3←resources 

recycling 
0.62 0.064 9.80 

E1←technological 

innovation 
0.74 0.065 11.34 

E2←technological 

innovation 
0.73 0.069 10.37 

F1←strategy 

implementation 
0.80 0.065 12.12 

F2←strategy 

implementation 
0.78 0.063 12.24 

G1←development 

performance 
0.58 0.051 

11.37  

G2←development 

performance 
0.69 0.080 

8.63  

G3←development 

performance 
0.78 0.082 

9.51  

 

Then we also need to analyze construct reliability of each latent to evaluate the internal 

consistency of indexes that potential variables belonged to. 
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Table 20: Construct Reliability in CFA model 

Variable name Factor load Measurement error Construct reliability 

Economic growth 

A1  0.78 0.72 

0.855557 
A2  0.94 0.41 

A3  1.05 0.35 

A4  0.74 0.6 

Social responsibility 

B1  0.87 0.56 

0.916059 
B2  0.94 0.52 

Environmental protection 

C1  0.99 0.45 
0.906367 

C2  0.95 0.49 

Resources recycling 

D1  1.04 0.49 

0.886648 D2  0.85 0.56 

D3  0.84 0.61 

Technological innovation 

E1  1.06 0.45 
0.927981 

E2  1.03 0.47 

Strategy execution 

F1  1.04 0.36 
0.927864 

F2  1.12 0.38 

Development performance 

G1  0.74 0.66 

0.903489 G2  0.94 0.54 

G3  0.95 0.39 

 

Table 20 shows that the consistency among indexes within each latent variable is good, and the 

construction reliability ranges from 0.87 to 0.98 which is greater than critical value of construct 

reliability 0.8 provided by Huang Fangming (2004). 
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7.6 SEM model analysis and the results of influencing factor of the development performance 

7.6.1 Establishment and verification of SEM model 

Guided by the conceptual model theory, the author conducted an in-depth discussion of the 

relationship between job performances and rent seeking, trust, accumulation, acquisition of 

information ability, and completed the initial path mapping, as shown in Figure 11. 

 

Figure 11: Initial model path 

According to Lisrel8.7, the structural equation model was studied. There are 7 latent variables 

in the model and 18 observed variables. Table 21 shows model fit index and parameter 

estimation. 
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Table 21: SEM model parameter estimation and the results fit index 

SEM 

G= 0.11*A+ 0.21*B+0.15*C+ 0.27*D+ 0.33*E + 0.09*F  , E.var.= 0.55 , 
2R  = 0.71 

   (0.045) (0.086) (0.063) (0.086) (0.089) (0.081)        

    2.44   2.43    2.38    3.13    3.73     1.1  

Fit index(partial) 

Degrees of Freedom = 509 

Minimum Fit Function Chi-Square = 605.59 (P = 0.0020) 

Normal Theory Weighted Least Squares Chi-Square = 608.83 (P = 0.0015) 

Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA) = 0.030                                         

Normed Fit Index (NFI) = 0.96 

Comparative Fit Index (CFI) = 0.99 

Incremental Fit Index (IFI) = 0.99 

Relative Fit Index (RFI) = 0.96  

Standardized RMR = 0.047  

Goodness of Fit Index (GFI) = 0.86 

Adjusted Goodness of Fit Index (AGFI) = 0.84  

 

As can be seen from Table 21, there is no significant violation in indexes affecting the 

development of performance, and they are in line with the validity test. Based on SEM model 

fit index, when df equals to 509, the Chi-square value is 608.83 which is more significant than 

0.05. NIF, IFI, CFI, GFI and other items index is greater than the reference value. RMSEA 0.03 

is slightly smaller than the reference value of 0.05. All the fit index are in line with the standard, 

which can prove that the model presented in this thesis have good fitting effect and can describe 

reasonably, accurately and effectively the relationships between the variables.  

7.6.2 Hypotheses testing and interpretation of results 

Estimation of standardized path relations between latent variables of different models and t 

value is shown in Table 21. For easier analysis and research, the author rearranged the Table 21 

and got the Table 22. 

Table 22: SEM model parameter estimation 

Hypothesis Relations Coefficients of 

standardized path 

T value Conclusion 

H1 Development 

performance←economic 

growth 

0.11 2.44 Support 
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H2 Development 

performance←social 

responsibility 

0.21 2.43 Support 

H3 Development 

performance←environmental 

protection 

0.15 2.38 Support 

H4 Development 

performance←resources 

recycling 

0.27 3.13 Support 

H5 Development 

performance←technological 

innovation 

0.33 3.73 Support 

H6 Development 

performance←strategy 

execution 

0.09 1.1 Support but not 

significant 

 

H1: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and economic growth 

level is 0.11, which is significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t value is 2.44, higher than the 

standard value 1.96. We can know that development performance and economic growth has 

positive relationship with each other, and strong economic growth force contributes to the 

improvement of performance development, so H1 is correct. 

Take the Lingbei Group as an example, employee’s productivity and mechanization increased 

during 1998-2013, which suggested that its overall production efficiency was improving, also 

indicated that its coal production volume increased year by year; its total assets accumulated 

gradually; its sales revenues declined in 2001 and 2002, but rebounded from 2003, which was 

mainly resulted from coal market in China in 2000 where the coal production were oversupplied 

and coal prices continued to fall. Declined coal price directly led to profit reduction of Ling 

North Group. During 2001-2003, Ling North Group went into red. In the year 2012, Ling North 

Group reached its record profit. Generally, Lingbei Group still had a very strong profitability; 

Current ratio and debt ratio in 2001-2003 years reached its record high, which is caused by 

declining market, resulting in increasing debt ratio of many corporate. Since 2007, China began 

to promote vigorously the development of clean energy throughout the country, so the non-coal 

output ratio recovered quickly after the decline in 2006 and 2011. Lingbei Group as a national 

pilot enterprise was one of the first to participate in the transformation of clean production, 
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which decreased the productivity of coal-oriented Lingbei Group. Through the analysis, the 

dropping coal prices and declining coal market in 2007 were major factor for slowing down of 

economic growth of Lingbei Group. So we can see that business economic growth force 

promote the development of clean production. 

H2: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and social 

responsibility force is 0.21, which is  significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t value is 2.43, 

higher than the standard value 1.96. We can know that development performance and social 

responsibility force has positive relationship with each other, and strong social responsibility 

force contributes to the improvement of performance development, so hypothesis 2 is correct. 

Take the Lingbei Group as an example, highly educated people rate in its human resources 

structure is rising and treatment of its employees increased during 1998-2013, indicating that 

Lingbei Group began to focused on human resources training, especially on the improvement 

of employees, thus reducing one-million-tone mortality. And its social burden coefficient, 

except for the years 2000-2003, tended to be stable. Recent years’ loss made a significant 

reduction in staff amount. At the same time, there was the problem of social responsibility force, 

mainly resulted from casualties caused by accidents in the coal and construction site. Based on 

the analysis above, we can see the corporate social responsibility force promotes clean 

production development. 

H3: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and environmental 

protection is 0.15, which is significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t value is 2.38, higher than 

the standard value 1.96. We can know that development performance and environmental 

protection has positive relationship with each other, so hypothesis 3 is correct. 

Taking the Lingbei Group as an example, the measure value of environmental protection force 

was significantly lower than that of clean production development during 1998-2005 and its 

environmental protection began rising in 2007, which was positively related to the measure 

value of clean production development. Waste water emissions per ten thousand Yuan, solid 

waste emissions per ten thousand Yuan and emissions per ten thousand Yuan began to decline 

sharply in 2003, which explained Lingbei Group’s attention on economic growth and 

environmental protection, leading to values of environmental protection increased significantly. 

Environmental investment increases considerably reduced pollution, indicating that 

environmental protection capacity increased. Through the above analysis of clean production 

development of Lingbei Group, environmental protection investment can reduce pollution and 

improve environmental governance capabilities. 
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H4: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and resources 

recycling is 0.27, which is significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t values is 3.13, higher than 

the standard value 1.96. We can know that development performance and resources recycling 

force has positive relationship with each other, so hypothesis 4 is correct. 

Take the Lingbei Group as an example, in the subsystem of resources recycling rate, we mainly 

considered reutilization of land, reusing rate of gangue, and reusing rate of seam gas. The above 

data had an increasing trend year by year. That meant Lingbei group had some progress in 

resources recycling. This thesis analyzed the recycling rate of mine water instead of material 

recycling rate. From a rising trend of corporate data, there was a major transition in 2012, which 

was caused by the sharp decline of coal resources. Resources recycling force is closely related 

with national policies and clean production. 

H5: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and technological 

innovation is 0.33, which is significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t value is 3.37, higher 

than the standard value 1.96. We can know that development performance and technological 

innovation has positive relationship with each other, so hypothesis 5 is correct. 

Take the Lingbei Group as an example, it’s the per capita technical equipment level and new 

equipment coefficient basically remained stable, except that there were some big changes in 

equipment in 2006, or simply bought some new equipments and eliminate old ones, so as to 

enhance the technical level of the equipments. From 2010, the increasing rate of R&D staff of 

the total number of employees as well as the growing R&D investment showed the enterprise’s 

increased focus and investment on technical personnel, and also showed the improvement of 

research capability. That may be related to its preparations for going public. Technological 

equipment has reached a relatively high level; some of the technologies are leading in the 

country, such as easily spontaneous combustion coal seam fully mechanized top coal caving 

mining technology. What’s more, some of the application the company developed is successful: 

the "three-soft" unstable coal seam mining technology brings enormous economic benefits to 

the enterprise. 

H6: As shown in Table 22, standardized path coefficients of performance and strategy execution 

force is 0.09, which is significantly higher than 0.05. The actual t value is 1.1, a little bit lower 

than the standard value 1.96. There no way to testify that the development performance and 

strategy execution force has positive relationship with each other, so hypothesis 6 is incorrect. 

Take the Lingbei Group as an example; from the last 20 years of development we can see that 

its corporate strategy capacity and management has always been good. Also, corporate culture 
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cohesion force has been stable, despite that there was a pit in personnel flow number in 

2007(mainly because equipment update in 2006). Coordination coefficient of economy and 

environment, and coordination coefficient of economy and society had a big fluctuation. There 

are many aspects involved such as different interpretation of corporate strategy direction, 

employees’ salary, environmental investment, interests, taxes, net profit, social insurances, and 

charity donation and fixed assets. This suggests that the volatility of corporate strategy 

execution data is caused by a number of aspects, such as policy changes and the unbalanced 

economic development, and so on. Though the strategy execution force also fluctuated, 

measurement value of clean production development shows a rising trend. We can know that: 

To improve Lingbei Group clean production, the enhance of strategy execution force is not as 

urgent as other index.  

7.7 Summary 

This chapter, taking Lingbei Group as an example, mainly analyzes and studies evaluation on 

clean production development of the coal industry. First, the author analyzes the current 

development of clean production of Lingbei Group. Then, using the previous evaluation model, 

the author comprehensively analyzes and evaluates the Lingbei Group’s current clean 

production development force indexes, and measures the subsystems according to relative 

evaluation model. Through comprehensive analysis and calculation, the author think highly of 

clean production development model, which is in line with the outlook of scientific 

development, and the overall planning of both the business and social benefits as well as 

environmental protection. Based on theoretical analysis, we can get the following conclusions: 

(1) Lingbei Group’s clean production development is a steadily increasing in 1998-2013. This 

stage is an constantly improving processes. It can be divided into three periods: From 1998 to 

2002, clean production development is not satisfying. From 2003 to 2008, its development is 

just OK. From 2009 to 2013, clean production development is ideal. 

(2) The author analyzes six subsystems’ impact on Coal enterprise development performance. 

It can be seen from the analysis that a number of factors are positively relative with the 

development of coal enterprises, such as: The speed of economic development, resources 

recycling efficiency, social responsibility, technological innovation, and environmental 

protection and so on. Some factors do not have significant positive correlation with clean 

production such as index of strategy execution force. 
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Chapter 8 Fostering and promoting of coal enterprises’ clean 

production 

It is important to vigorously develop coal clean production to improve technology in coal 

enterprises. This must be done by the government as well as enterprises. The government should 

strengthen the guidance, supervising the coal industry, and the coal enterprises should pay 

attention to the development of its own and take a practical action. There are six aspects to carry 

out the coal clean production development: The ultimate goal is to promote economic growth. 

Social responsibility force and environmental protection force is a corporate solid foundation. 

And the technological innovation, strategy execution, and management capability are favorable 

conditions. Resource recycling capacity is the driver. These six aspects would make sure 

sustainable development in coal enterprise. 

8.1 Implementing diversified operations and strengthening economic growth force 

Through the previous analysis, it can be clearly seen that clean production development and 

economic growth force in the 6 subsystems are closely related. This close relationship suggests 

that profitability, production efficiency, solvency and the economic potential are important to 

the enterprise's development. Therefore, economic growth can be achieved by the following 

aspects: 

8.1.1 Developing clean production industry chain and raising added value of products 

As China's development of clean production and the continuous progress of science and 

technology, the outlook of scientific development expand clean production industry chain, 

diversifies staff the product, improves the added value of the product, and enhances enterprise’s 

survival capabilities from harsh environment, enabling enterprises to achieve energy-efficient 

development. Coal enterprise's main business is the production and sale of coal, coal is a non-

renewable resource, sales and exploit of coal mines are very important in coal industry chain. 

Traditional coal production companies only focus on the exploiting utilization of coal rather 

than its finishing and better value. Literature review of this thesis sorts out the coal industry 

chain as a whole. The author found integration of coal resources is the chain of coal industry 

and most chain is relatively simple. Enterprise's goal is to maximize economic profits and 

achieve sustainable development. Coal products as the main products, the enterprises should be 

better and stronger, and they should also develop downstream products of coal, strengthen the 
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finishing of coal products and raise the added value of products, thus making the simple chain 

diversified. According to research by experts, turning coal into electricity and chemical 

products makes the added value increased by three times and ten times respectively. Large coal 

enterprises have superior resources, advanced technology and good management. They 

diversified coal products development through coal processing and finishing, widened coal 

industry chain, and achieved coal products diversification. They put more attention on 

production amount to the quality, trying to achieve intensive development. Thus the extensive 

development and simple way of products operating mode get changed. Lingbei Group signed a 

strategy cooperation project with the United States General Energy System Investments 

Limited in September 2007, with a total investment up to 400 million dollars. It also got 

downstream products such as methanol, acetic acid, and diethyl ether, thus further promoting 

the perfection of industrial chain and authentication. The production of coal chemical products 

improves sales and service network, making it possible to sell online which can not only save 

costs, but also realize exploiting raw materials of coal, using leftover materials, deep processing 

of products and multi-channel sales. In this regard, Shanxi Luan Group is a role model of clean 

production. It mainly focus on coal exploitation, and build four core clean economic zones 

according to different types and characteristics of coal, the four core economic zones focus on 

coke, kerosene, coal, and electricity, which widens the coal industry chain. The added value of 

this kind of coal that through the finest selection of quality coal and careful screening is very 

high. Compared with 2005, the enterprise resources and resource productivity increased by 20%, 

61%, emissions of dioxide sulfur decreased by 29.7%, comprehensive utilization rate of 

industrial solid waste increased by 71% (up to 94%) in 2010. 

8.1.2 Developing and utilizing renewable resources 

Nowadays, China begins to focus on reuse of renewable resources, but the overall effect was 

far from satisfying. Maximize the value of resources is the primary economic form of clean 

production. The reuse of resources is seen as an important industry to support in many countries 

in the world. A major function of the environmental protection industry is the production of 

environmentally friendly equipment and also production of cleaning products and development 

of cleaning technologies. The development of environmental protection industry in the world 

is increasingly mainly about cleaning products and cleaning techniques. Environmental 

protection industry is permeating in all sectors of area, and lots of environmental protection 

products are undergoing continuous reform and innovation that makes products more 

environmentally friendly. 
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8.1.3 Fostering enterprises' capital operation capability 

In the Chapter 3, the author analyzed some of the issues hindering the development of clean 

production in coal industry. One of the problems is the inadequate financial resources. The 

author argues that the resolution of the inadequate fund is the key to improve enterprise's capital 

operation. There are 3 ways to achieve capital operation: Accumulation through production and 

absorption of investment and financing. There are 4 ways: Listing, mergers and acquisitions of 

other companies, and alliances with other business, and establishing joint venture enterprise. 

Capital operation capabilities of coal enterprises can be promoted through the following ways: 

Listing; attracting external funding, attracting private investment; building and improving 

capital operations team; mergers and acquisitions to achieve a lower cost of expansion; 

transformation subordinates through shareholding system, the sale of shares to employees or 

persons who are willing to buy, so as to achieve the aim of raising operating funds. 

Shaanxi Energy limited, which is a subsidiary of Lingbei Group, listed at the Shanghai Stock 

Exchange in 2011. Lingbei Group used different forms of capital financing and raised billions 

of Yuan. Lingbei Group improved its capital operation and optimized its economic industrial 

structure. In six years, it gradually developed into a large group with more than 50 subsidiaries 

in different industries, different regions, and different institutions and set up their own 

"Kingdom". It said goodbye to the Coal Dressing-Coal Washing-Selling model. Therefore, the 

best economic form in coal enterprises is to grasp their own clean production, and make high 

quality assets as the company's main asset, get financial support through ways of standard 

operations, alliances, company restructuring and listing so that the enterprises can develop well. 

8.2 Enhancing corporate social responsibility force and building up a harmonious society 

Evaluation results showed Lingbei Group shouldered its social responsibility, and had been 

fully integrated the clean production into regional, social and economic development. In short, 

it is that when the enterprise carried out clean production, it also contributed to the rapid and 

healthy development of the regional economy and sustainable development of economy and 

society. From an overall point of view, enterprises carrying out clean production are of great 

significant. Initiated by Western countries, social responsibility has been formed to be an 

international norm. It is also affecting the development of coal enterprises and promoting 

activities like coal enterprise's "green mine" and "harmonious mine". However, our corporate 

culture has not hug these norms, thus there is less binding effect for Chinese enterprises. So we 

can promote social responsibility continuously integrated into the enterprise's culture through 

the governments and businesses. 
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8.2.1 Improving corporate social responsibility through the efforts of government 

The Government may adopt the following methods to enhance social responsibility force: 

1. The establishment and improvement of coal enterprises ' social responsibility report 

In order to supervise corporate to shoulder its social responsibility, China's relevant departments 

issued the Chinese Central Corporate "Twelfth-Five Year" Harmonious Development Strategy 

Implementation Program in 2008 and 2011. According to issues of corporate social 

responsibility, Chinese government has developed the Guidance on Social Responsibility of 

Chinese Central Corporate. In April 2008, more than 10 industrial associations jointly 

formulated and issued Guidance on the Social Responsibility of Chinese Industrial Enterprises 

and Associations (first edition), providing standards and norms for corporate social 

responsibility. In May 2010, several industrial associations such as China Machinery Industry 

Federation and China Federation of Industrial Economies jointly published The Corporate 

Social Responsibility Evaluation Report of Chinese Industrial Economic Sectors in 2010 as 

well as Guidance on the Social Responsibility of Chinese Industrial Enterprises and Industrial 

Association (Second Edition). Academy of Social Sciences completed The Chinese Corporate 

Social Responsibility Reporting Guidelines (CASS-CSR1.0) and The Chinese Corporate Social 

Responsibility Reporting Guidelines (CASS-CSR2.0), in 2009 and 2010 exposing corporate 

social responsibility to the public. On the basis of a series of social responsibility norms above, 

116 Chinese central enterprises have released their reports on social responsibility by the end 

of 2012. At present, there are already a large number of Chinese Central enterprises have 

established corporate social responsibility evaluation system. At present, most of the large coal 

enterprises such as Kailuan Coal Group Shanxi Coking Coal Group, China National Coal Group 

Corp and Shanxi Coal Chemical Group have released social responsibility report. But due to 

some special reasons, there are some coal enterprises like the Shenhua Group and China 

National Administration of Coal Geology haven’t published social responsibility report. 

Although increasing number of corporate released social responsibility report, enterprises’ 

understanding of social responsibility have many differences and problems. For example, the 

typical problem of "four more and four less", referring that information about what enterprises 

must do is more but what the enterprises should have done is less; information of parties, such 

as enterprise employees, and community, and environment and government, that is closely 

related to enterprises profits is more, but information about parties like their peers and media is 

less; information about their social befits is much, but information about the problems they 

brought is less; most of the information is positive and rarely negative. Generally speaking, 

when analyzing and studying the development of enterprises, we should taking into account the 

opportunities and challenges, which was not involved in the report. In China, the report does 
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not necessarily have to accept review and testing of a third-party or the external evaluation. 

Enterprise can voluntary participate in according to the actual situation, which makes the 

reliability and comprehensiveness of responsibility report a problem. So in order to avoid this 

problem, external evaluation and third party evaluation bodies must be brought in. However, 

the core issue is the coal enterprise should constantly improve and correct the perception of 

social responsibility. Second, speeding up the establishment of legal norms of social 

responsibility, plays a key role for promoting coal enterprise to shoulder the corresponding 

social responsibilities. From this perspective, constructing and improving related laws and 

regulations in coal enterprises to promote corporate social responsibility awareness so as to 

integrate the value of social responsibility into corporate culture. In addition, the adoption of 

social control means of promoting enterprises to fulfill their social responsibilities can be 

considered. 

2. Promoting social responsibility investment 

In recent years, the social responsibility investment is significantly increased in our country and 

there emerges a large number of social responsibility index and funds, and capital markets have 

been developing rapidly. Under the influence of social responsibility funds and index, financing 

structure of coal enterprises would change. For example: From 2006 to 2011, many socially 

responsible funds were set up, such growing securities investment funds as Xingye Social 

Responsibility Fund (also known as the "Xingquan Social Responsibility Stock" stock code 

340007), "163803 Bank of China Continues to Grow", "510090 responsibility ETF " and 

"163409 Xingquan Green Investment", "470028 Huitianfu Social Responsibility" emerging 

vigorously. From 2008 to 2010, numerous social responsibility indexes were issued, such as: 

"399340 Shenzhen Stock Index", Teda Environmental Protection Index (or Teda Index, stock 

code 399358) and "CBN-Xingye Social Responsibility Index" (or "CBN-Xingye", stock code 

399369), ShangHai Stock Exchange Social Responsibility Index (or "Shanghai's Responsibility 

Index" stock code: 000048) and "000970 ESG40" Stock Exchange ECPI ESG Index, and so on. 

From the government's point of view, it is necessary to encourage and guide social responsible 

investment, reduce capital flows to those coal enterprises lacking social responsibility. Such 

measures will contribute significantly to its improvement of their social responsibility, thus 

benefit the stable and healthy development of the society. 

8.2.2 Improving social responsibility from the perspective of enterprises 

The following measures can be taken to fulfill social responsibility: 

1. The establishment of a correct concept of social responsibility 
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Integrate social responsibility into corporate culture, and influence enterprise's employees 

through corporate culture, thus promoting the spread social responsibility and leading them to 

the shoulder their share of social responsibility purposefully. 

2. The establishment of strategic corporate social responsibility program 

With the improvement of economy, concepts and values of corporate responsibility change. The 

importance of social responsibility has been attracting more and more attention in coal industry, 

which carries much more meaning than corporate obligations. Corporate social responsibility 

is complex, partly because companies are facing pressure from various quarters. On the other 

hand, social responsibility is an active choice. Coal enterprises with a strategic vision must 

grasp the scientific connotation of social responsibility, understand that the close ties between 

social responsibility and sustainable development, and that social responsibility is an important 

part of enterprise core competence and they should fulfill their social responsibility 

conscientiously. When consciously fulfilling the social responsibility, enterprises should 

establish a good corporate image and reputation, promoting their core competitiveness, and 

bringing greater economic benefits. 

3. Exploring safe production measurement 

Statistics from Chinese Academy of engineering show that only 1/3 enterprises in China met 

the safety standards. In addition, through the restructuring and technological transformation of 

coal mines, 1/3 of the existing coal mines can be transformed into safer and more efficient coal 

mines. Seen from the safety and technical conditions, the rest simply did not meet the 

requirements, and they can not be transformed to meet the requirements. In order to promote 

and ensure the safety development of China's coal enterprises in the long run, the government 

has formulated and promulgated a series of laws and regulations. If no corporate follow the 

laws and regulations, safety problems would still frequently occur in the coal industry. So coal 

enterprises must give top priority to safety issues. In 2007, the Lingbei Group provided new 

ideas and methods for a very tough safety management, setting up "safety index evaluation 

system" for assessing and measuring security. In 2010, the relative departments formally 

approved the system and it is now widely used in many fields. The system, adopted ideas of the 

Twelfth Five-Year Plan, is worthy of research and study. 

8.3 Improving clean production system and strengthening comprehensive utilization of 

resources 

Resource utilization in coal enterprises contains many contents, mainly covering the 
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development and utilization of mineral resources and the recycling of waste. From the curves 

of resources recycling force and environmental protection, we can see that: Around the year 

2004, the curves of the resources recycling force and environmental protection force have 

inflection points, demonstrating that after the pilot of clean production, Lingbei Group adopted 

the clean production strategy, and achieved good business performance. At present, Lingbei 

Group had made great progress in exploitation of mine water, coal bed gas, and coal gangue, 

but the development and use of the associated mineral resources and coal-related needs to be 

improved. The following methods and measures are suggested. 

8.3.1 Strengthening resources exploration 

Coal enterprises are resources-orientated. Therefore, mineral resources must first be accurately 

surveyed before mining. Only when the survey is accurate, mining and use of associated mineral 

resources can be successfully done. There are many kinds of mineral resources in coal-bearing 

strata, such as oil shale, stone finishing, kaolin, pyrite, and other resources. If we turn a blind 

eye to these rich resources, it will result in a waste. So we can set up recycling system to develop 

and use associated resources, so as to complement recycling of coal resources. This can not 

only increase resources usage efficiency, but also can extend the life span of mining, improve 

the economic efficiency of enterprises, as well as inject new vigor and vitality to some dying 

coal resource mining. 

8.3.2 Strengthen recycling of mine water 

In the process of mining coal, there will be water in the mining areas, but enterprises didn’t 

make reasonable utilization of mine water, and a lot of mine water is wasted. In response to this 

phenomenon, companies can build comprehensive projects to make good use of mine water, 

such as the construction of underground water storehouse handling waste water in the 

production process. When there is too much of underground mine water, we can bring it up to 

the ground. Mine water through innocuous treatment can be reused, for example, for coal 

washing, industrial using and agricultural use. In order to reduce coal mining damage to the 

environment, mine water may also be injected underground, reducing the possibility of 

subsidence. 

8.3.3 Strengthening comprehensive utilization of resources 

In the process of exploitation and utilization, enterprises will face many comprehensive 

utilization problems like how to make comprehensive use of coke oven gas, gas, coal gangue, 

coal slime, and so on. Also, like making coal gangue into bricks, producing cement, power 

generation, and construction of bridge and street. Coalbed methane, known as the "gas", is a 
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new energy resource. It features high heating and no pollution. It is also very widely used in 

power generation and as fuel for daily life, and so on. With the improvement of technology, gas 

production is gradually increasing. Gas in the empty area must to be take care of before mining 

so as to improve the gas utilization ratio and mining quantity. In addition, that can prevent gas 

accidents and ensure the safety of persons and property. Thus reducing emissions of greenhouse 

gas, achieving the effect of protecting the environment, and forming a good green idea. For 

example, the underlying development path of the Shandong Xinhan mining is to develop 

relevant industry, building clean production industrial chain, exploit associated resources of 

coal, and comprehensively utilize "three wastes" resources, so as to become to a coal mining 

industry group and form an industrial chain: "Coal—Underground Gasification—Gas", "Coal-

Power-Chemical-Construction" and so on. Enterprises can lay out industrial plan rationally and 

build up coal incidental industry clusters: such as mining machinery and equipment 

manufacturing, mining land reclamation, development of the aquaculture industry, thus 

enhancing enterprise's ability to resist risks. Compared with 2005, enterprises gross output 

increased by 204.1% in 2010, resources and energy output increased by 172% and 88%, 

respectively. Thus if the unit industrial increased value is the same, quantity of water decreased 

by 45.8%, emissions of sulfur dioxide and carbon dioxide decreased by 45% and 27.7%, 

respectively, utilization of industrial solid waste overall increased by 6.1%. Thus, enterprise 

economic benefits gradually increased, and achieved better social and environmental. 

8.4 Strengthening technological strategy and accelerating enterprises’ technological 

innovation 

The comparative studies of the key factors affecting the development of clean production 

showed that importance of technical innovation is in the second place. The technical innovation 

is to introduce new technology, new ideas, new technologies, new products and new models in 

the production or management, so as to promote the development of productive forces, and 

bring immediate and long-term benefits for enterprises. According to the course of clean 

production development at home and abroad, technological strategy is the key for clean 

production. In short, it is important to take advantage of technology to reduce the consumption 

of resources, and use of technology to reuse resources. In essence, clean production is to use 

technology to replace resources, and avoid resources depletion and environmental pollution, 

increase resource utilization, adopt advanced and energy-saving technologies. With the 

development and progress of society, technology upgrades fast. The coal enterprises must 

conform to the trend of the times, stick to emancipating and adhere to the strategy of 
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technological innovation, pay more attention to R&D so as to promote the establishment of 

technological innovation system. On that basis, they should strive to develop internationally 

advanced core technologies, and further pursue leading edge of core technology. Only 

continuous time and effort investment in these areas can enhance international competitiveness 

of enterprises. 

8.4.1 Enterprise technical innovation entities 

In addition, to ensure sound, stable and sustainable development, we should build effective, 

rational and innovative entities, which may refer to the following steps: (1) Based on the 

development strategy of both coal-focus and non-coal-focus plan as well as the characteristics 

of current coal enterprises, the decision makers can build up a strong professional, rigorous 

research institution so as to do research activities on troublesome issues. (2) Technological 

innovation is particularly important, technological center managers should give more attention 

to technological innovation, and they are responsible for its day-to-day management and 

operations. Meanwhile, professional scholars and experts need to be recruited to set up the 

Committee of experts so as to provide evaluations and advice for technological innovation 

projects, technical problems, as well as research orientation. (3) Decision-makers. Decision-

makers make major decisions, and they are responsible for the investment of funds, major tasks 

and development orientation. They also need to develop annual plans, assess technology 

center's code of conduct and work performance. 

8.4.2 Operation of technological innovation entities 

Coal enterprises can promote the development of technological innovation in accordance with 

the following ways: 

1. Speeding up transforming scientific and technological achievements 

It’s important to improve development of such technologies as energy saving, and water 

conservation, and new materials, and ecological protection, shortened development cycle, 

improve development efficiency, speed up transforming scientific and technological 

achievements, reduce water and energy consumption, achieve harmless of processing, reduce 

natural resources destruction, develop regenerate resources to alternative those natural 

resources that cannot regenerate, and ensure balance of ecological system. In addition, the 

introduction of advanced technology and scientific and practical high-tech can transform the 

traditional industry structure and management model, so as to improve the overall level of 

technology and management and save natural resources. 

2. Strengthening the R&D of environmental-friendly technologies 
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From the professional point of view, environmental-friendly technologies can be divided into 

three types: clean production technology, reuse of waste and pollution technology and pollution 

governance technology. It has advantages of the recycling of waste, the rational use of resources 

and energy, low pollution emissions and it can dispose waste in an environmentally friendly 

way. In addition, we also need to understand the important role of clean production in 

environment harmless technology system, including two a aspects: clean production and clean 

products. That is to say, production process should use specialized means to reduce pollution, 

and the disposal of products should be harmless and cannot harm ecological environment and 

the around of natural environment. From an economic point of view, clean production can be 

profitable; from a technical point of view, it has highly feasible, and it can demonstrate the 

significant value of development and environmental protection. 

3. Adhered to the principles of "research, learning and production" combination and form a 

professional committee to begin a large number of major research projects Besides, to ensure 

considerable development of coal enterprise, research institutions should put more efforts on 

promotion, improve quality of coal products and technological content, develop the enterprises 

through technology, and develop the coal industry through technology; corporate should always 

adhered to the principles of "research, learning and production", improve integrated quality and 

technological level of technicians, strengthen association of all links of industry chain, 

reasonably design development strategy and the planning, establish a team to development 

research coal derivative products, utilize resources such as electricity, gas, kerosene and coal 

chemicals, and give full play to the role and significance of energy to get more profit. 

4. Starting the self-innovation strategy, and fully tapping their own strengths and potentials, 

integrating all quality innovations, and draw lessons from other countries ' successful 

experience and introduce advanced projects to enrich their technical framework. Currently, 

except for washing and mining, most of coal enterprises are in venture stage. So enterprises 

should rely on sufficient talents, capital and organizational form to build out a carrier and 

platform to provide good products and service. That created favorable conditions for technology 

innovation and intellectual property application and upgrades technology innovation and 

independent development level. 

8.4.3 Focuses of enterprise technology innovation 

It’s important to vigorously promote the development of coal enterprises, further raise their 

technical level and learn advanced techniques, use advanced management concepts. 

Technology is complex, especially technological innovation. Leader should give some attention 

on it. This dissertation argues that the following should be considered as the basis of innovation: 
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1. Safety technological innovation 

In safety production system of coal mine, strengthening safety production management level 

and improving the science and technology level can better promote healthy development of coal 

mining enterprises. Currently, China has introduced corresponding initiatives in industry 

structure optimization and adjustment in order to effectively improve economic performance 

and benefits of most large-scale coal enterprise. So enterprises should increase investments, 

improve quality safety management and level, established sound infrastructure, ensure safety 

and reliability of the system according to their actual situation, so as to improve safety 

management level and technological innovation capacity and promote sustainable development 

of coal enterprises. What’s more, the enterprise itself should also enhance safety awareness 

among managers and employees, and then they will better implement the project. The enterprise 

should establish and improve the incentive mechanism and adopt appropriate measures to 

promote the rapid development of enterprise. 

2. Innovation of information technology 

The rapid development of modern information technology and the emergence of the network 

economy platform have brought in an unprecedented challenge to the traditional service 

conception of coal enterprise, marketing ideas and daily production operations. In this case, 

combined with their own characteristics, the coal enterprises should make full use of modern 

information technology and transform improper traditional operation mode to enhance the core 

competitiveness of enterprises in the market and bring greater economic benefits to the 

enterprise. Specifically the following steps can be carried out : First, ERP systems research 

projects should be developed. The enterprise should establish and improve the feedback 

delivery and collection of information, and make full use of modern information technology, 

establish a sound and effective system, promote corporate transformation, thus transforming 

the production-oriented enterprises to enterprises with knowledge and innovation. Secondly, 

the enterprise should build strategy research mechanism relying on network and information, 

develop scientific and reasonable of strategy planning, and promote long-term development. 

Meanwhile, it should establish friendly and interactive relationship with senior research 

institutions, information organization and the research institutions to ensure right and clear 

direction of development,; Third, it should promote e-commerce, focusing on material supply 

and coal marketing, and replace traditional sales and procurement with e-commerce. 

3. Innovation of production technology 

For a coal enterprise, only continuous innovation can ensure a space in the market. In addition, 

safety problems should not be ignored and leaders should attach great importance to coal 

production technology innovation and establish a safe and efficient mine so as to improve 
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exploitation level and technical level and realize automatic, intensive and large-scale production. 

In addition, the importance of clean production technology should not be neglected. Enterprises 

should focus on research of UHV power grid technology, large capacity and high efficiency 

power transmission technology, clean coal-fired power stations project in colleges and 

universities, gasification technology and development and application of coal liquefaction 

technology. Especially grid control technologies and coal mine safety technology. Enterprises 

should actively seek a new way of coal chemical industry development and coal conversion, 

and establish a good corporate image so as to bring greater economic benefits, promote 

sustainable development of coal enterprises. 

8.5 Improving management system and the management efficiency 

This thesis argues that we can evaluate the overall quality and management capacity of 

decision-makers by strategic identification capability; that we can evaluate enterprises’ 

innovation capability and economic performance through technological R&D personnel; that 

we can evaluate corporate social responsibility through the amount of staff with at least junior 

college degree. Through evaluation and identification activities, we found that the results of the 

Lingbei Group are not ideal. Therefore, it should improve the comprehensive quality of the staff 

and management level of managers so as to promote sustainable development of enterprises 

and obtain higher economic profit. 

8.5.1 Improving clean production management system 

In order to establish sound, reasonable and effective clean production management system, 

enterprises should establish effective and appropriate long-term mechanism, promote its 

development of circular economy, introduce environmental friendly management, so as to 

improve technology content of products and the value-added; enterprise also should consider 

the environmental protection cost and the natural resources, and evaluate objectively economic 

growth and quality; also, coal enterprises should coordinate the relationship between the 

environment and resources and publish social and environmental responsibility report and 

reduce emission and save energy and reduce consumption so as to establish a sound, reasonable 

and effective emissions management incentive system and promote implementation of 

responsibility. What’s more, enterprises should seek the financial support and policy support of 

local government and strengthen clean production so as to ensure healthy, steady and 

sustainable development of enterprises. 
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8.5.2 Establishing incentive system for clean production 

Carrying out environmental and economic activities is an important goal in China right now, 

but the development driver is still insufficient. There is a lot of planning and policies in many 

western countries worthy of our reference. The government should give policy and economic 

support and provide preferential treatment in terms of levies, subsidies, and tax breaks so as to 

promote positive development. Coal enterprises can establish recycling and secondary recovery 

reward system; implement the goal of ecological and natural environment protection so as to 

improve the profits. 

8.5.3 Paying attention to talent planning 

By looking up to large amounts of data and referring to the successful experiences of other 

countries, it is not difficult to find that the success of clean production relies on a lot of talents 

and high-tech. However, because of low pay, poor living and working conditions, a lot of high-

level technical personnel are reluctant to engage in this work, which is also an urgent problem 

of coal enterprises in China. 

1. Optimizing educational resources and fostering talents 

The survival of a corporate is based on technical personnel and they are a carrier of technology 

innovation. If there were no technical talents, the goal of clean production would be nothing 

even for large-scale enterprises. Enterprise's development is inseparable from the talents. Talent 

is to a corporate is what soul is to body. Enterprises without talents will be eliminated by the 

market. Excellent management personnel are key factors for development of clean production, 

because they are familiar with and understand the connotations of the technology. So it is the 

talent who ensure long and healthy operation and who are the core of clean production. 

Therefore, the coal enterprises can cooperate with some of the outstanding universities and 

establish reasonable and effective employment system thus making full use of the educational 

resources and acquiring talents. In addition, enterprises can also send excellent technicians 

within the enterprise to colleges and universities to train students on graduation design, thus 

achieving mutual benefit and get a win-win situation. 

2. Accelerating enterprise development so as to establish good corporate image 

The best way to get talent is to become powerful. Enterprises should establish a good corporate 

image, enhance the enterprise's social status and influence, and give employees a sense of 

accomplishment, pride and honor. Enterprises should fully mobilize the enthusiasm of staff and 

enthusiasm for work and better serve for the enterprise. In addition, enterprises should introduce 

modern technology and improve employee benefits, income and overall economic benefits. 

Enterprises should get rid of lagged technology and production and improve the safety of 
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business processes in order to avoid some serious accidents, thus improving the future 

development of enterprises. Enterprises should create a friendly and peaceful environment and 

pay attention to construction of education and culture. 

8.6 Summary 

In this chapter, based on content and case studies described above, through professional analysis, 

we proposed effective advice on upgrade and development of clean production in coal 

enterprises. First, enterprises should carry out diversified operating modes, cultivate capital 

operation capacity, expand its industry chain, improve its market influence, so as to obtain more 

economic benefits; and get policy and economic support from the government. Enterprises 

should actively shoulder social responsibility, establish safety guarantee system and related 

projects, utilize mine water, and resources exploration, accelerate production technology 

innovation, information technology innovation, and safety technology innovation; establish 

incentive system, and improve overall management level. 
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Chapter 9 Summary and outlook 

9.1 Summary 

Energy is the source of social progress, economic development, and human survival. The 

importance of coal is self-evident, and it is an important material and energy resource. 

Traditional economic way of thinking led to extensive type growth of coal enterprise, they only 

pursue economic benefits and output rather than fulfilling social responsibility environmental 

protection and using resources efficiently. That brought up serious social problems and the 

environmental problems, thus limiting has development coal enterprises. So, we should adopt 

an appropriate method and plan to promote the development of clean production. Through 

analysis of development model of clean production in coal enterprise, the author makes a 

professional analysis of the Lingbei Group’s current economic development situation and gets 

the conclusions: 

The author analyzes the concepts and theories of daily operations, production and clean 

production development in coal enterprise, including enterprise development, sustainable 

development, clean production, systems theory, and so on. In addition, the principle of 

relevance, diversity and integrity of the system is the foundation of clean production 

construction; a healthy, steady and sustainable development is the ultimate goal of a coal 

enterprise, and clean production is the key to promote its continuous development. These 

theories provide foundations for results analysis, evaluation index, and definition of clean 

production. 

Through a series of specialized studies, the author proposed and analyzed the concept and 

definition of clean production development force in coal industry. Its concept is: In the 

coordination development of environment, resources and coal enterprise, under the guidance of 

scientific theory of clean production, it aims at environmental protection, and resource 

conservation so as to obtain considerable development and comprehensive capabilities. Its 

features measurability, harmony, dynamic, comprehensiveness, and objectiveness. After its 

evaluation, enterprises will get development force of clean production, which has functions of 

leading, identification, motivation, guidance and diagnosis. On this basis, the concept model of 

clean production consisting of “six forces” was developed. It uses industry authority of the 

slope spheroid mechanics theory analyzed the clean development mechanism. 

The author elaborated the processes of building up clean production development. Under the 

guidance of related index, the author designed the overall objectives abiding by the conditions 
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and principles. Also, base on literature research, and predecessors’ experience and the related 

theory, after repeatedly consulting with views of professional scholars and the expert, the author 

eventually determines to adopt focusing method and form six criteria: strategy execution force, 

and technological innovation force, and resources recycling force, and environmental 

protection force, and social responsibility force and economic growth force; then through 

empirical analysis, the author studied the influence of the six criteria on performance 

development of the coal enterprises. Also, each criteria has various different types of elements, 

thus the author set up different indexes, such as: Strategy execution force has six indexes, which 

is divided into two sub criteria: coordination level and management level; technological 

innovation force has four indexes and two sub criteria: technological R&D capabilities and 

equipment; Resource recycling force has a total of seven indexes, which is divided into three 

sub criteria: comprehensively reuse and resource recycling, resource exploitation; 

environmental protection force has a total of six specific indexes under the sub criteria: 

environmental protection governance and the degree of environmental pollution; social 

responsibility force has four indexes, under two sub criteria: social harmony and social progress; 

economic growth force has eight indexes under four sub criteria: economic potential, solvency, 

profitability as well as production efficiency. That provides sufficient basis for evaluation and 

research activities for the next chapter. 

Using ANNM, DEA, TOPSIS, GRA, AHP and FCE to analyze and study its characteristics, 

calculation procedures and basic ideas. According to the features of sample data, the author 

adopted AGT comprehensive integrated evaluation method. Although the process of index 

calculation is complex, it is relatively easy due to the current the information era we live in. 

AGT comprehensive integrated evaluation method has advantages of TOPSIS and GRA, it can 

significantly increase the accuracy, and effectiveness, rationality, and scientificness of 

evaluation results, at the same time avoid their drawbacks. It not only can evaluate a single 

corporation, but also implement vertical and horizontal comparison among corporate. 

This thesis mainly targeted at the Lingbei Group, and carried out a large number of thematic 

activities, aiming at understanding clean production development level. First, the author 

analyzes the Lingbei Group’s development level of clean production at three different stages, 

as well as its current production, operations, and then made a general summary; secondly, the 

author comprehensively assessed its clean development production forces and evaluated the 

functions and roles of the six subsystems. The analysis and comprehensive measurement of 

clean production development force of the Lingbei Group proved that carrying out the principle 

of scientific development can achieve environmental, design and economic benefits. Through 

research and summary, we came to the following conclusions: 
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(1)The clean production development force of the Lingbei Group continued to improve, 

especially from 1996 to 2011; the improving trend is impressive. We can divide development 

stages into three different periods: 1996—2000 the worst development level, 2001—2006 the 

general development level, 2007-2011 the best development level 

(2)The author, through graphics, analyzed the actual function, role, as well as the environmental 

and economic influence of six subsystems. It is not difficult to see that technological innovation 

force, resources recycling force, environmental protection force, social responsibility force and 

economic growth force are positively correlated with clean production performance. 

Thus, the author brought up effective proposals to raise and foster comprehensive management 

level and the development force of clean production in coal enterprises. This thesis studied the 

case of the Lingbei Group, based on the current development situation of coal enterprises and 

gave some effective suggestions. In addition to restrictions, promotion and guidance from the 

government, coal enterprises should also put more efforts on improving the technological 

management, resources utilization, environmental protection, social responsibility and 

economic performance. It’s important to diversify the business models and cultivate enterprise's 

capital operation, expand its industrial chain and increase their market impact, so as to gain 

more economic benefits, get access to local government policy support and economic support. 

Enterprises should actively fulfill their social responsibilities, establish safety system and other 

related plans; they should utilize comprehensively mine water and exploration resources 

accelerate production innovation, information innovation, safety and technological innovation; 

as well as establish and improve the incentive systems, so as to improve the overall management 

level, which will promote the corporate rapid and steady development. 

 

Today, due to global warming and the whole world is increasingly puts emphasis on 

environmental protection, the coal enterprises as energy provider in many developing countries 

are under greater pressure for environmental protection and cleaner energy. On the one hand, 

with the increasing improvement of living standard, people pay more attention to environmental 

protection; On the other hand, the international community concerns that the developing 

countries employ extensive growth model regardless of the sustainable development of 

environment. Thus, promoting clean energy strategy and quickening the technology upgrade 

are important missions for coal enterprises such as Lingbei Group in China and many other 

developing countries. Since 2016, as international oil prices continue to decline, the coal 

industry is also affected. But fortunately, some enterprises which employ clean energy strategy 

early to actively make cleaner coal and diversify its business are not affected much but take it 

as an opportunity to upgrade their strategies of development modes and improve the corporate 
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value and position in the market. Therefore, this research not only provides some solutions for 

the problems faced by the current coal industry but strategic suggestions for the China’s coal 

industry as well. 

9.2 Research outlook 

Comparatively speaking, development force of clean production in coal enterprise involved a 

very complex and sophisticated system, so when conducting research activities, plenty of 

literature and theories should be referred to. Under proper guidance of the instructor, the author 

has done a lot of research work in order to get access to an abundance of theories and has 

concluded some encouraging progress. However, in-depth research activities should be carried 

out. 

This thesis defined and analyzed the concept of clean production development force, which is 

still in the first exploration period. So specialist should carry out more in-depth research 

activities in order to enrich the theory in this area. 

Combined with the advice of professionals, based on his understanding and the current situation 

of coal enterprises in China, the author screened typical documentation index, to build a relevant 

index system. There are still some deficiencies, and further studied needs to be done. In the 

processes of indexes design, easily accessible indexes will to some extent reduce the index's 

accuracy, so how to coordinate choose the indexes was an urgent problem. 

Because of the time limitation, this thesis chose only one case, Lingbei Group. Professional 

research and comparison of more than one enterprise would be better able to test the 

effectiveness, accuracy, and the feasibility of evaluation methods and achieve greater success. 

In order to ensure the accuracy of the final results, this thesis optimized the single 

comprehensive evaluation method and avoided its own disadvantages. This integrated 

comprehensive evaluation is feasible and is worthy of widely using. 
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APPENDIX 

Survey on evaluation indexes of development force of China's coal enterprises' clean 

production 

To whom it may concern: 

We designed a questionnaire about "Survey on evaluation indexes of development force of 

China's coal enterprises' clean production" Please fill out the form below for the actual situation 

of enterprises. 1 represents weak, 7 represents strong. 

 

Target Questionnaire items  1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Development 

force of coal 

enterprises’ 

clean 

production 

Companies’ comprehensive level of 

mechanization 

       

All-staff efficiency        

Sales profit        

Profit rate of total assets        

Liquidity rate        

Asset-liability rate        

Non-coal output ratio        

Capital accumulation rate        

The average income of workers        

The proportion of staff above college 

education 

       

Social contribution rate        

One-million-ton mortality        

Social burden coefficient        

Workers per capita living area        

Waste water emissions of RMB10,000 output 

value 

       

Exhaust gas emissions of RMB10,000 output        
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value 

Solid waste emissions of RMB10,000 output 

value 

       

Governance rate of the three wastes        

Noise compliance area coverage rate        

Rate of investment in environmental 

protection 

       

Corporate greening rate        

Coal reserve-production ratio        

Raw coal selection rate        

Recycling rate of mine water        

Material recycling rate        

Comprehensive utilization of coal gangue        

Subsidence land reclamation rate        

CBM utilization        

Equipment freshness rate        

Per capita technical equipment level        

 Investment proportion of technical R&D        

Proportion of R&D personnel        

Technology contribution rate        

Strategy identification capability        

Clean production management system        

Culture cohesion force        

ISO certification rate        

Coordination of economy and society        

Coordination of economic environment        

Coordination of economic resources        

 

 (A1) Whether the production is efficient;        
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Analysis on 

the 

influencing 

factors of 

coal 

enterprises' 

clean 

production 

development 

force 

(A2) Whether the corporate profitability is 

strong; 

       

(A3) Whether the corporate solvency is 

stable; 

       

(A4) Whether the enterprise economic 

potential is sufficient; 

       

(B1) Whether the level of workers’ income 

and education keeps pace with the outside 

world; 

       

(B2) Whether the safety production and 

corresponding costs meet social needs; 

       

(C1) Whether the environmental pollution is 

controllable;  

       

(C2) Whether the company is shouldering the 

responsibility of governance for the 

surrounding environment; 

       

(D1) Whether the enterprise resources 

exploitation is effective; 

       

(D2) Whether the enterprise resource 

recycling is effective; 

       

(D3) Whether the enterprise recycling is 

effective; 

       

(E1) Whether the enterprise’s equipment is 

advanced; 

       

(E2) Whether the R&D capabilities is strong;        

(F1) Whether the corporate strategy level is 

advanced;  

       

(F2) Whether the enterprise executive 

capacity is strong; 
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(G1) Whether the economic growth is 

significant in the last three years;  

       

(G2) Whether the brand value of enterprise is 

significantly improved in last three years; 

       

(G3) Whether the corporate culture is 

significantly improved in the last three years. 

       

Respondents profile 

Requirements: Please draw a "√" in the appropriate option 

1. Gender 

□ male  □female 

2. Title 

□ None □ Junior Title  □ Middle Title  □vice-senior Title  □ senior Title 

3. Education: 

□ Junior High School(or under) □junior college education  □ college education □ post 

graduate education 

4. Category of your company 

□ Government □ Enterprise □ School □ Research Institution □ Other 
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RESUME 

1973.1-1980.8, Shaanxi Hejiayan Phosphate Factory, employee 

1980.9-1984.7, studied in Northwestern Poly-technical University, in Management Engineering Department 

1984.9-1995.5, sales manager in Baohua Company, Shaanxi Automobile Factroy 

1995 till now, Shaanxi Baoji Tian’an Industry & Trade Co., Ltd, President & General Manager 

2005.9-2008.7, EMBA in School of Management, Xi’an Jiaotong University 

 

 


